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Given growing interest in accountability and outcomes, the North Central
Association's Higher Learning Commission developed a new path for accreditation,
the Academic Quality Improvement Program (AQIP). The goal is to infuse
continuous improvement and quality in the culture of higher education, and to blend
traditional accreditation with the philosophy and techniques of the Baldrige
Performance Excellence Program. Yet, little is known about the key performance
indicators (KPI) that colleges and universities are using to improve their quality and
continuous improvement processes.
To this end, my research involved a content analysis of the Systems Portfolios
submitted for accreditation by 34 purposefully selected four-year institutions accepted
into AQIP. The purpose was to identify the KPI that these four-year colleges and
universities use to evaluate and measure their organizational performance. After the
KPI were identified, my study evaluated the similarities and differences of like
institutions within Carnegie classifications. In total, 2,139 KPI were identified across
the 34 institutions, and a reduction process combining similar KPI resulted in 251
individual measures placed into 24 categories.

Findings reveal that the most frequently used KPI include: a specialized
student survey, such as the National Survey for Student Engagement (used by 94% of
institutions), overall retention (91%), employee satisfaction (85%), and graduation
rate (79%). The least frequently used KPI include adult learner measures (15%),
completion rate (9%), diversity measures (9%), and tuition as compared to peers
(6%). Findings also revealed similarities and differences in high frequency KPI
between institutional types.
When comparing my results to the few previous research studies and against
measures currently used by the U.S. Department of Education’s College Scorecard,
little consistency is visible. Yet my results reveal that certain indicators do appear to
be measureable across a number of institutional types, and recommendations are
offered for a minimal common set of 10 internal indicators meant to aid institutions in
their continuous improvement efforts, and five external indicators that demonstrate
the results of such improvement efforts
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Since the 1920s, there have been attempts to assess and quantify the quality of
higher education institutions. Often these assessments of quality were based on reputation
of the scholarly work of the faculty of the institution, not any defined measures (Brooks,
2005). The first most widely cited study of quality ratings was authored in 1925 by
Raymond Hughes, president of Miami University of Ohio. Hughes created a list of the 38
top Ph.D. granting institutions by asking the faculty at his own university to identify the
distinguished national scholars in their field. Nine years later, he created a similar ranking
of graduate departments at 59 institutions, again by asking his faculty members. A similar
reputational study was done in 1959 by Hayward Keniston of the University of
Pennsylvania, to determine how his university ranked compared to 25 of the leading
institutions (Cartter, 1966).
The American Council of Education performed multiple large-scale reputational
assessments in the 1960s and 1970s (Brooks, 2005; Roose & Anderson, 1970). In their
studies, they increased the number of the academic fields and programs rated, along with
expanding the number of faculty members queried for the survey. Again, these rankings
were based on the reputation of the faculty at these institutions, not based on any other
quality measures. As a result, the institutions that were ranked high in 1925 for the most
part were still ranked high well into the 1970’s.
In the 1980s, reputational assessments were produced by the National Research
Council (NRC) and covered almost 2700 programs in 32 disciplines. The increase in
programs evaluated corresponded with the increased use of these assessment results
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outside of the academy. During this time, the assessments also began including other
quantitative quality measures such as the size of programs and library, faculty
publications, and support for research (Brooks, 2005). Throughout the 1990s, NRC
continued to add additional quantifiable quality factors such as faculty governance,
although their many critics argued that these additional factors did not add to the validity
of the assessments.
In addition, in the early 1980s reputational rankings such as the one done by U.S.
News & World Report started to include undergraduate programs (Ostriker& Kuh, 2003).
The U.S. News & World Report ranking was also the first time such ranking information
became easily accessible to prospective undergraduates and their parents. Several other
commercial firms expanded their efforts at ranking colleges, universities, and
professional schools, as there was and still is a great demand for such information.
At that time, most of the measures to assess the quality of higher education
institutions were developed and marketed in the form of rankings and ratings by
commercial media. These assessments were often marketed to prospective students and
their parents so they could find what college was the best fit; moreover, which college or
university was the best fit for the money. The accuracy of these rankings and ratings were
primarily driven by profits of the commercial media that produced them and were based
on reputation, not an accurate scale of which colleges and universities were truly the best
(Brooks, 2005). Yet when researchers attempted to create assessments outside of
commercial media, their focus was too narrowly tailored given the lack of quantitative
data regarding university activities beyond financial data and the graduation rates. This is
what Astin (1985) refers to the “reputation and resource model” of institution excellence.
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The perceived quality of colleges depended on the quantity of campus resources, the
quality of students admitted to the university, and the reputation of faculty research and
such ratings included nothing about the quality or quantity of the student services and
education provided to students.
Subsequently, during the same time in the 1980s, many business professionals
developed management theories and accountability systems. These theories, such as Total
Quality Management (TQM), reformed and revitalized both the business sector and parts
of the government, but were abhorred by the academy to organize their functions
(Birnbaum, 2000). These management theories and accountability systems were
perceived as not applicable to higher education because of the complexity of the
institution, fluid participation of stakeholders, and vague missions of the institutions
Burke & Minassians 2002a). Cohen and March (1974) described higher education
institutions as an organized anarchy, whereby colleges and universities have many
conflicting and vague goals. Students who are major stakeholders in the institution
wander in and out of the organization. Most people are familiar what colleges and
universities do, but do not understand the multi-facet outcomes of social, cognitive,
moral, and ethical growth students are to achieve with a diploma (Schuh, Jones, Harper,
& Associates, 2011). “These factors do not make the university a bad organization or a
disorganized one, but they do make it a problem to describe, understand, and lead”
(Cohen & March, 1974, p. 3).
Such organized anarchies of loosely coupled systems where groups and
individuals made autonomous, decentralized decisions were acceptable so long as the
quality of higher education went unchallenged (Burke & Minassians, 2002a). The first
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major challenge came from the National Commission on Excellence in Education (1983)
with the publication of The Nation at Risk. Though the focus of the report was on K-12
education, it initiated various subsequent reports and calls from both the conservative and
liberal groups for college reform and criticism of “undergraduate education for its lack of
coherent curriculum, the level of student learning, and the neglect of quality teaching
(Burke & Minassians, 2002b, pp. 6-7).
According to Burke and Minassians (2002b), by 1987 two-thirds of states had
mandated assessment policies for colleges and universities. In fact, each of the six
accrediting bodies in the United States, the Middle States Association of Colleges and
Schools, the New England Association of Schools and Colleges, the North Central
Association of Colleges and Schools, the Northwest Commission on Colleges and
Universities, the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, and the Western
Association of Schools and Colleges, whose responsibility is provide assurance to the
public that an institution meets certain standards, have made assessing student outcomes
a requirement for accreditation (HLC, 2010a, p. 11). Thus, the focus began to move
swiftly away from admissions scores, library holdings, faculty credentials, and the
process of campus governance, to the outcomes of student learning.
As of 1995, 94% of higher education institutions reporting having some form of
assessment activities, but less than 20% of faculty members participated in university
assessment activities (Burke & Minassians, 2002b). As informational technology systems
have improved, the ease of data collection and the amount of data available allowed the
collection of data well beyond financial statistics and graduation rates of institutions.
Unfortunately, more data does not mean that there is a more complete picture of what
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factors or quantifiable data go into assessing a quality institution. Nor does it mean that
assessment leads to accountability or effective outcomes. Although, the six accrediting
bodies in the United States each have a set of standards and best practices for an effective
institution, and there are some similarities and commonalties in the set of standards and
best practices, there is not a single definition of what constitutes a quality institution
across these six accreditation bodies (Mulkins-Manning, 2011).
Problem Statement
According to the Spellings Commission (2006), there is an absence of
accountability mechanisms to adequately measure and compare institutions of higher
education. Basically, there is no means to easily or accurately compare apples to apples.
Both state and federal governments have thousands of data points related to institutions
and their students, but the “process of collecting, reporting, and using that information to
guide policy and practice turns out to be complicated by limited and inconsistent
definitions of whom to count as students, by bureaucratic hurdles, and even by
institutional resistance to accountability” (Kelderman, 2012, p. A12).
Measuring accountability is also a complicated process, because, as Carey (2007)
states, “Like snowflakes, no two colleges and universities are exactly alike. They are big,
small, public, private, old, young, rich and poor. This diversity of colleges and
universities is a huge asset to the nation, a factor any effective accountability system
should be taken into account” (p. 27). What makes the nation’s institutions great as a
whole also make them difficult to assess. Many colleges and universities tout their
uniqueness as a selling point to potential students and as a point of pride amongst their
alumni. If a college or university is truly unique then it cannot be compared to other
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colleges and universities, and thus cannot be judged in comparison to other institutions.
In addition, Burke and Minassians (2002b) describe higher education as having very
vague missions and institutional goals, which makes colleges and universities difficult to
understand and describe.
As noted, historically there has been a multitude of indicators used to measure
the quality of higher education institutions, but generally, these measures have been
organized around reputation of an institution or its faculty, faculty research, and student
experiences (Brooks, 2005). These measures do not give a complete picture of an
institution, nor a way to compare colleges and universities across Carnegie classification
types. As there was no definitive research to define a means to define quality across
various institution types, The Academic Quality Improvement Process (AQIP) was
created in 1999 by the Higher Learning Commission’s higher education accrediting arm
of the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools. AQIP is based on the five
criterion for accreditation that is required for all institutions, and the education criteria for
the Malcolm Baldrige Quality Award. Through AQIP there is now an alternative
accreditation process creating the means for higher education institutions to measure the
quality of their institution.
Currently no studies could be found which focus on how institutions are using
AQIP data to benchmark themselves against other institutions; therefore my study
examines how higher education institutions measure their own quality by examining the
key performance indicators (KPI) included in their AQIP Systems Portfolio. KPI
“represent a set of measures focusing on those aspects of organizational performance that
are the most critical for the current and future success of the organization” (Parmenter,
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2010, p. 4). Generally, KPI are known as a way to communicate the measures that matter.
Identifying KPI and measures aid institutions in providing results across the institution,
and help colleges and universities prioritize resources and align processes to achieve
outcomes. Compiling these indicators could aid higher education institutions by allowing
comparison of similar data with like institutions, or by creating indicators so they have
the ability to compare themselves against like institutions.
Only two studies could be found of institutions utilizing KPI for public reporting,
and no studies of institutions utilizing KPI as part of a strategic continuous improvement
plan. Burke and Minassians (2002b) from the Public Higher Education Program at the
Nelson A. Rockefeller Institute of Government reviewed 29 performance reports of
public colleges and universities and found a lack of common indicators that allow the
tracking of performance. They thought that the lack of common indicators were the
“missing link” in the chain of accountability and measuring institutional effectiveness (p.
118). Terkla (2011), associate provost for institutional research and evaluation at Tufts
University, searched for institutions that had a public dashboard with their indicators and
found 66 institutions ranging from small colleges to major research universities using
dashboards. She found little commonality of the indicators used for the dashboards and
she felt this supported the notion “that institutions develop their indicators based on their
specific strategic plan and institutional characteristics” (p. 1), and thus the indicators
appear to be for internal, not external, use.
Colleges and universities that renew accreditation through the AQIP process
identify indicators, measures, and results that are key to the functioning of the entire
institution. My study is significant because colleges and universities need appropriate
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measures and results to have a meaningful way to compare themselves with peer
institutions. Knowing KPI of other institutions, and being able to benchmark can aid
colleges and universities in the approach, deployment, learning and integration of
strategic planning, and areas of growth leading to performance excellence. My study
identifies common KPI and measures across four-year Carnegie classification type so
colleges and universities can appropriately compare themselves to like institutions. In
addition, the information is a good starting place for institutions that are beginning their
quality journey to achieve sustainable results in this challenging educational climate.
Purpose and Research Questions
The intent of my research is to identify the KPI that four-year colleges and
universities use to evaluate and measure their organizational performance. After KPI are
identified, my study evaluates the similarities and differences of like institutions within
Carnegie classifications. The study focuses on degree-granting post-secondary
educational institutions in the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools region
accredited by the Higher Learning Commission accepted into the AQIP, and who
identified their key performance indicators through this alternate accreditation process.
Understanding how colleges and universities report KPI to demonstrate their institutional
performance these questions are important. Specific research questions include:
1. How do four-year colleges and universities that have been accepted into the
Higher Learning Commission’s alternative accreditation Academic Quality
Improvement Program (AQIP), report their KPI to demonstrate performance
excellence for the nine AQIP categories: (a) Helping student learn; (b)
Accomplishing other distinctive objectives; (c) Understanding students’ and other
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stakeholders’ needs; (d) Valuing people; (e) Leading and communicating; (f)
Supporting institutional operations; (g) Measuring effectiveness; (h) Planning
continuous improvement; (i) Building collaborative relationships and (j) overall
for all nine AQIP categories?
2. For the institutions in my study what metrics are they using to calculate their KPI?
3.

What are the similarities and differences in KPI and data reporting, as broken
down by types of the institutions (using Carnegie classifications)?
Methods Overview
My descriptive study using highly deductive analysis utilized content analysis as its

research method. Elo and Kyngäs (2008) describe content analysis as a way to
systematically and objectively describe phenomena found in documents. Leedy and
Ormrod (2001) define the purpose of content analysis is to identify patterns and themes in
human communication. The process for content analysis is designed to achieve the
highest objective analysis possible by defining the process of the qualities and
characteristics to be examined.
For the purpose of my study, the process involved examining the KPI defined by
the four-year institutions in AQIP that have submitted an AQIP Systems Portfolio to
fulfill their re-accreditation requirement through the Higher Learning Commission.
Systems Portfolios cover the nine AQIP categories and describe processes, results, and
improvement in each category, and show evidence that the institution continues to meet
the HLC’s standard for accreditation (HLC, 2010b). At the time of this study, 34 fouryear institutions had publicly available Systems Portfolios. Through analysis of these
Systems Portfolios, patterns and themes were identified and organized.
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Conceptual Framework
The conceptual framework for my research study is encompassed in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Conceptual Framework of Measuring Institutional Quality: Key Performance
Indicators for Institutions Accepted into the Academic Quality Improvement Program
(AQIP).
As of January 2013, there were 202 higher education institutions participating in
Higher Learning Commission’s AQIP alternative re-accreditation and of these 34
bachelor’s degree-granting institutions had submitted publically available Systems
Portfolio of their quality efforts. Through these Systems Portfolios, it was determined
what these institutions identify as their Key Performance Indicators (KPI) and how these
institutions measure these KPI for each of the nine AQIP categories.
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The Higher Learning Commission (2007a) created nine AQIP categories to aid in
analyzing “the systems essential to all effective colleges and universities” (p. 2). These
categories were based on the Education Criteria for Performance Excellence within the
Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award as infused with the Higher Learning
Commission’s criteria for accreditation. Each of these categories can be viewed as
buckets for institutions to sort their key processes into analyzable groups that permit an
in-depth examination of each identified process.


Category 1, Helping Students Learn, encompasses the teaching-learning
process in both the formal classroom experience and the out of classroom
student development activities.



Category 2, Accomplishing Other Distinctive Objectives, focuses on an
institution’s goals, which are outside of educating students, but still are
pursuant to the institution’s mission. These distinctive objectives should
differentiate an institution from other colleges or universities such as research
or athletics.



Category 3, Understanding Students’ and Other Stakeholders’ Needs,
examines how an institution evaluates, identifies, and meets the needs of its
various sub-groups of its student population and other identified stakeholders.
This category also focuses on how institutions use data to improve the
operations to meet the needs of students and other stakeholders.



Category 4, Valuing People, focuses on developing all employees and how all
the employees of an organization contribute to the success of the organization.
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Category 5, Leading and Communicating, focuses on the structure of the
organization, how institutions set priorities, and how institutions make
decisions, along with how the institution improves in these areas. This
category also focuses on how the institutions communicate the vision,
mission, and values of the organization to all stakeholders.



Category 6, Supporting Institutional Operations, examines the systems and
process that support teaching, learning, and other day-to-day operations of the
institution such as safety, and facilities.



Category 7, Measuring Effectiveness, examines the systems institutions use to
collect and analyze data in across the entire institution. This category focuses
on the entire organization not just the subsections identified in the other
categories.



Category 8, Planning and Continuous Improvement, identifies how
institutions prioritize and utilize action plans to help achieve the mission,
visions, and goals of the organization. In addition, this category analyzes how
institutions utilize their strategic planning process.



Category 9, Building Collaborative Partnerships, encompasses both internal
and external stakeholders that contribute to the mission and the goals of the
institution.

For each category, institutions are asked to identify context, processes, results,
and improvement. As part of an institution’s reaccreditation efforts, they submit a
Systems Portfolio, which presents an overview of the institution, and answers explicitly
all of the questions under each of the nine AQIP categories. An institution’s key
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performance indicators should be evident within each category and the same key
performance indicators may be evident in multiple categories. My research involves
analyzing the content of these Systems Portfolios with the goal of identifying key
performance indicators for each institution, then identifying common indicators for like
institutions.
Chapter I Summary
Even though there is emerging research on KPI used in higher education, there are
no current best practices to measure institutional quality, and current measures often are
not adequate to measure holistically an entire institution and its operations. Thus, there is
limited meaningful data and results which provide a holistic view of institutions, nor a
way to provide for meaningful comparisons to peer institutions. Yet, through AQIP, there
is now an alternative re-accreditation process focused on creating means for higher
education institutions to measure the quality of their institution. As of yet however, no
studies were found that examined such AQIP data in order to extract and profile the
indicators, measures and results institutions have chosen to report. Absent such data,
there has been limited ways to have meaningful comparisons with peer institutions. To
this end, I undertook this study as a means to identify the KPI which colleges and
universities use to measure the quality of their institution.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
The review of the related literature includes an examination of higher education
institutional quality, the demand for accountability systems in higher education, and
examples of accountability systems used in higher education. One of the accountability
systems for higher education is the Malcolm Baldrige Education Criteria for Performance
Excellence, and the Academic Quality Improvement Program (AQIP) was developed by
the Higher Learning Commission of the North Central Association based on the
education criteria for this Malcolm Baldrige Quality Award. AQIP was created as an
alternative accreditation process based on continuous improvement to drive quality
initiatives at institutions of higher education. Lastly, the importance of identifying and
utilizing key performance indicators (KPI) are outlined.
Federal and State Accountability
M. Peter McPherson, former president of Michigan State University, speaking as
president of the National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant College said
“If we can't figure out how to measure ourselves, someone else will figure out how to
measure us, it's inevitable" (Jaschik, 2007, p. 1). In the years since this statement was
made, there is still no definitive way for colleges and universities to measure themselves,
and there are many entities both public and private that are still calling for the need to
measure colleges and universities. There are also many entities that are attempting to
define these measures including state and the federal government.
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Spellings Commission Report
In 2006, then Secretary of Education Margaret Spellings formulated a
commission to study the future of higher education in America. The Spellings
Commission published its report titled A Test of Leadership: Charting the Future of U.S.
Higher Education in 2007, along with 15 issue papers that influenced the final report.
This commission found many positive aspects of higher education institutions. Their
report stated that Americans were currently attending college more than any time in the
history of higher education in the United States, and that the diversity of students in terms
of racial, ethnic, and economic backgrounds continued to increase on college campuses.
Most importantly, a majority of Americans believed that the American higher education
system is the best in the world. Unfortunately, according to Miller and Milandra (2006),
two members of the commission and authors of the position paper on
accountability/assessment voiced that “this belief and pride have led to a dangerous
complacency about the real quality and impact of higher education” (p. 2).
The Spellings Commission (2006) also reported there were many opportunities
for growth in the academy. The commission found a significant portion of students are
graduating without the skills expected from a college graduate. In the most recent
National Assessment of Adult Literacy (NAAL) survey, less than one-third of college
graduates could demonstrate an ability to read complex tests and make complicated
inferences (Miller & Milandra, 2006, p. 2). Unacceptable numbers of college graduates
enter the workforce without the skills employers say they need in a knowledge driven
economy.
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American higher education has become what, in the business world, would be
called a mature enterprise: increasingly risk- averse, at times self-satisfied, and
expensive, where the increase in the cost of a college education has outpaced the increase
in median income (Miller & Milandra, 2006). The Commission implored postsecondary
institutions to provide high-quality instruction while improving their efficiency in order
to be more affordable to the students, taxpayers, and donors who sustain them.
In addition, there is a lack of clear, reliable information connecting the cost and
the quality of postsecondary institutions. The Commission wanted higher education
institutions to become more transparent about cost, price, and student success outcomes.
Information should be made available to students, and reported “publicly in aggregate
form to provide consumers and policymakers an accessible, understandable way to
measure the relative effectiveness of different colleges and universities” (Spellings
Commission, 2006, p. x).
Even though there has been increased attention to student learning outcomes by
colleges and universities along with the agencies that accredit them, stakeholders have no
solid evidence comparable across institutions, of how much students learn in colleges or
whether they learn more at one college than another. These measures of inputs are “no
longer adequate, either within individual institutions or across all of higher education”
(Spellings Commission, 2006, p. 14).
The Commission reported that to meet the challenges of the 21st century, colleges
and universities must have a culture of accountability and transparency. Every one of the
commission’s goals, “from improving access and affordability to enhancing quality and
innovation, will be more easily achieved if higher education institutions embrace and
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implement serious accountability measures” (Spellings Commission, 2006, p. 21). In
addition, the federal government who was spending hundreds of billions of dollars a year
for higher education should provide incentives for state agencies, accrediting bodies or
institutions to develop “interoperable outcomes-focused accountability systems” designed
to be accessible and useful for all stakeholders in higher education (Spellings
Commission, 2006, p. 24).
Federal Government Intervention
Unfortunately, given limitations the 2008 Higher Education Opportunity Act
(United States Department of Education n.d.b) has on the types of data the federal
government is able to collect from individual students, the federal government is unable
to produce many of the reporting recommendations made by the Spellings Commission
(Perez-Pena, 2013). Despite these limitations the federal government has taken steps to
help students find the true cost of a college education by requiring institutions to have a
net price calculator on their website. The net price calculator required by the Higher
Education Opportunity Act was to be launched by intuitions by the 2012-2013 academic
year and is to assist students in getting the actual cost of attendance, not just the sticker
price (United States Department of Education, n.d.b).
Another recent federal government action was the launch of the College
Scorecard in 2013 by the United States Department of Education’s College Affordability
and Transparency Office. The College Scorecard highlights key indicators about the cost
and value of institutions across the country to help students choose a school that is well
suited to meet their needs, is priced affordably, and is consistent with their educational
and career goals (United States Department of Education, n.d.a). The College Scorecard
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provides information on median cost of attendance, graduation rate, loan default rate,
median borrowing and average earnings of undergraduate degree holders. Unfortunately,
the data within the scorecard is a few years old, and the information is presented as
averages and medians that might have little relevance to individual families, so there are
still no measures for stakeholders to have an apple-to- apple comparison (Perez-Pena,
2013).
California Community College Scorecard
A few months after the federal government launched its College Scorecard, the
California Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office (CCCO) launched its own Student
Success Scorecard in March of 2013, providing data on California’s 112 community
colleges and 2.4 million students (CCCO, n.d.). The scorecards include graduation,
retention and transfer rates for each of the colleges and for the overall system. This
include breakdowns by race, ethnicity, gender and age. The scorecards also feature
measures like the percentage of students who complete 30 credits and data on how
students who placed into remedial coursework fared in comparison to students who were
prepared to do college work when they enrolled. Also included in the scorecards are
retention rates, which are based on the proportion of students who remained enrolled for
their first three consecutive terms, and a section on career technical education (Fain,
2013, April 10).
Overall, even seven years after the release of the Spellings Commission report,
there has not been much movement in creating useful ways to measure higher education
institutions. Despite some federal and state efforts, those that have been created are often
overly simplistic and not very useful; in addition there is still the lack of support within
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the higher education community for the measures used (Lederman, 2013). Perhaps, the
means in which to measure the quality of higher can be found in the theories and systems
made popular in the world of business. Let us turn to a review of those ideas.
Quality Initiatives
Many quality initiatives used in higher education were born in industry. This
section reviews the quality initiatives in which AQIP is based.
Total Quality Management
The theory of Total Quality Management (TQM) was first brought forth by W.
Edwards Deming, Joseph Juran, Philip Crosby and Masaaki Imai, and was popularized
by the success of various Japanese companies in the 1980s (Munoz, 1999). This theory
focuses on using statistical measures and tools to monitor and control the quality of
products being produced. TQM focuses on process management, stakeholder
involvement and information and feedback along with committed leadership. Deming’s
(1986) 14 principles of philosophy of management is well known in both the public and
private sector for organizations that are big and small (Sallis, 2004). His 14 principles
have been adapted to the educational sector and have been used as guiding principles in
the development of strategic and quality plans for educational institutions, especially
assessing learning outcomes of students.
Deming’s (1986) 14 principles focus on creating a vision and following through
with this vision, so graduates of the institution are prepared for life post-graduation. The
leader of the organization must create a vision and core values for the organization that
all stakeholders can stand behind as the purpose of the institution. This must be done with
students, the primary stakeholders, in mind. The leader should solicit student feedback,
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and understand the changing needs of students, to create a sustainable system that
prepares them for the technologies, and methodologies that will make the institution’s
graduates valuable in the job market. Other needs of students should be understood such
as financial aid, housing, food service, social and moral development, and co-curricular
activities (Masters & Leiker, 1992).
Change in any organization is difficult; this is especially true of higher education
institutions (Lane, 2007). If both functional leaders and the cultural leaders in
organization do not support the change, then the changes will not be productive.
Resources need to be allocated so all employees understand the vision and core values of
the institution. Employees must fully understand what their role is in ensuring student
success and must get the proper training to do so. Faculty must be trained on the most
effective pedagogy and andragogy for curriculum delivery. Administrators and staff must
be trained to understand their roles in the organization and how to perform their jobs in
the most efficient means (Masters & Leiker, 1992). Proper training will aid in
overcoming and recognizing gaps of service and dysfunction of the organization
(Flumerfelt & Banachowski, 2011).
Another part of Deming’s (1986) 14 principles is a need for dedicated personnel
whose role is to focus on process improvement and a feedback mechanism so issues can
be identified. The feedback mechanisms need to be more comprehensive than end of
semester evaluations for faculty (Masters & Leiker, 1992), and there is a need to more
competency-based evaluation for instruction and other institutional outcomes. The
feedback mechanism could include a range of areas, which may include long-term goals,
areas of action, review plans, evaluation of changes, comments on students’ and
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stakeholders’ evaluation, indication of follow-up actions, identification of procedural
changes, assessment of suitability of the research profile, assessment of the teaching and
learning process, and the student attainment (Srikanthan & Dalrymple, 2004). Feedback
should be solicited from a variety of internal stakeholders and external stakeholders such
as alumni, and employers of graduates.
There also needs to be a commitment to arm the institution with the proper
technology and resources to maintain and improve the education process (Srivanci,
2004). Faculty, staff and administrators need the correct tools to do their job effectively.
Senior leadership need to ensure the organization has the tools to operate efficiently to
achieve high performance (Srikanthan & Dalrymple, 2004). Having the proper tools and
a focus on communication will aid in reducing redundancy between departments, and aid
in maximizing efficiency in the organization. Having a vision of outcomes, and arming
the organization with the technology and knowledge an organization can transform itself
using Deming’s (1986) 14 principles to an efficient organization (Masters & Leiker,
1992; Srivanci, 2004). Utilizing the principles of TQM has been a way to set the strategic
direction of an organization, identify outcomes and needs, and improve results. The next
steps were designing a program where institutions could highlight their improvement
efforts, and showcase their outcomes.
Baldrige Performance Excellence Program
The Baldrige Performance Excellence Program, formerly known as the Malcolm
Baldrige National Quality Award, was created in 1987 to enhance the competitiveness of
American businesses, and was named after Malcolm Baldrige. Mr. Baldrige, the former
Secretary of Commerce, was an advocate for quality management as the key to American
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prosperity and sustainability. The criteria for the Baldrige Performance Excellence
Program is based on TQM and Deming’s 14 Principles of Management, as the criteria
Baldrige Criteria “recognizes that institutions do empirically benefit from reporting out
and engaging in TQM” (Flumerfelt, & Banachowski, 2011, p. 225). The program was
expanded to include educational institutions in 1999, and a specific criteria for
educational institutions was created in 2009 (National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST), n.d.).
The Baldrige criteria system outlines “two cycles of three elements. The first
cycle includes leadership, strategic planning and customer focus. The second cycle
includes workforce focus, process management and results” (Flumerfelt, & Banachowski,
2011, p. 225). Both cycles represent input, process and output improvement
opportunities for the organization (Karathanos & Karathanos, 2005). The measurement
system yields results in the following categories which were updated for 2013 award: (1)
customer; (2) products and processes; (3) finance and markets; (4) workforce; (5)
leadership and governance (NIST, n.d.).
The costumer category examines how an organization engages its customers for
long-term market success. The engagement strategy focuses on how an organization
listens to the “voice of the customer” to determine the customer needs, expectations,
desires, and requirements whether stated, unstated, or anticipated. This is done through a
multitude of data driven listening methods (survey, focus groups, complaints, social
media posts, etc.). This category also speaks to how an organization builds and maintains
relationships with their customers (NIST, 2011, p. 13).
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The products and processes category focuses on how an “organization determines
work process requirements, designs its work processes to meet those requirements, and
manages those processes at the operational level” (NIST, 2011, p. 21). In addition this
category addresses how the organization manages cost of its operations and how
outsourced products and services are managed, monitored, and improved along with
business continuation in the event of an emergency. This item also addresses how key
processes and support processes are improved. This category also focuses on “innovation
and how organizations take intelligent risk to pursue strategic opportunities” (p. 22).
The finance and markets category focuses on “organizational and operational
performance relative to key financial measures and market share” (NIST, 2011, p. 22).
This is segmented according to the organization’s operational focus and compared
against competitors and relevant comparisons. Understanding segments of the market is
critical to identifying the distinct needs of the stakeholders and customers along with
tailoring products to meet needs and expectations.
The workforce category focuses on “how an organization ensures that the
capacity and structure of the workforce is sufficient to accomplish the work and that the
employees have the skills necessary to accomplish organizational objectives” (NIST,
2011, p. 66). Focused on how the organization supports the workforce in terms of health,
safety, and benefits, this category also addresses how the employee performance is
measured, how employee engagement is determined, and how employees are developed.
Lastly, this category addresses workforce professional development approaches align
with organizational needs to accomplish organizational objectives.
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The last area the Baldrige Performance Excellence Program addresses is
leadership and governance. Leadership focuses on how senior leaders guide and sustain
the organization. This item also addresses how senior leaders “promote a legal and ethical
environment, communicate across the organization, and create a focus on the
accomplishment of organizational goals to achieve the vision” (NIST, 2011, p. 66).
Governance focuses on the accountability of senior leader actions, transparency within
the organization, fiscal accountability, and succession planning. In addition, this category
addresses the legal and ethical practices of the organization along with support of key
communities and societal well-being are also addressed in this item.
Participating in the Baldrige journey is a way for organizations to showcase their
continuous improvement efforts, by identifying their KPI and developing systems and
process to improve on their indicators. The Baldrige self-study creates a ready to use
accountability report that can enhance the improvement efforts of any organization, by
showing the strengths and opportunities within the organization.
Baldrige Education Criteria for Performance Excellence
In 2009, the Malcolm Baldrige Award performance excellence criteria were
established for educational institutions (NIST, n.d.). The Baldrige Education Criteria for
Performance Excellence are focused on giving educational institutions the tools needed to
examine all parts of its “management system and improve processes and results while
keeping the whole organization in mind” (NIST, 2011, p. i). The criteria are nonprescriptive so institutions can focus on “results, not procedures, tools, or organizational
structure” (NIST, 2011, p. i). The purpose of being non-prescriptive is so the criteria
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will foster “understanding, communication, sharing, alignment, and integration while
supporting innovative and diverse approaches” (NIST, 2011 p. i)
Harry Hertz (NIST, 2011), the director of the Baldrige Performance Excellence
Program, stated the Education Criteria are increasingly used by American educational
institutions to improve performance. These criteria are continually updated to help
institutions respond to the “current challenges of the need to create value for students,
stakeholders, and organization, the need for openness and transparency in governance
and ethics, and rapid innovation” (p. i). These criteria are used to assess performance in
the key areas of students, workforce, leadership and governance, and finance and
markets. These areas should be balanced so the organization is holistically focusing on all
stakeholders, and objectives, along with short- and longer-term goals (NIST, n.d.).
The Education Criteria stress student learning while recognizing education
organizations' varying missions, roles, and programs. The criteria view students as the
key customers and recognize that colleges and universities may have other customers
(e.g., parents). The criteria incorporate excellence in the education sector and include
“three components: a well-conceived and well-executed assessment strategy; year-to-year
improvement in key measures and indicators of performance, especially student learning;
and demonstrated leadership in performance and performance improvement relative to
comparable organizations and appropriate benchmarks” (NIST, n.d., p. 2).
The Education Criteria (NIST, 2011) support an institution’s strategic planning in
four cycles: approach, deployment, learning, and integration. Educational institutions
look how they approach designing and selecting processes, methods, and measures.
After processes, methods, and measures are designed and selected, the criteria examines
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how are these processes, methods, and measures are communicated and deployed
consistently across the institution. Next, the institution examines its progress and what
new knowledge has been learned. Along with learning, institutions are asked to examine
opportunities for innovation. The last cycle is for the institution to assess findings and
organizational performance, harmonize processes and work-unit operations, and select
better process and results measures (p. 68). This type of assessment creates a profile of
strengths and opportunities for improvement in areas across the institution.
Many researchers (Beard, 2009; Eggleston, Gibbons & Vera; Seymour 1995)
have analyzed the improvements within educational institutions such as Northwest
Missouri State, Richland College, and University of Wisconsin-Stout, that utilized the
Education Criteria for Performance Excellence. They found the Education Criteria as a
useful tool for colleges committed to continuous improvement in all areas of the
organization and improving results. The Baldrige self-study was also useful for end of
the year reporting to governing agencies such as board of trustees, the federal
government, and grant foundations. In addition, the Baldrige self-study can serve as a
common ground for internal discussions of where and how to best direct efforts for
improvement, and aligns itself well with the mission of higher education institutions and
the goals of accreditation efforts for higher education (HLC, 2007b).
Academic Quality Improvement Program (AQIP)
Accreditation models based on Baldrige principles, including continuous
improvement, TQM, and a focus on mission driven and institutionally focused
improvements, have been created by all six regional accreditation bodies and some
specialized accreditation groups such as engineering, technology, and teacher education
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(Hoffman & Spangehl, 2012). AQIP was created by the Higher Learning Commission
(HLC) and is of particular interest for my research. AQIP isolates compliance activities
so institutions can complete innovative improvement action projects in an environment
free from risk to their continued accreditation.
One of the six accreditation bodies in the United States is the Higher Learning
Commission (HLC), an independent corporation founded in 1895. The Higher Learning
Commission accredits degree-granting post-secondary educational institutions in the
North Central Region, which includes nineteen states (HLC, n.d.). An accreditation
agency assesses formal educational activities for it members in terms of mission and
agency criteria along with ensuring federal compliance (HLC, 2010b). In addition to
assessing formal educational activities, HLC evaluates an institution’s “governance and
administration, financial stability, admissions and student services, institutional
resources, student learning, institutional effectiveness, and relationships with internal and
external constituencies (HLC, 2010a, p. 1). Accreditation by HLC and the other
nationally recognized agencies provides assurance to the public that an “institution has
been found to meet the agency’s clearly stated requirements and criteria and that there are
reasonable grounds or believing that it will continue to meet them” (HLC, 2010a, p. 11).
Goal of AQIP
AQIP’s goal is to infuse continuous improvement in the culture of higher
education institutions in order to ensure quality. AQIP created a new set of analytic
categories, activities, and procedures that are different from those used in traditional
accreditation. This blends traditional accreditation with the philosophy and techniques of
the Baldrige Performance Excellence Program. By sharing its improvement activities,
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action plans, and their results through this alternative accreditation program “an
institution develops structure and systems essential to achieving the distinctive higher
education mission it has set for itself and the evidence to enable the commission to
reaffirm accreditation” (Hoffman & Spanghel, 2012, p. 71).
The primary focus of AQIP is student learning which does not vacillate far from
the primary intention of traditional accreditation (Hoffman & Spanghel, 2012). AQIP
also includes other systems within the institution that contribute to the ability of the
institution to create an environment where students can learn, and employees have the
tools to affect the progress and development of students. AQIP recognizes that
administration, support systems and giving employees the tools to be effective in their
work, are critical factors for higher education institutions accomplishing their missions.
AQIP was developed and launched in 1999 with a grant from the Pew Charitable
Trusts, and its usage has grown from its original 14 institutions in 2000-2001 to over 200
in 2012 (HLC, 2010a). Many of AQIP’s quality principles are long standing traditions in
higher education, even though how these principles are applied may vary in practice for
every higher education institution. For example, the overarching principles of AQIP are:
a focus on key processes; basing decisions on data; decentralizing control; and
empowering faculty and staff to make the decisions that directly affect their work (HLC,
2007b). These principles are evident in the nine AQIP categories covered in the sections
to follow.
AQIP Principles and Categories
AQIP’s Principles of High Performance Organizations focus on understanding
key processes of institutions, basing decisions on data, and allowing faculty and staff the
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power to make decisions that directly affect their work, as they work to achieve the
mission of the institution (HLC, 2007a). AQIP principles are based upon theoretical
foundations such as Total Quality Management (TQM), Continuous Improvement (CI),
and Six Sigma International Organization for Standards 9000 (ISO 9000) activities that
have led to the success of many organizations. The AQIP’s Principles High Performance
Organizations are seen in all AQIP elements, activities, and procedures, and represent the
values all AQIP institutions attempt to embody, including:


A mission and vision that focus on serving students' and other stakeholders’
needs;



Leaders and leadership systems that support a quality culture;



Respect for people and willingness to invest in them;



Agility, flexibility, and responsiveness to changing needs and conditions;



Broad-based faculty, staff, and administrative involvement;



A learning-centered environment;



Collaboration and a shared institutional focus;



Planning for innovation and improvement;



Integrity and responsible institutional citizenship (HLC, 2007a, p. 2).
According to HLC (2007b), the nine categories in AQIP help institutions analyze

and improve their processes. Each AQIP category serves as a bucket for related
processes. Each category allows institutions to “analyze, understand, and explore
opportunities for improving these processes” (HLC, 2007b, p. 2) through an in-depth
lens. This is done through a series of questions that guide an institution in structuring
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their Systems Portfolio. The general questions are outlined in AQIP’s Guiding Questions
for Each Category, including:


Context: Questions that explain how a particular system is realized in a given
college or university;



Processes: Questions that ask how an institution has designed and deployed
processes that help it achieve its overall goals;



Results: Questions that ask about the performance of institutional processes,
whether their performance results meet requirements of stakeholders; and



Improvement: Questions that ask how the institution promotes systematic
improvement of its processes and performance in each category (HLC, 2007a,
p. 2).

All nine categories of AQIP analyze the relationship of the processes, functions
and outcomes essential to all effective colleges and universities. The categories take a
systematic approach to evaluating the key systems related to students’ learning, along
with tangible indicators of measuring the effectiveness of the systems included in each
category. According to the HLC (2007b), each of the categories deals with a related
group of processes, and allows an institution to analyze, understand, and explore
opportunities for improving these processes. Thus, each category asks:


How does your institution approach these processes? How do you design and
stabilize key processes? Have you evolved methods you use consistently to
achieve the goals you want?



How broadly have you implemented your approach across different
departments, operations, and locations?
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How do you measure your processes and evaluate your results? What trends
do you perceive? How do your results compare with the results of other
approaches designed to achieve similar goals?



How do you use your performance results to improve your own approach?
How does your institution learn to improve continuously from your
experience with these processes?



How effectively do your processes and their results serve your students? And
the needs of other stakeholders? (p. 1)

Category 1 is entitled Helping Students Learn and defines the shared purpose of
all higher education institutions. “This category encompasses the teaching-learning
process in both the formal classroom experience and the out of classroom student
development activities” (HLC, 2010a, pp. 9-10). This includes aspects of curriculum and
curriculum delivery such as development of courses, course sequencing, delivery, format,
and assessment along student preparation, roles of faculty and staff, and co-curricular
activities.
Category 2 is entitled Accomplishing Other Distinctive Objectives. This category
“focuses on an institution’s goals which are outside of educating students, but still are
pursuant to the institution’s mission” (HLC, 2010a, p. 11). These distinctive objectives
should differentiate an institution from other colleges or universities. Examples would of
other distinct objectives are research and athletics. The category examines the systems
and process in which an institution identifies and aligns these distinct objectives and how
these objectives align with the mission of the university.
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Category 3 is entitled Understanding Students’ and Other Stakeholders’ Needs.
This category examines how an institution “evaluates, identifies, and meets the needs of
its various sub-groups of its student population and other identified stakeholders” (HLC,
2010a, p. 11). This category also focuses on how an institution uses data to improve the
operations to meet the needs of students and other stakeholders. This category would
include identification, analysis and improvement of advising, student satisfaction, and
complaint resolution processes.
Category 4 is entitled Valuing People. This category focuses on “developing all
employees and how all the employees of an organization contribute to the success of the
organization” (HLC, 2010a, p. 12). This includes the examination of training, and
development of all full and part time staff, faculty, and administrators. It also includes
examining an institution’s identification, alignment, and improvement systems and
process related to environment, workforce needs and training, job competencies,
employee recruitment and retention practices, compensation and benefits, wellness, and
safety.
Category 5 is entitled Leading and Communicating. This category focuses on how
the institution’s “leadership and communication processes, structures, and networks
guide your organization in setting directions, making decisions, seeking future
opportunities, and communicating decisions and actions to the internal and external
stakeholders” (HLC, 2010a, p. 13). This category examines the systems and process
related to leading activities, aligning governance, elucidating institutional values and
expectations, setting direction, seeking opportunities for growth, and making decisions
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using data and analyzing results. This category also focuses on how the institutions
communicate the vision, mission, and values of the organization to all stakeholders.
Category 6 is entitled Supporting Institutional Operations (HLC, 2010a, p. 14).
This category examines the support systems and process, which created an environment
where learning can thrive. This category encompasses identification and implementation
of both student and employee support services that contribute to learning. This category
also includes day-to-day operations of the institution such as security, safety, and
facilities.
Category 7 is entitled Measuring Effectiveness (HLC, 2010a, p. 15) and examines
the systems institutions use to collect and analyze data in across the entire institution.
This category focuses on the entire organization not just the subsections identified in the
other categories. An important aspect of this category is how an institution distributes
data across the university and how that data is used to drive performance improvement.
Category 8 is entitled Planning and Continuous Improvement (HLC, 2010a, p.
16). This identifies how institutions prioritize and utilize action plans to help achieve the
mission, visions, and goals of the organization. In addition, this category analyzes how
institutions utilize and coordinate their strategic planning process in analyzing resource
needs, projecting performance, and identifying areas of improvement.
Category 9 is entitled Building Collaborative Partnerships (HLC, 2010a, p. 16).
This category encompasses both current and potential relationships that contribute to the
mission and the goals of the institution. This category focuses on an institution’s process
and systems related to internal and external relationships, alignment of said relationships,
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how these relationships are created and nurtured, and alignment of the relationships to the
mission and improvement efforts of the institution.
Each of the nine categories provides a framework for institutions to examine their
key processes to ensure they are investing time and energy in achieve their missions and
goals. The nine categories also encourage institutions to examine their organization
holistically, as the nine categories cover the entirety of the organization for examination.
This encourages institutions to determine what parts of the organization are key to their
success and conceive key performance indicators to measure the results.
Key Performance Indicators (KPI) in Higher Education
According to Parmenter (2010) “key performance indicators (KPI) represent a set
of measures focusing on those aspects of organizational performance that are the most
critical for the current and future success of the organization” (p. 4). KPI are a set of
measures that should be measured frequently and tie directly to the success of an
organization. KPI need to be tracked on a regular basis, and if they are not meeting the
target then processes or systems need to be modified (Arif & Smiley, 2004). Lyddon and
McComb (2008) state every KPI measure should include several components: “(1) the
actual results of the indicator; (2) the target for which the indicator is striving; (3) the
difference between actual results and target results; and 4) signal values, or benchmarks”
(p. 139). For educational institutions, determining their KPI should include all
stakeholders of the organization (Arif & Smiley, 2004), and should have had a direct
effect on the core budget (Conlon, 2004). According to Burke and Minassians (2002b)
using KPI are important because “how well college and universities meet the needs of
students, states, and society” (p. 116) is the true test of accountability.
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According to Manning (2011), associate vice president of institutional research at
Central Piedmont Community College, the identification of measurements across all units
is essential to improving programs and student success. This would start with an
institution asking itself the questions: “If we improve the institutional quality what should
we observe? And if we are to improve student learning and success what should be
observe?” (p. 16). He suggests indicators that would answer these questions would see
increases in term to term enrollment (persistence), year to year enrollment (retention),
graduation rates, transfer rates (if a community college), successful course completion,
and number of credit hours completed. Having measures that matter, focuses energy and
attention on student learning and institutional improvement.
Determining which indicators are key within higher education institutions is the
focus of my research. In the literature, there are some recommendations of some general
indicators that could be used to measure the outcomes of student’s higher education
experience. These general indicators are based on varying perspectives.
KPI from Baldrige Perspective
In Baldrige Theory into Practice: A Working Model, Arif and Smiley (2004)
describe possible KPI related to each strategic area for educational institutions such
career services, and informational technology. For the area of strategic planning and
growth of an institution, the KPI should focus on: “student enrollment, ranking by
independent agencies, number of patents, graduation rate, research dollars attracted,
publications by faculty, and satisfaction of the stakeholders” (Arif & Smiley, 2004, p.
325).
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In reviewing how an institution functions financially, certain KPI could be
“revenue generated, expenses, research grant amount, budget deficit/surplus,
endowments, federal financial aid obtained, etc” (Arif & Smiley 2004, p. 326). For
career planning the KPIs could be: “percentage of students getting internships, number of
companies coming to campus for recruitment, number as well as percentage of students
obtaining full time employment on graduation, average salaries by each major, number of
faculty industry interactions, etc” (pp. 326-327). For information services, KPIs could be:
“percentage of students with computer access, percentage area of university covered by
wireless internet access, number of hits on different websites, turnaround time for
hardware and application complaints, dollars saved by in-house development of
applications, etc” (p. 327). For collaborative partnerships with organizations outside the
institutions and other distinctive objects KPIs could be: “number of patents, number of
companies consulted, number of students employed in companies, revenue generated for
the university, number of faculty participating, number of publications coming out of the
faculty-industry partnerships, etc” (p. 328). Arif and Smiley (2004) caution that after
KPI are identified for an institution, targets for the KPI are also identified. An example of
a target is enrollment of high school students should be 5,000 by the 2014.
Some college and universities have developed KPI such as Ohio State University,
whose KPI are focused on “diversity, student learning, academic excellence, outreach and
engagement, and resource management” (Ballentine & Eckles, 2009, p. 29). At Rhodes
College, the KPI are viewed in four lenses. The first is the financial perspective which
includes operating income ratio, resources per student, resources per faculty, debt burden
ratio, viability ratio, and service expenses. The next is constituent perspective which
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includes student evaluation of overall educational experience, student evaluation of
foundational educational experience, recruiting, and average percentage of needs met.
The third is the internal process perspective which includes average graduate school
placement rates, first to second year retention rate, and the six-year graduation rate. The
final lens is the human and organizational development perspective where the only metric
is number of internships filled (Ballentine & Eckles, 2009, p. 33).
Higher Education KPI in other Countries
As the colleges and universities in the United States are struggling with
developing KPI, other countries such as the United Kingdom, New Zealand, and Canada,
mandate KPI for their colleges and universities. In the United Kingdom, the Higher
Education Funding Council for England mandates KPI and benchmarks for each
institution. These KPI focus on six broad aspects of institutional performance: (1)
participation of historically marginalized and underrepresented groups; (2) student
progression in the curriculum or time to graduate; (3) learning outcomes of each degree;
(4) efficiency of learning and teaching; (5) job placement or employment of graduates
and; (6) research output of the university (Breakwell & Tytherleigh, 2010).
In New Zealand, the KPI are published by the Tertiary Education Commission to
measure the educational performance of universities. Much like the College Scorecard
put out by the United States Department of Education, these indicators are intended to
provide the public with a basis for performance comparison between institutions. The
success indicators used in New Zealand are: successful completion of courses,
completion of qualifications (graduation rate), student progression to higher-level study
(persistence), and students retained in study (retention). There are also KPI tied to student
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data: ethnicity, student age, level of study, student age, and areas of study (University of
Auckland, n.d.).
Since 1998, KPI are measured by the Student Assistance Program office and the
Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities in each Canadian providence to meet the
needs of students and the marketplace along with increasing graduates in needed areas
such as computer science (Conlon, 2004). The KPI measured by the Ontario Ministry of
Training, Colleges and Universities are: graduate satisfaction rate, student satisfaction
rate, employer satisfaction rate, and graduate satisfaction rate (Humber College, 2012).
The Ontario Student Assistance Program KPI are: default rate, graduate employment rate
and graduation rate (Humber 2012).
Research on Identifying KPI in Higher Education
There has been limited research on holistic and specific KPI used across many
higher education institutions in the United States. Two major studies were found which
reviewed KPI used across multiple institutions. One by Burke and Minassians (2002b)
examined 29 public colleges and the other by Terkla (2011) examined 66 colleges and
universities that were using dashboards to display their progress towards their indicators.
Both of these studies are summarized in this section.
Burke and Minassians’ Research
Burke and Minassians (2002b), from the Public Higher Education Program at the
Nelson A. Rockefeller Institute of Government, reviewed 29 performance reports of
public colleges and universities in the United States that were submitted to the state
legislatures and found a lack of common indicators that allow the tracking of
performance. After combining measures with similar intent but different names, they
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found 158 distinct performance measures. After further analysis, only eight KPI of the
158 KPI were used by more than half the institutions. These eight common indicators
were graduation, enrollment, sponsored research, student transfers, tuition, financial aid,
degrees awarded, licensure test scores (Burke & Minassians, 2002b, p. 34).
Burke and Minassians (2002a) thought that the lack of common indicators were
the “missing link” in the chain of accountability and measuring institutional effectiveness
(p. 118). Critics of common indicators believe that colleges are like snowflakes, so
unique they need their own distinct indicators (Burke & Minassians, 2002b; Carey,
2007). Yet, many policy makers believe no matter the uniqueness of the institution there
should be an ability to compare graduates of the same major along with enrollment
trends, tuition and fees, graduation rates, and job rates (Burke & Minassians, 2002b).
Burke and Minassians (2002b) found that even though such comparison data is published
it not often used to improve the performance in public universities.
Instead, after reviewing data from the Measuring Up 2000, a K-16 report card
published by the National Center for Public Policy and Higher Education, their own
survey research measuring the attitudes towards performance reporting of state higher
education finance officers, and the 29 performance reports of public colleges and
universities that were submitted to the state legislatures, Burke and Minassians (2002b)
believed the two goals of performance indicators are the indicators being known and the
data being used at the time of the research. Forty-four states had reports on the
performance of their colleges and universities, but the indicators and the results were
often not known below the vice-president level at the institution.
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From their work, these researchers suggest some characteristics of effective
performance reporting for public colleges and universities. First, they suggested
institutions “avoid mandated-prescribed programs, where legislation not only mandates
the policy but also prescribes the indicators” (p. 122). An effective indicator must gain
acceptance from the academic community, as the academic community is expected to
make changes from the data. Yet, these researchers found there was a lack of consultation
with the academic community in choosing the performance indicators. For example, in
California there are state set indicators of student and institutional performance for which
all public colleges and universities must provide yearly data. These prescriptive
indicators stem from a concern of legislators that universities had been hesitant in the past
to report performance on such indicators. Instead of the legislators prescribing and
mandating indicators, Burke and Minassians (2002b) suggested that academic
communities establish their own performance indicators, which then can be approved by
legislators. This would better allow “campuses to accept the necessity of a reporting
system that fulfills all of the purposes of accountability, improvement, and meeting state
needs” of the legislature (Burke & Minassians, 2002b, p. 122).
Such indicators should include “state goals, trend data, peer comparisons and
performance targets” (Burke & Minassians, 2002b, p. 123). Doing so would make the
performance indicators relevant and results useful. The use of trend data, would allow
the tracking of performance over time and adds the element of performance
improvement. In addition, comparisons of results among similar types of institutions
could add an external standard of performance along with setting benchmarks for
performance improvement or maintenance.
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Burke and Minassians (2002a) suggested 14 generic core indicators be used to
reflect the top priorities of state policy makers. These indicators may not be applicable to
all institution types. These 14 generic indicators and their classification as either input or
output indicators are:
1. Funding: State-operating appropriations for public higher education per FTE
(input).
2. Affordability: Tuition and fees for two- and four-year public campuses, minus
financial aid, as a percentage of state median family income (input).
3. College-school collaboration: Pass rates on teacher certification examinations
(outcome).
4. Percentage of baccalaureate freshmen with a college preparatory curriculum in
high school (input).
5. Participation: Rate of higher education going—or percentage of system or
institutional enrollment—of high school graduates (input).
6. Higher education—or system or institutional—participation rates of 18- to 24year-olds (input).
7. 25- to 44-year-olds enrolled part-time in postsecondary education or systems or
institutions (input).
8. Articulation: Transfer rates between two- and four-year institutions (output and
input).
9. Completion: Completion rates at two-year (3 years) and four-year colleges and
universities (6 years) (output).
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10. Degree attainment: Degrees awarded or attained (associate, bachelor’s, and
graduate) (output).
11. Degrees awarded or attained in critical fields, such as science, engineering,
information technology, and shortage fields in teacher education (output).
12. Job placements: Job placement rates of college and university graduates
(outcome).
13. Sponsored research: Dollar volume of externally sponsored research (output).
14. Student development: Alumni survey on the knowledge and skills developed in
college (outcome) (pp. 110-111).
The next suggestion of Burke and Minassians (2002a) was for public colleges and
universities to “adopt neither too many nor too few performance targets” (p. 122). The
researchers suggested that the proper number of performance indicators should range to
no less than 10 to no more than 25. This would allow institutions to showcase their
unique nature but not diminish the “major contributions of higher education to students,
states, and society” (p. 122). They found in their research that performance evaluation
became more cumbersome for institutions that had too many indicators, than for
institutions that had too few.
Allowing institutions to choose mission specific indicators was the next
recommendation by Burke and Minassians (2002a). This allows institutions, whether a
two-year technical school, a community college or a four-year university, to showcase
their unique missions. They suggested allowing colleges and universities “to choose two
or three institution-specific indicators that stress special emphases in their campus
missions, whether research specialties, technical training, or adult learning” (Burke &
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Minassians, 2002b, p. 123). This should be done by including institution specific data, as
it can show the “source of successes and difficulties” for each institution (p. 123).
The most critical recommendation according to Burke and Minassians (2002a),
was to have institutions implement internal performance reporting. Even though many of
these reports would not show up in a state report, internal institutional reports would
bring the “accountability of performance reporting to the units most involved in
producing the results on many of the indicators” (p. 123). This would increase both
internal and external accountability of performance measures. Implementing an internal
institutional system of performance reporting would emphasize performance on critical
indicators on the state reports such as graduation rates and job placements. Another
factor in increasing internal accountability according to Burke and Minassians (2002a), is
to have both institutions and policy makers describe how they have “used the results from
past reports to improve policies and performance and how they might use them in the
future” (p. 124). A way do this is to align the reporting for accreditation process and
these reports. “Because serving state interest is part of the mission of public institutions,
why not include a review of campus results on the performance reports in accreditation
reports” (p. 125)? Linking these reports and accreditation would be mutually beneficial.
“Incorporating the reports in the accreditation process would also raise the visibility of
performance reporting on campuses, particularly at the levels of colleges, schools, and
departments (p. 125). In turn, this could also lend more credibility to accreditation,
which is often seen by “outsiders as too soft in its evaluations of colleges and
universities” (Burke & Minassians, 2002a, p. 125).
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The final recommendations by Burke and Minassians (2002a) were to review the
performance indicators on a regular basis to ensure they were valid, and that what was
being measured was still a critical outcome of the state’s higher education system. The
researchers thought reporting of the critical measures was needed to ensure two-way
communication between the institution and the state legislature. This would aid in the
visibility of performance reports as legislators would indicate their intention to use the
results in the future. “Preparing such responses could suggest shifting state priorities,
spark new state policies, spur special studies of particular problems, or even shape
budgeting allocation (p. 124). Most important, it would provide the required feedback
from state policymakers to the leaders of higher education institutions.
Terkla’s Research
In a different study, Terkla (2011), associate provost for institutional research and
evaluation at Tufts University, collected samples of indicators from 66 colleges and
universities that were using dashboards to display their progress towards their indicators.
The 66 colleges and universities used were public and private institutions across the
country, ranging from small colleges to major research universities. The sampled
dashboards were gathered from a number of newsletters and listservs of the Association
for Institutional Research and its regional affiliates; some samples were obtained via a
Google search.
Terkla (2011) defined dashboard indicators as “a variety of measure that generally
are related to the strategic mission of the institution or the specific office developing the
dashboard” (p. 1). She found that the number of indicators used by institutions and the
number that are displayed on their dashboard vary greatly dependent to the strategic
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mission of the institution or to the specific office developing the dashboard. She also
found very few indicators are common to all dashboards, supporting the idea that
institutions develop indicators specific to their own mission and purpose, not to compare
themselves to other institutions.
Terkla (2011) grouped the indicators into 11 broad categories, and ordered them
by frequency of use.
Table 1
Terkla’s (2011) Indicator Group Usage Ranking by Category

Category
Financial

Admissions

Enrollment
Faculty
Student Outcomes

Student Engagement
Academics
Physical Plant
Satisfaction

Research
External Ratings
(Terkla, 2011, p. 1).

Indicator Group
Endowment & Expenses Data
Advancement
Financial Aid Figures
Fees/Tuition Data
Admissions Scores
General Admissions Data
Graduate Admissions
Enrollment Figures
Enrollment Figures (Special Populations)
Faculty-General
Faculty Composition (Special Populations)
Graduation Rates
Retention Rates
Measures of Success
Enrollment Awards
Graduation Rates (Special Populations)
Student Body (Engagement)
Student/Faculty Contact
Academic Information
Physical Plant
Student Satisfaction
Employer/Staff/Other Satisfaction
Faculty Satisfaction
Research
Peer Assessment Data

Number of
Dashboards
Using
(N=66)
53
48
42
31
52
47
14
51
47
51
22
48
47
27
15
10
38
36
31
25
23
7
3
23
14

%
80.3
72.7
63.6
47.0
78.8
71.2
21.2
78.8
71.2
77.3
33.3
72.7
71.2
40.9
22.7
15.2
57.6
54.5
47.0
37.9
34.8
10.6
4.5
34.8
21.2
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Even in these broad groups, how these indicators were measured varied greatly.
For example though, 83.3% of institutions had indicators related to endowment and
expenses, 100 different indicators were used to measure this area. Enrollment indicators
were seen in 77% of institutions and 71% of the institutions measure enrollment of
special populations such as enrollment by race, gender, geographic diversity and age. For
student measures of success, 40.9% had indicators and 83 different indicators were
identified to measure this area. Terkla (2011) found that very few indicators were
common to all institutions supporting the idea that colleges and universities base their
indicators on specific strategic goals. She had no recommendations from her research on
which indicators colleges and universities should use to measure performance.
Summary of Literature Review
The intent of my research is to identify the KPI used to evaluate and measure the
organizational performance of four-year colleges and universities that have committed to
a process of continuous improvement by seeking accreditation through the AQIP process.
After KPI are identified, my study evaluates the similarities and differences of like
institutions within Carnegie classifications. My study focuses on degree-granting fouryear educational institutions in the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools
region accredited by the Higher Learning Commission and accepted into AQIP, and who
have identified their key performance indicators by submitting a systems portfolio.
The review of the related literature included recommendations and public
reporting by government entities for accountability systems and measures as seen in the
2006 Spellings Commission report, and the release of the College Scorecard by the
Department of Education. In addition, the review of literature saw the emergence of
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quality systems such as Malcolm Baldrige Education Criteria for Performance
Excellence. Accrediting bodies such the North Central Association created AQIP based
on the education criteria for the Malcolm Baldrige Quality Award. AQIP relies on
institutions showing through their continuous improvement by examining their processes,
improvements and results. Institutions show continuous improvement by developing KPI
and their progress towards to indicators.
There was no evidence in the literature of commonalities or differences of KPI by
types of institutions other than two-year colleges and four-year colleges and universities.
The differences between the two institution types are metrics related transfer rates and
other indicators that are community college mission specific (Burke & Minassians,
2002b). There is not clear evidence in indicator types related to differences in institution
size, mission, or purpose. The literature does propose general KPI that could be used by
institutions based on requirements of state legislature, and the federal government, along
with a broad sample of institution’s dashboard indicators. Only two studies could be
found of institutions utilizing KPI for public reporting and neither studied institutions
utilizing KPI as part of a strategic continuous improvement plan (Burke & Minassians,
2002b; Terkla, 2011).
Even though there is emerging research on KPI used in higher education, there
have been no identified best practices to measure institutional quality, and current
measures often are not adequate to measure holistically an entire institution and its
operations (Spellings, 2006). Thus, there is limited meaningful data and results which
provide a holistic view of institutions, nor a way to provide for meaningful comparisons
to peer institutions. As there was no definitive research on how to define quality across
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various institution types, the Higher Learning Commission (HLC) created AQIP, as an
alternative accreditation process, focused on creating means for higher education
institutions to measure the quality of their institution. As of yet no studies could be found
that examine such AQIP data in order to extract and profile the indicators, measures and
results institutions have chosen to report. Absent such data, there has been limited ways
to have meaningful comparisons with peer institutions.
Overall, the literature review did not reveal a common set of indicators for
colleges and universities, though the literature does show some examples of KPI for some
colleges and universities. The identified KPI are not measured in a consistent way, nor
did the research indicate commonalities by institution type. To this end, my research
examines the KPI of institutions that have submitted system portfolios through AQIP.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
My study utilizes content analysis as its research method. Elo and Kyngäs (2008)
describe content analysis as a way to systematically and objectively describe phenomena
found in documents. Leedy and Ormrod (2001) define the purpose of content analysis is
to identify patterns and themes in human communication. The process for content
analysis is designed to achieve the highest objective analysis possible by defining the
process of the qualities and characteristics to be examined.
The intent of my research is to identify the key performance indicators (KPI) used
to evaluate and measure the organizational performance of four-year colleges and
universities that have committed to a process of continuous improvement by seeking
reaccreditation through the Academic Quality Improvement Program (AQIP). After
these KPI are identified, my study looks at the KPI frequency for each AQIP category
and across all categories. I also will evaluate the similarities and differences of like
institutions within Carnegie classifications. The study focuses on degree-granting fouryear educational institutions in the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools
region accredited by the Higher Learning Commission accepted into AQIP that have
identified their key performance indicators by submitting a Systems Portfolio.
Study Context and Subjects
The value of qualitative research is it can delve into the complexities and processes
within an organization (Marshall & Rossman, 2011). Using documents, called the
Systems Portfolio, in which higher education institutions committed to continuous
improvement, demonstrate how they currently deploying systems and processes to
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accomplish their vision and mission, I was able to investigate the key performance
indicators used to show key processes, results and improvements to meet accreditation
standards. By purposefully selecting these accreditation documents, it set boundaries for
collecting relevant information that focuses my analysis on parts of the organization
relevant to my research questions, as the Systems Portfolio is required of all institutions
that are part of AQIP to be submitted as part of their accreditation process (Creswell,
2009; Schreier, 2012).
Context
The Higher Learning Commission (HLC) is the higher education accrediting
agency of the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools (NCA), which is one of
six regional institutional accreditors in the United States. The Higher Learning
Commission accredits over 1000 degree-granting post-secondary educational institutions
in the North Central region, which includes 19 states (HLC, 2010b). Colleges and
universities accredited through the HLC’s Academic Quality Improvement Program
(AQIP) demonstrate their commitment to continuous quality improvement through
creative innovation. Institutions that are accepted in AQIP are already accredited by
HLC and want to align their efforts to build and improve institutional quality with their
work to maintain their accredited status. AQIP institutions, as demonstration of their
continued compliance with HLC accreditation standards, submit a Systems Portfolio
detailing their quality improvement efforts.
Subjects and Sampling
The HLC AQIP webpage (n.d.) includes a list of all institutions that are
participating in AQIP. For the purposes of this study, institutions that fit under the
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Carnegie Classification of a non-associate degree (four-year) granting institution are
included in the study. Since 1970, the Carnegie Classification framework has been used
for recognizing and describing institutional diversity in U.S. higher education. This
framework has been widely used in the study of higher education, both as a way to
represent and control for institutional differences (Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching, n.d.). According to Schuh, Jones, Harper and Associates
(2011), researchers in higher education have long used the Carnegie Classification system
to examine institutional differences in select peer institutions for comparison.
The institutions in my study are classified as those that grant baccalaureate degrees,
which include baccalaureate colleges, special focus institutions, master’s colleges and
universities, and doctorate granting universities. Associate degree granting institutions
are not included in this study because the mission of the associate degree institutions is
often different than a bachelor granting institution. In addition to granting associate
degrees, and preparing students to transfer to four-year institutions, the mission of
associate degree granting institutions includes being a service to the local community’s
learning needs. Due to the diverse educational goals, open admission policies, and sheer
numbers, these institutions were not included in this study.
After reviewing the list of 202 AQIP institutions at the time of this study, there
were 66 public and private four-year degree granting institutions participating in AQIP
with 34 of those institutions having publically available AQIP Systems Portfolios. The
website also lists the state in which the institution operates, institution type, degrees
offered and when the institution was accepted in AQIP. For many of the institutions there
were also links to the Systems Portfolio, and the quality webpage of the institution.
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As all of the four-year AQIP institutions have publically available information
regarding their commitment to continuous improvement, a purposeful sample was used.
Creswell (2009) states “The idea behind qualitative research is to purposefully select
participants or sites (or document or visual material) that will best help the researcher
understand the problem and the research questions” (p. 178). For my research,
purposeful sampling was required for proper analysis of the topic as these institutions all
met the criteria of being a four-year institution committed to quality continuous
improvement. According to Patton (2002), the “logic and power of purposeful sampling
lies in selecting information rich cases for study and depth” (p. 230). This research is
approached from a constructivist research paradigm. Hatch (2002) describes the
constructivist paradigm as using objects such as documents from individual perspectives
to construct realities. Such an approach using Systems Portfolios rich with information,
which served to answer the research questions used for the study.
Recruitment and Consent Procedures
Institutions that have chosen to be part of AQIP are encouraged to share their ideas
and approaches by making their documents and action plans available publically on the
institution’s website (HLC, 2010a). As all participants are AQIP institutions and their
documents are publically accessible, there was no need to recruit participants in the
study, nor was there a need to have consent in order to use the documents or data that was
used in the study.
Data Collection
According to Creswell (2009), collecting data includes setting the parameters for
data collection, and indicating the types of data to be collected. The parameters for my
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study are those AQIP institutions that had submitted Systems Portfolios as part of their
re-accreditation efforts through the Higher Learning Commission. This was done with
the intention of identifying KPI and answering the research questions.
Data Types and Sources
This study collected Key Performance Indicators put forth as the means for meeting
the reaccreditation criteria as part of AQIP through the Higher Learning Commission
(HLC). Once the AQIP four-year institutions were identified, I located the Systems
Portfolio each institution had submitted as part of their accreditation review. These were
widely available on each institution’s “quality website.” Analysis of these types of
documents was “quite rich in portraying the values and beliefs of the participants in the
setting” (Marshall & Rossman, 2011). This “unobtrusive data” collection did not
interfere with ongoing events nor did it disrupt ongoing events (Hatch, 2002). As the
Systems Portfolios were available publically online, no one at the institution knew their
performance excellence efforts were being examined, so it is not necessary to further
discuss my research with anyone at the institution.
Data Collection Procedures
Once all publically accessible Systems Portfolios were procured from the four-year
AQIP institutions that had submitted a portfolio for reaccreditation, I investigated the KPI
for each of the nine AQIP categories. Each category asks questions to determine the
process, the results, and the improvement within that category. My results section for
each category identified the KPI each institution has reported as a key measure for the
institution’s continued improvement for performance excellence. My results section also
describes the metrics used to measure the KPI. Once the KPI and metrics were identified,
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I used Microsoft Excel, a computer-based spreadsheet to track the data for each category
for each institution.
Data Analysis
According to Creswell (2009), a researcher needs to be comfortable with making
categories, and making comparisons. My study categorized the KPI found in the Systems
Portfolios for AQIP institutions seeking re-accreditation through the Higher Learning
Commission. The categorization was based on interpretation of the information in the
Systems Portfolio which de-contextualized the data, and then re-contextualized the data,
so I could see the larger picture of what KPI institutions are using to measure their quality
(Marshall & Rossman, 2011).
Data Analysis Approach
The data in my study was gathered and analyzed in a qualitative research approach.
Creswell (2009) describes qualitative research as a naturalistic approach that is distinct,
and constructs and establishes themes. Often this is done to research processes in
organizations for relevant variables that have yet to be identified (Marshall & Rossman,
2011). This was done within the frame of how the participants make meaning within the
context of the situation (Schreir, 2012). The context for my study is how institutions
describe and demonstrate their performance excellence efforts in the situation of
attempting to achieve reaccreditation and continuous improvement at their institution.
The KPI were analyzed using a qualitative research method called content analysis,
specifically document content analysis. Elo and Kyngäs (2008) describe content analysis
as a way to systematically and objectively describe phenomena found in documents.
Leedy and Ormrod (2001) define the purpose of content analysis is to identify patterns,
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and themes in human communication. The process for content analysis is designed to
achieve the highest objective analysis possible by defining the process of the qualities
and characteristics to be examined. Neuendorf (2002) states the goal of content analysis
is a “numerically based summary of a chosen message set” (p. 14). Due to the
numerically based summary, content analysis is often mistakenly classified as a
quantitative research method but content analysis is neither a “gestalt impression nor a
fully detailed description of a message set,” but is truly an empirical observation” based
on a real, apprehendable phenomena” (Neuendorf, 2002, p. 14). This empirical
observation rooted in qualitative research provides a valid source of detailed information
about a data found in text.
The advantages of content analysis are the availability and stability of the
documents along with a lack of obtrusiveness and reactivity of the participants (Bowen,
2009). One limitation of my research is that I must beware that the documents are not
intended to showcase an institution’s KPI, but to meet the criteria for reaccreditation and
continuous improvement. Therefore, even though these documents are intended to be
used for accountability reporting, they may not directly showcase the actual KPI that
institutions are using to measure their performance.
This content analysis was done in an inductive approach, moving from the “specific
to the general, so particular instances are observed and then combined into a larger
whole” (Elo & Kyngäs, 2008, p. 109). This was done by making sense of the data,
coding, creating categories, and then creating a model or generalizations.
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Data Analysis Procedures
Analyzing documents is a systematic procedure in order to elicit meaning, gain
understanding, and develop empirical knowledge (Bowen, 2009). My study was
systematic in its analysis procedures in attempt to answer the research questions. The
procedure followed the process and procedural recommendations for content analysis
found in multiple texts (Bowen, 2009; Neuendorf, 2002; Scherier, 2012; Weber 1990).
After locating the Systems Portfolios for each institution, I analyzed each portfolio
individually by category. Each AQIP category provides a framework by asking three
groups of questions so the institution can demonstrate that their key process ensure they
are investing energy and resources in ways that will help achieve their goals (HLC,
2010b). Institutions are asked to describe the process for each category, the results from
these processes, and the improvements made from the knowledge gleaned from these
results. From these three groups of questions, I was able to understand the key processes,
and the results from these processes at an institution.
The KPI, and how the KPI are measured (metrics) were placed into a Microsoft
Excel spreadsheet. Each category became separate file, and each institution was a
separate tab. I created a short descriptor for each KPI, using my knowledge of AQIP and
the language of college processes. The knowledge of the researcher is further discussed
later in this chapter. Creating short descriptors reduces the amount of inconsequential
data but may reduce the reliability of the data (Schreier, 2012).
After compiling all the KPI, and metrics, a new spreadsheet with every KPI from
the Systems Portfolios was created. After the data was imported each category was
examined individually. The first step for the category analysis was to combine all like
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KPI. This was done by creating a dictionary of KPI after all Systems Portfolios were
evaluated. Utilizing dictionaries to combine similar data using key words is best practice
in content analysis (Schreier, 2012, Weber, 1990). Next, I ranked the like indicators from
high frequency to low frequency for the number of institutions using a KPI. This was
performed for each AQIP category, and for all categories. Indicators that are used across
multiple AQIP categories by an institution were counted once for each category, but were
only counted once for the analysis of the whole Systems Portfolio.
After creating a frequency table, broad KPI Areas Measured were created using
Terkla’s (2011) research as a starting point, including financial, admissions, enrollment,
and faculty. But other Areas Measured such as athletics emerged, which were not in
Terkla’s categories. KPI were placed into these Areas Measured for each AQIP category,
and in total across all AQIP categories, with each KPI counted once. This was done so
KPI could be further categorized within each AQIP category and for the document in
total. The KPI and the Areas Measured can be found in Appendix B. The AQIP
categories are naturally formed around related key processes so there was not a lot of
differentiation in each category
After placing the KPI in Areas Measured, there were ten groups of data. There was
a group of data for each of the nine AQIP categories, and one for the entire Systems
Portfolio across all categories. For inductive content analysis, observed data should be
taken from specific to general for proper analysis (Elo & Kyngäs, 2008). Placing the KPI
in broad categories helped generalize the data and highlight the frequency of the KPI
more accurately than if left in total. Total number of identified KPI and their related
frequency were determined.
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Using the frequency of the KPI in each AQIP category and across all categories, I
determined by the data how they are measured for the institutions. To effectively show
the final data in Chapter IV, high frequency KPI and how they are measured is presented.
High frequency was determined by the use of KPI by 50% or more of the institutions. To
further analyze the KPI, data was examined by Carnegie Classifications categories. The
Carnegie Classifications categories which were used are undergraduate profile,
enrollment profile, size and setting, and basic classification (Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching, n. d.). Analysis for Carnegie Classifications only examined
overall KPI across all categories.
When the research was complete, I had 14 sets of results. There is a set for each of
the nine AQIP categories; an overall set for all institutions for every category in the
Systems Portfolio; and a set for each of the four Carnegie Classification’s overall KPI
across all nine AQIP categories. Using such analysis, I address all my research questions
with these results to be shown in Chapter IV, and discussed further in Chapter V.
Delimitations and Limitations
My study focuses on four-year AQIP institutions that had submitted a Systems
Portfolio as part of their re-accreditation process through the Higher Learning
Commission. Naturally, this study then did not include institutions outside the 19 states
in which the Higher Learning Commission has oversight. The study also did not include
institutions that had not chosen AQIP as the pathway to accreditation, nor did it include
AQIP institutions that are classified as associate degree awarding institutions. The
institutions for my study were chosen with the intent to have institutions with similar
missions, similar commitment to continuous improvement, and who had to create a
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Systems Portfolio to achieve reaccreditation. Therefore my results are delimited to only
those institutions in my study and cannot be generalized beyond them.
The limitations of the study are twofold. One is with the availability of documents
and the other is the research design chosen. Even though AQIP encourages institutions to
make all documents public to promote the sharing of ideas and approaches, it is not a
requirement (HLC, 2010a). There were institutions that at the time of this study, fit the
criteria of a four-year institution, but did not have their Systems Portfolios publically
available, which limited the number of institutions in my study to 34.
The other limitation is the research method of content analysis. The Systems
Portfolio documents are produced for re-accreditation, not to highlight the KPI of the
institution, so there may be insufficient detail in the documents to ascertain all the KPI
for an institution (Bowen 2009). This may also have led to biased selectivity of
information included in the Systems Portfolio, as such documents are often authored by
one office and all key measures may not be included. The final limitation of this type of
research is the research may reflect the bias, values, and judgments of the researcher
(Creswell, 2009; Neuendorf, 2002; Schreir, 2012).
The Researcher
At the time of the study, I served as the senior student affairs officer at a medium
four-year primarily non-residential campus under the accreditation jurisdiction of the
Higher Learning Commission. My institution had been accepted into AQIP, but had not
yet submitted a Systems Portfolio. For the institution’s Systems Portfolio development
process, I had led the cross-functional team responsible for determining the results,
process, and improvement for Category Six: Supporting Institutional Operations. In
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addition, as part of a field experience for fulfillment of coursework for the higher
education leadership doctoral program, I had spent an excess of 150 hours with the led
author of the institution’s Systems Portfolio. This included meeting with other category
leaders, senior leaders of the university, who served as the executive sponsors of each
category, and assisting with editing and fact checking the portfolio. These experiences
aided me in deciphering the 34 Systems Portfolios and finding KPI. Overall, the
university where I had been employed had initially developed 25 KPI for their
continuous improvement journey.
Chapter III Summary
This chapter has detailed the methods for my research involving a content
analysis of four-year institutions accepted in the Academic Quality Improvement
Program (AQIP) that had submitted a Systems Portfolio for reaccreditation with the
Higher Learning Commission. Each institution’s Systems Portfolio was analyzed by
category, and in total, for Key Performance Indicators (KPI). All KPI were merged with
like KPI and categorized and ranked by frequency per AQIP category, and for the entire
portfolio. KPI were then analyzed in total in broad categories for each AQIP category, for
all institutions and for like intuitions by Carnegie Classification. This method and
analysis provided the research questions for my study.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
The intent of my research is to identify the Key Performance Indicators (KPI) that
four-year colleges and universities use to evaluate and measure their organizational
performance. After identifying the KPI, my study evaluates the similarities and
differences of like institutions within Carnegie classifications. The study focused on
bachelor degree-granting post-secondary educational institutions in the North Central
Association of Colleges and Schools region accredited by the Higher Learning
Commission (HLC) accepted into the Academic Quality Improvement Program (AQIP)
and who identified their key performance indicators through this alternate accreditation
process. Understanding how colleges and universities report KPI to demonstrate their
institutional performance these questions are important. Specific research questions
included:
1. How do four-year colleges and universities that have been accepted into the
HLC’s alternative accreditation Academic Quality Improvement Program (AQIP),
report their KPI to demonstrate performance excellence for the nine AQIP
categories: (a) Helping student learn; (b) Accomplishing other distinctive
objectives; (c) Understanding students’ and other stakeholders’ needs; (d) Valuing
people; (e) Leading and communicating; (f) Supporting institutional operations;
(g) Measuring effectiveness; (h) Planning continuous improvement; ; (i) Building
collaborative relationships; and (j) overall for all nine AQIP categories?
2. For such institutions, what metrics are they using to calculate their KPI?
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3. What are the similarities and differences in such KPI’s and data reporting, as
broken down by types of the institutions (using Carnegie classifications)?
Description of Data
The HLC AQIP webpage (n.d.) includes a list of all of the institutions that are
participating in AQIP. According to the website at the time of my study, there were 202
institutions participating in the program, with 34 of those institutions meeting the
requirements of my study. Institutions which were included are labeled by Carnegie
Classification as non-associate degree (four-year) granting institutions (Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, n.d.). These colleges and universities all
grant baccalaureate degrees, which include baccalaureate colleges and special focus
institutions, master’s colleges and universities, and doctorate granting universities. In
addition, to be included in my study the AQIP Systems Portfolio had to be publically
available for review.
Description of Institutions
There were 34 institutions included in my study. These institutions were all
bachelor degree-granting post-secondary educational institutions in the North Central
Association of Colleges and Schools region accredited by HLC accepted into AQIP. The
Basic Carnegie Classifications of these institutions can be found in Table 2.
Table 2
Carnegie Basic Classification (n=34)
Category
Classification
Baccalaureate colleges
Baccalaureate colleges: arts & sciences
Baccalaureate colleges: diverse fields
Baccalaureate/associate's colleges
Special focus

Number
1
4
1
2
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Table 2 (continued)
Category
Master's colleges and
universities

Classification

Number

Master's colleges and universities (larger
programs)
Master's colleges and universities
(medium programs)
Master's colleges and universities
(smaller programs)

13
2
5

Doctorate granting
universities
Doctoral/research universities
Research universities (high research
activity)

3
3

KPI in AQIP Categories
A content analysis for each institution’s Systems Portfolio, whereby the Key
Performance Indicators (KPI) were identified for each of the nine AQIP categories. Next
a comprehensive list of all KPI across all categories for each institution was created,
including a KPI list for each category and for each institution, followed by an overall KPI
list for each institution. This overall KPI list included unduplicated KPI, so if a KPI was
used as a measure in more than on AQIP category, it was only counted once. After the
KPI were identified for each category within each institution, a master list was created
that included all 34 institutions, per each of the nine categories, along with the overall
unduplicated KPI per institution list. The total number of unduplicated KPI per category,
the average number of KPI, and the range of such indications within a given institution
can be seen in Table 3. For each of the individual categories for each of the 34
institutions, the number of KPI range from zero to 64, and the overall unduplicated KPI
across all categories range from 15 to 122 per institution.
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Table 3
KPI by Category within Institutions
Category
One
Two
Three

Total
395
257

Average
11.62
7.55

Range
1-46
1-23

Four
Five
Six
Seven
Eight
Nine

Category Description
Helping Students Learn
Accomplishing Other Distinctive Objectives
Understanding Students’ and Other
Stakeholders’ Needs
Valuing People
Leading and Communicating
Supporting Institutional Operations
Measuring Effectiveness
Planning Continuous Improvement
Building Collaborative Relationships

329
203
193
456
464
328
188

9.60
5.97
5.67
13.41
13.64
9.68
5.52

3-20
2-21
1-64
1-56
0-33
1-52
0-16

Overall

Unduplicated KPI

2139

62.91

15-122

After the KPI were identified, the next step in my process analysis was putting the
KPI into nominal categories. According to Neuendorf (2002), nominal categories are the
least sophisticated measurements that are distinct from one another. The initial nominal
categories I created, which I called Areas Measured, were based on Terkla’s (2011) 11
categories, as put forth in chapter 2. However, I found there were some areas measured
(i.e., athletics) that needed to be added as there was a critical mass of KPI that did not fit
in her categories. After many rounds of review and realignment, I created a total of 24
Areas Measured which cover the varying themes of the 2,139 KPI found within the 34
institutions. The Areas Measured are: (1) Admissions, (2) Advancement, (3) Alumni, (4),
Athletics, (5) Business connections, (6) Community connections, (7) Course measures,
(8) Connection with other educational institutions, (9) Employee and Human Resources,
(10) Enrollment, (11) Facilities, (12) Financial, (13) Financial aid, (14) Graduation
measures, (15) Grants and Research, (16) Library, (17) Other (18) Peer comparisons, (19)
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Retention, (20) Satisfaction, (21) Strategic planning, (22) Student engagement, (23)
Student success, and (24) Technology.
After placing the 2,139 KPI in the Areas Measured, KPI measuring similar
outcomes were combined. For example, KPI that measured Clery Act statistics, calls to
police, crime reporting, and parking tickets were put into a single campus safety metric
indicator. Another example of how KPI were combined was every KPI that was a
specialized student survey, such as the specialized student surveys such as the National
Survey for Student Engagement (NSSE) (n.d.), one of the six student satisfactionpriorities assessment products from Noel-Levitz (n.d.b), or the Cooperative Institutional
Research Survey from the Higher Education Research Institute at University of
California-Las Angeles (n.d.) were combined into a single indicator. Collapsing like KPI
resulted in 251 combined KPI that were inclusive of all the measures identified within the
content analysis of the 34 AQIP Systems Portfolios analyzed. The 24 Areas Measured,
and the full 251 KPI as placed within each Areas Measured, are found in Appendix A.
To answer the research questions, the frequency of each of the areas measured in each
category was evaluated, as was each KPI to answer the research questions.
Analysis of Research Questions
First Research Question
The first research question asks: How do four-year colleges and universities that
have been accepted into the HLC’s alternative accreditation Academic Quality
Improvement Program (AQIP), report their KPI to demonstrate performance excellence
for the nine AQIP categories: (a) Helping student learn; (b) Accomplishing other
distinctive objectives; (c) Understanding students’ and other stakeholders’ needs; (d)
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Valuing people; (e) Leading and communicating; (f) Supporting institutional operations;
(g) Measuring effectiveness; (h) Planning continuous improvement; (i) Building
collaborative relationships; and (j) overall for all nine AQIP categories?
Category 1: Helping students learn. Category 1 defines the shared purpose of all
higher education institutions. “This category encompasses the teaching-learning process
in both the formal classroom experience and the out of classroom student development
activities” (HLC, 2010a, pp. 9-10). This includes aspects of curriculum and curriculum
delivery such as development of courses, course sequencing, delivery, format, and
assessment along student preparation, roles of faculty and staff, and co-curricular
activities. Table 4 lists the 24 Areas Measured and how many colleges and universities
identify one or more KPI to demonstrate their performance excellence and continuous
improvement efforts for Category 1. Note, this same list of 24 Areas Measured is used in
many upcoming tables and the list remain in alphabetical order for each table, until the
summary tables are later offered.
In demonstrating how students have achieved the learning outcomes of their
collegiate experience, the largest percentage of institutions use measures to show the
outcomes of their graduates (91%) such as success on licensure exams, job placement, or
graduation rate. Seventy-nine percent of institutions demonstrate the success of their
current students in such measures as grade point average (GPA), learning assessments
such as the Collegiate Learning Assessment (CLA), and percentage of courses
completed. Satisfaction measures of stakeholders (74%) and retention of students (56%)
are also important factors to demonstrate how institutions help students learn.
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Table 4
Category 1: Helping Students Learn

Areas Measured
Admissions
Advancement
Alumni
Athletics
Business connections
Community connections
Course measures
Connections with other educational institutions
Employee and Human Resources
Enrollment
Facilities
Financial
Financial aid
Graduation measures
Grants and research
Library
Other
Peer comparisons
Retention
Satisfaction
Strategic planning
Student engagement
Student success
Technology

# Institutions Using
(N=34)
8
1
16
0
1
0
11
0
1
3
0
1
0
31
1
4
0
2
19
25
1
7
27
0

%
24
3
34
0
3
0
32
0
3
9
0
3
0
91
3
12
0
6
56
74
3
21
79
0

Category 2: Accomplishing other distinctive objectives. This category “focuses on
an institution’s goals which are outside of educating students, but still are pursuant to the
institution’s mission” (HLC, 2010a, p. 11). These distinctive objectives should
differentiate an institution from other colleges or universities. Examples of other distinct
objectives are research and athletics. This category examines the systems and process in
which an institution identifies and aligns these distinct objectives and how these
objectives align with the mission of the university. Table 5 lists the 24 Areas Measured
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and how many colleges and universities identify one or more KPI to demonstrate their
performance excellence and continuous improvement efforts for Category 2.
Table 5
Category 2: Accomplishing Other Distinctive Objectives

Areas Measured
Admissions
Advancement
Alumni
Athletics
Business connections
Community connections
Course measures
Connections with other educational institutions
Employee and Human Resources
Enrollment
Facilities
Financial
Financial aid
Graduation measures
Grants and research
Library
Other
Peer comparisons
Retention
Satisfaction
Strategic planning
Student engagement
Student success
Technology

# Institutions
Using
(N=34)
2
10
8
9
6
14
3
0
5
7
1
3
3
6
8
0
1
2
2
16
4
16
5
1

%
6
29
24
26
18
41
8
0
15
21
3
8
8
18
24
0
3
6
6
47
12
47
15
3

In demonstrating other distinctive objectives outside of teaching and learning,
there was not a high percentage of colleges and universities reporting KPI for any of the
Areas Measured. The highest incidence for satisfaction of stakeholders (47%), and
student engagement measures (47%) such as participation in internships and volunteer
experiences.
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Category 3: Understanding students’ and other stakeholders’ needs. This
category examines how an institution “evaluates, identifies, and meets the needs of its
various sub-groups of its student population and other identified stakeholders” (HLC,
2010a, p. 11). This category also focuses on how an institution uses data to improve the
operations to meet the needs of students and other stakeholders, and includes
identification, analysis and improvement of advising, student satisfaction, and complaint
resolution processes. Table 6 lists the 24 Areas Measured and how many colleges and
universities identify one or more KPI to demonstrate their performance excellence and
continuous improvement efforts for Category 3.
Table 6
Category 3: Understanding Students’ and other Stakeholders’ Needs

Areas Measured
Admissions
Advancement
Alumni
Athletics
Business connections
Community connections
Course measures
Connections with other educational institutions
Employee and Human Resources
Enrollment
Facilities
Financial
Financial aid
Graduation measures
Grants and research
Library
Other
Peer comparisons
Retention
Satisfaction
Strategic planning

# Institutions
Using
(N=34)
5
7
17
0
1
4
2
1
1
11
1
1
1
23
0
1
3
0
16
34
2

%
15
21
50
0
3
12
6
3
3
32
3
3
3
68
0
3
8
0
47
100
6
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Table 6 (continued)

Areas Measured
Student engagement
Student success
Technology

# Institutions
Using
(N=34)
9
4
2

%
26
12
6

In measuring the needs of students and other stakeholders, satisfaction of stakeholders
is an important KPI for all institutions (100%) in the sample. The other areas measured of
importance are graduation measures (68%) and alumni measures (50%), two important
stakeholder groups for colleges and universities, graduating students, and alumni.
Category 4: Valuing people. This category focuses on “developing all employees
and how all the employees of an organization contribute to the success of the
organization” (HLC, 2010a, p. 12). This includes the examination of training, and
development of all full and part time staff, faculty, and administrators. It also includes
examining an institution’s identification, alignment, and improvement systems and
process related to environment, workforce needs and training, job competencies,
employee recruitment and retention practices, compensation and benefits, wellness, and
safety. Table 7 lists the 24 Areas Measured and how many colleges and universities
identify one or more KPI to demonstrate their performance excellence and continuous
improvement efforts for Category 4.
In demonstrating how institutions value their faculty and staff, many institutions
measure the satisfaction of their employees or other stakeholders (82%), or have other
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Employee/Human Resource measures (74%) such as employee longevity, or number of
formal complaints by faculty or staff.
Table 7
Category 4: Valuing People

Areas Measured
Admissions
Advancement
Alumni
Athletics
Business connections
Community connections
Course measures
Connections with other educational institutions
Employee and Human Resources
Enrollment
Facilities
Financial
Financial aid
Graduation measures
Grants and research
Library
Other
Peer comparisons
Retention
Satisfaction
Strategic planning
Student engagement
Student success
Technology

# Institutions
Using
(N=34)
1
5
1
0
0
2
2
0
25
2
0
2
0
2
5
0
7
9
1
28
4
2
0
0

%
3
15
3
0
0
6
6
0
74
6
0
6
0
6
15
0
21
26
3
82
12
6
0
0

Category 5: Leading and communicating. This category focuses on how the
institution’s “leadership and communication processes, structures, and networks guide
your organization in setting directions, making decisions, seeking future opportunities,
and communicating decisions and actions to the internal and external stakeholders”
(HLC, 2010a, p. 13). This category examines the systems and process related to leading
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activities, aligning governance, elucidating institutional values and expectations, setting
direction, seeking opportunities for growth, and making decisions using data and
analyzing results. This category also focuses on how the institutions communicate the
vision, mission, and values of the organization to all stakeholders. Table 8 lists the 24
Areas Measured and how many colleges and universities identify one or more KPI to
demonstrate their performance excellence and continuous improvement efforts for
Category 5.
Table 8
Category 5: Leading and Communicating

Areas Measured
Admissions
Advancement
Alumni
Athletics
Business connections
Community connections
Course measures
Connections with other educational institutions
Employee and Human Resources
Enrollment
Facilities
Financial
Financial aid
Graduation measures
Grants and research
Library
Other
Peer comparisons
Retention
Satisfaction
Strategic planning

# Institutions
Using
(N=34)
4
2
3
0
0
0
7
0
17
5
0
4
1
5
0
0
6
5
4
26
6

%
12
6
8
0
0
0
21
0
50
15
0
12
3
15
0
0
18
15
12
76
18
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Table 8 (continued)

Areas Measured
Student engagement
Student success
Technology

# Institutions
Using
(N=34)
1
0
2

%
3
0
2

Seventy-six percent of colleges and universities report KPI which demonstrate how
the leadership of the institution communicates its vision and mission by satisfaction of
the stakeholder groups. Employee measures (50%), such as longevity, are another means
in which institutions measure their performance in this category.
Category 6: Supporting institutional operations. This category examines the
support systems and process, which create an environment where learning can thrive.
This category encompasses identification and implementation of both student and
employee support services that contribute to learning. This category also includes day-today operations of the institution such as security, safety, and facilities (HLC, 2010a, p.
14). Table 9 lists the 24 Areas Measured and how many colleges and universities identify
one or more KPI to demonstrate their performance excellence and continuous
improvement efforts for Category 6.
Though this category also includes day-to-day operations of the institution such as
security, safety, and facilities, only nine institutions have facility measures (26%) and
twelve have other measures which could include campus safety metrics (35%). All, but
one college (97%), measure their performance excellence in this area by satisfaction of
stakeholders.
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Table 9
Category 6: Supporting Institutional Operations

Areas Measured
Admissions
Advancement
Alumni
Athletics
Business connections
Community connections
Course measures
Connections with other educational institutions
Employee and Human Resources
Enrollment
Facilities
Financial
Financial aid
Graduation measures
Grants and research
Library
Other
Peer comparisons
Retention
Satisfaction
Strategic planning
Student engagement
Student success
Technology

# Institutions
Using
(N=34)
6
3
3
2
2
1
3
0
11
11
9
20
6
11
1
8
12
4
16
33
4
14
13
10

%
18
8
8
6
6
3
8
0
32
32
26
59
18
32
3
24
35
12
47
97
12
41
38
29

Category 7: Measuring effectiveness. This category examines the systems
institutions use to collect and analyze data in across the entire institution (HLC, 2010a, p.
15). This category focuses on the entire organization not just the subsections identified in
the other categories. An important aspect of this is how an institution distributes data
across the university and how that data is used to drive performance improvement. Table
10 lists the 24 Areas Measured and how many colleges and universities identify one or
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more KPI to demonstrate their performance excellence and continuous improvement
efforts for Category 7.
Table 10
Category 7: Measuring Effectiveness

Areas Measured
Admissions
Advancement
Alumni
Athletics
Business connections
Community connections
Course measures
Connections with other educational institutions
Employee and Human Resources
Enrollment
Facilities
Financial
Financial aid
Graduation measures
Grants and research
Library
Other
Peer comparisons
Retention
Satisfaction
Strategic planning
Student engagement
Student success
Technology

# Institutions
Using
(N=34)
12
6
5
3
0
1
9
0
13
20
4
10
3
18
3
3
6
8
16
23
8
8
10
16

%
35
18
15
8
0
3
26
0
38
59
12
29
12
53
12
12
18
24
47
68
24
24
29
47

As a demonstration of how institutions collect and analyze their data, KPI on
satisfaction (68%), data on enrollment (59%), and graduation measures (53%) are used
by over half of the institutions in the sample. Within the Technology Areas Measured,
there is a KPI which measures the use of data across the institution. Less than half (47%)
of institutions have a KPI that measures the use of data across the institution.
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Category 8: Planning and continuous improvement. This category identifies
how institutions prioritize and utilize action plans to help achieve the mission, visions,
and goals of the organization (HLC, 2010a, p. 16). In addition, this category analyzes
how institutions utilize and coordinate their strategic planning process in analyzing
resource needs, projecting performance, and identifying areas of improvement. Table 11
lists the 24 Areas Measured and how many colleges and universities identify one or more
KPI to demonstrate their performance excellence and continuous improvement efforts for
Category 8.
Table 11
Category 8: Planning Continuous Improvement

Areas Measured
Admissions
Advancement
Alumni
Athletics
Business connections
Community connections
Course measures
Connections with other educational institutions
Employee and Human Resources
Enrollment
Facilities
Financial
Financial aid
Graduation measures
Grants and research
Library
Other
Peer comparisons

# Institutions
Using
(N=34)
10
9
6
2
0
1
3
0
9
16
3
15
1
16
7
0
4
5

%
29
26
18
6
0
3
8
0
26
47
8
44
3
47
21
0
12
15
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Table 11 (continued)

Areas Measured
Retention
Athletics
Satisfaction
Strategic planning
Student engagement
Student success
Technology

# Institutions
Using
(N=34)
17
2
22
23
2
8
1

%
50
6
65
68
6
24
3

In demonstrating how institutions utilize strategic planning, 23 institutions (68%) use
strategic planning measures and 22 institutions use satisfaction of stakeholders (65%).
Category 9: Building collaborative partnerships. This category encompasses
“both current and potential relationships that contribute to the mission and the goals of
the institution” (HLC, 2010a, p. 16). This category focuses on an institution’s process
and systems related to internal and external relationships, alignment of said relationships,
how these relationships are created and nurtured, and alignment of the relationships to the
mission and improvement efforts of the institution. Table 12 lists the 24 Areas Measured
and how many colleges and universities identify one or more KPI to demonstrate their
performance excellence and continuous improvement efforts for Category 9.
For this category there was no evident measure that a majority of institutions were
utilizing, except for enrollment (50%), in which institutions are measuring the enrollment
of transfer students and the enrollment of dual enrollment (high school) students.
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Table 12
Category 9: Building Collaborative Relationships

Areas Measured
Admissions
Advancement
Alumni
Athletics
Business connections
Community connections
Course measures
Connections with other educational institutions
Employee and Human Resources
Enrollment
Facilities
Financial
Financial aid
Graduation measures
Grants and research
Library
Other
Peer comparisons
Retention
Satisfaction
Strategic planning
Student engagement
Student success
Technology

# Institutions
Using
(N=34)
7
5
4
1
6
14
5
8
6
17
1
2
1
15
5
0
3
1
1
12
1
9
8
1

%
21
15
12
3
18
41
15
24
18
50
3
6
3
44
15
0
8
3
3
35
3
26
24
3

Overall measures across all nine categories. Each of the nine categories
provides a framework for institutions to examine their key processes to ensure they are
investing time and energy in achieving their missions and goals. The nine categories also
encourage institutions to examine their organization holistically, as the nine categories
cover the entirety of the organization for examination. This encourages institutions to
determine what parts of the organization are key to their success and conceive key
performance indicators to measure the results. Table 13 summarizes aggregate percentage
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for each of the 24 Areas Measured regarding the KPI use by colleges and universities to
demonstrate their performance excellence and continuous improvement efforts across all
nine AQIP categories. Within this table, the 24 Areas Measured are ranked from highest
to lowest percent.
Table 13
Overall Measures: Across All Nine Categories

Areas Measured
Graduation measures
Satisfaction
Employee and Human Resources
Enrollment
Retention
Financial
Student success
Student engagement
Strategic planning
Admissions
Course measures
Alumni
Advancement
Other
Technology
Grants and research
Community connections
Peer comparisons
Athletics
Facilities
Library
Business connections
Financial aid
Connections with other educational institutions

# Institutions
Using
(N=34)
34
34
33
32
32
30
30
29
28
26
26
24
23
23
23
21
20
20
14
14
11
10
10
7

%
100
100
97
94
94
88
88
85
82
76
76
70
68
68
68
62
59
59
41
41
32
29
29
21

Every institution (n=34) measures stakeholder satisfaction (100%) and graduation
measures (100%). Ninety-seven percent (n=33) use measures related to
employees/Human Resources, and 94% (n=32) measure enrollment. A minority of
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institutions measure facilities (41%), athletics (41%), library measures (32%), business
connections (29%), financial aid (29%), and connections with other education institutions
(21%). Table 14 demonstrates the areas measured for all categories individually.
Table 14

15
76
50
15
12
12
0
3
18
12
21
8
6
18
2
0
0
15
0
0
0
0
3
0

53
68
38
59
47
29
29
24
24
35
26
15
18
18
47
12
3
24
8
12
12
0
12
0

47
65
26
47
50
44
24
6
68
29
8
18
26
12
3
21
3
15
6
8
0
0
3
0

44
35
18
50
3
6
24
26
3
21
15
12
15
8
3
15
41
3
3
3
0
18
3
24

Aggregate %

32
97
32
32
47
59
38
41
12
18
8
8
8
35
29
3
3
12
6
26
24
6
18
0

Building relationships %

Planning improvement %

6
82
74
6
3
6
0
6
12
3
6
3
15
21
0
15
6
26
0
0
0
0
0
0

Leading & communicating %

Valuing people %

Understanding needs %

68
100
3
32
47
3
12
26
6
15
6
50
21
8
6
0
12
0
0
3
3
3
3
3

Measuring effectiveness %

18
47
15
21
6
8
15
47
12
6
8
24
29
3
3
24
41
6
26
3
0
18
8
0

Supporting operations %

91
74
3
9
56
3
79
21
3
24
32
34
3
0
0
3
0
6
0
0
12
3
0
0

Accomplishing other objectives %

KPI
Graduation measures
Satisfaction
Employee & HR
Enrollment
Retention
Financial
Student success
Student engagement
Strategic planning
Admissions
Course measures
Alumni
Advancement
Other
Technology
Grants and research
Community connections
Peer comparisons
Athletics
Facilities
Library
Business connections
Financial aid
Connections w/ ed. inst.

Helping students learn %

Percent of Overall High Frequency KPI by AQIP Category (n=34)

100
100
97
94
94
88
88
85
82
76
76
70
68
68
68
62
59
41
41
41
32
29
29
21
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Satisfaction is measured by every institution, and is measured by more than half
(50%), of the institutions in seven of the nine categories. While graduation measures are
also measured by every institution, they are only measured by more than half (50%) of
the institutions in three of the nine categories. Employee and human resource measures
are measured by 33 of the 34 institutions (97%), but also are only used by more than half
the institutions in two of the nine categories, as is enrollment which is used by 32 of the
34 institutions (94%).
Second Research Question
The second research question asks: For the institutions in my study what metrics
are they using to calculate their KPI? This question concerns the specific KPI colleges
and universities use to demonstrate their performance excellence and continuous
improvement efforts. These measures are described in Tables 14 through 24, and within
my narrative high frequency items are mentioned when the KPI were used in a majority
(50%) of the institutions. In addition if the KPI related directly to AQIP’s Guiding
Questions for Each Category, e.g., employee compensation for Category 4: Valuing
People, the KPI are highlighted.
Category 1: Helping students learn. This category encompasses the teachinglearning process in both the formal classroom experience and the out of classroom
student development activities. Table 15 lists the specific high frequency KPI which
colleges and universities report to demonstrate their performance excellence and
continuous improvement efforts for Category 1 as ranked from highest to lowest percent.
In the table, the KPI listed are either high frequency KPI, when the KPI were used in a
majority (50%) of the institutions, or the KPI related directly to AQIP’s Guiding
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Questions for Each Category. For example, the KPI of graduation rate relates directly to
AQIP question 1R6: “How do the results for the performance of your processes in
Helping Student Learn compare with the results of other higher education institutions”
(HLC, 2013, p. 22).
Table 15
Category 1: Helping Students Learn, High Frequency or Directly Related KPI

Areas Measured
Graduation measures
Satisfaction
Student Success
Alumni
Graduation measures
Graduation measures
Retention
Graduation measures

KPI
Licensure exams/exit exam
Specialized student survey
Learning assessments/ Outcomes
Alumni assessments
Job/Graduate school placement
Senior survey
Overall retention
Graduation rate

# Institutions
Using
(N=34)
26
23
17
15
13
13
13
11

%
76
68
50
44
38
38
38
32

Twenty-six institutions (76%) demonstrate their teaching-learning process by the
results of licensure exams for professions such as nursing or teaching, and/or exit exams
such as the Major Field Test for business majors. Twenty-three institutions (68%) use
specialized student surveys such as the National Survey for Student Engagement (NSSE)
(n.d.), one of the six student satisfaction-priorities assessment products from Noel-Levitz
(n.d.b), or the Cooperative Institutional Research Survey from the Higher Education
Research Institute (n.d.). Learning outcomes or assessments such as the Collegiate
Learning Assessment, from the Council for Aid to Education (n.d.) are used by half of the
institutions (50%) in the study. Graduation measures that measure teaching-learning
outcomes such as job or graduate school placement (38%), surveys of either seniors or
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alumni three months after graduation (38%), and overall graduation rate (32%) are also
highlighted.
Category 2: Accomplishing other distinctive objectives. This category focuses
on an institution’s goals which are outside of educating students, but still are pursuant to
the institution’s mission. These distinctive objectives should differentiate an institution
from other colleges or universities such as research or athletics. Table 16 lists the specific
KPI which colleges and universities report to demonstrate their performance excellence
and continuous improvement efforts for Category 2 as ranked from highest to lowest
percent. In the table, the KPI listed are either high frequency KPI, when the KPI are used
in a majority (50%) of the institutions, or those KPI related directly to AQIP’s Guiding
Questions for Each Category. For example, the KPI of graduation rate relates directly to
AQIP question 2P1: “How do you design and operate the key non-instructional processes
(e.g., athletics, research, community enrichment, economic development, alumni affairs,
etc.) through which you serve significant stakeholder groups” (HLC, 2013, p. 25).
Table 16
Category 2: Accomplishing Other Distinctive Objectives, High Frequency or Directly
Related KPI

Areas Measured
Satisfaction
Student engagement
Grants/Research
Grants/Research
Community
Community
Grants/Research
Athletics

KPI
Specialized student survey
Experiential/Service/Volunteering
Grants/Awards applied
Publications
Attendance at college events
Number of outside programs/events
Grants/Awards received
Team or individual performance

# Institutions
Using
(N=34)
10
10
8
8
7
7
7
5

%
29
29
24
24
21
21
21
15
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For this category, 10 (29%) use specialized student surveys such as the National
Survey for Student Engagement (NSSE) (n.d.), one of the six student satisfactionpriorities assessment products from Noel-Levitz (n.d.b), or the Cooperative Institutional
Research Survey from the Higher Education Research Institute (n.d.). There was also 10
(29%) institutions that measure students participating in experiential learning, service
learning, or were active in volunteering. Overall, there are no consensus indicators that
describe as Category 2 asks, “distinctive objectives that differentiate an institution from
other colleges or universities” (HLC, 2013, p. 25), with no similar KPI being used by the
majority of institutions reviewed.
Category 3: Understanding students’ and other stakeholders’ needs. This
category examines how an institution evaluates, identifies, and meets the needs of various
sub-groups of its student population and other identified stakeholders. This category also
focuses on how institutions use data to improve the operations to meet the needs of
students and other stakeholders. Table 17 lists the specific KPI which colleges and
universities report to demonstrate their performance excellence and continuous
improvement efforts for Category 3, as ranked from highest to lowest percent. In the
table, the KPI listed are either high frequency KPI, when the KPI are used in a majority
(50%) of the institutions, or those KPI related directly to AQIP’s Guiding Questions for
Each Category. For example, the KPI of student complaints relates directly to AQIP
question 3P6: “How do you collect complaint information from students and other
stakeholders” (HLC, 2013, p. 27).
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Table 17
Category 3: Understanding Students’ and Other Stakeholders’ Needs, High Frequency or
Directly Related KPI

Areas Measured
Satisfaction
Course measures
Alumni
Graduation measures
Graduation measures
Satisfaction
Student engagement
Student engagement

KPI
Specialized student survey
Course evaluations
Alumni assessments
Senior survey
Employer survey/data
Employee satisfaction
Advising
Student complaints

# Institutions
Using
(N=34)
30
17
14
14
11
11
3
3

%
88
50
41
41
32
32
9
9

Thirty institutions (88%) use specialized student surveys such as the National
Survey for Student Engagement (n.d.), one of the six student satisfaction-priorities
assessment products from Noel-Levitz (n.d.b), or the Cooperative Institutional Research
Survey from the Higher Education Research Institute (n.d.). Half of the schools (n=17)
use course evaluations, either home grown or from the IDEA center (n.d.). Forty-one
percent of intuitions measure both alumni assessments, such as focus groups, alumni
surveys, or advisory boards, and surveys of either seniors or alumni three months after
graduation. Thirty-two percent measure both an employer survey or data of where
graduates are working, along with satisfaction of university employees.
Category 4: Valuing people. This category focuses on developing all employees
and how all the employees of an organization contribute to the success of the
organization. Table 18 lists the specific KPI which colleges and universities report to
demonstrate their performance excellence and continuous improvement efforts for
Category 4, as ranked from highest to lowest percent. In the table, the KPI listed are
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either high frequency KPI, when the KPI are used in a majority (50%) of the institutions,
or those KPI related directly to AQIP’s Guiding Questions for Each Category. For
example, the KPI of performance evaluations relates directly to AQIP question 4P10:
“How do you design and use your personnel evaluation system” (HLC, 2013, p. 29).
Table 18
Category 4: Valuing People, High Frequency or Directly Related KPI

Areas Measured
Satisfaction
Employee/R
Peer comparison
Other
Employee/HR

KPI
Employee satisfaction
Faculty/Staff retention
Employee wage/benefits vs. peers
Campus safety metrics
Performance evaluations

# Institutions
Using
(N=34)
21
15
9
7
7

%
62
44
26
21
21

The two KPI that a majority of institutions use for category 4 are employee
satisfaction surveys (62%) including either surveys developed by the institution or the
College Employee Satisfaction Survey by Noel-Levitz (n.d.a), and employee longevity or
employee retention (44%). Twenty-six percent measure employee wage and benefits
versus peer institutions. Campus safety metrics, such as Clery Act statistics, calls to
police, crime reporting, and parking tickets along with employee performance evaluations
were measured by 21% of institutions.
Category 5: Leading and communicating. This category focuses on the
structure of the organization, how institutions set priorities, and how institutions make
decisions, along with how the institution improves in these areas. This category also
focuses on how the institutions communicate the vision, mission, and values of the
organization to all stakeholders. Table 19 lists the specific KPI which colleges and
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universities report to demonstrate their performance excellence and continuous
improvement efforts for Category 5, as ranked from highest to lowest percent. In the
table, since there are no KPI used in a majority (50%) of the institutions, the listed KPI
are those related directly to AQIP’s Guiding Questions for Each Category. For example,
the KPI of employee satisfaction relates directly to question 5R1: “What performance
measures of Leading and Communicating do you collect and analyze regularly” (HLC,
2013, p. 33).
Table 19
Category 5: Leading and Commutating, High Frequency or Directly Related KPI

Areas Measured
Satisfaction
Satisfaction

KPI
Employee satisfaction
Specialized student survey

# Institutions
Using
(N=34)
11
8

%
32
24

For this category, there was no KPI that a majority of institutions used to measure
their performance excellence in leading and communicating. Some KPI that were
measured were employee satisfaction survey by eleven institutions (32%), and
specialized student surveys by eight institutions (24%). In the content analysis of the
institution’s AQIP Systems Portfolio many institutions were developing indicators or
surveys to measure this category
Category 6: Supporting institutional operations. This category examines the
systems and process that support teaching, learning, and other day-to-day operations of
the institution such as safety, and facilities. Table 20 lists the specific KPI which colleges
and universities report to demonstrate their performance excellence and continuous
improvement efforts for Category 6, as ranked from highest to lowest percent. In the
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table, the KPI listed are either high frequency KPI, when the KPI are used in a majority
(50%) of the institutions, or the KPI related directly to AQIP’s Guiding Questions for
Each Category. For example, the KPI campus safety metrics relates directly to AQIP
question 6P3: “How do you design, maintain, and communicate the key support
processes that contribute to everyone’s physical safety and security” (HLC, 2013, p. 33).
Table 20
Category 6: Supporting Institutional Operations, High Frequency or Directly Related
KPI

Areas Measured
Satisfaction
Satisfaction
Financial
Other

KPI
Specialized student survey
Other student satisfaction
Budget performance
Campus safety metrics

# Institutions
Using
(N=34)
25
11
10
9

%
74
32
29
26

Twenty-five institutions (74%) use specialized student surveys such as the
National Survey for Student Engagement (n.d.), one of the six student satisfactionpriorities assessment products from Noel-Levitz (n.d.b), or the Cooperative Institutional
Research Survey from the Higher Education Research Institute (n.d.). No other KPI are
used by a majority of schools. Thirty-two percent (n=11) of institutions measure other
student satisfaction measures, while 29% (n=10) measure budget performance. AQIP
asks specific AQIP questions regarding campus safety in this category, and metrics for
campus safety are measured by 26% (n=9) institutions.
Category 7: Measuring effectiveness. This category examines the systems
institutions use to collect and analyze data across the entire institution. This category
focuses on the entire organization, not just the subsections identified in the other
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categories. Table 21 lists the specific KPI which colleges and universities report to
demonstrate their performance excellence and continuous improvement efforts for
Category 7, as ranked from highest to lowest percent. In the table, the KPI listed are
either high frequency KPI, when the KPI are used in a majority (50%) of the institutions,
or those KPI related directly to AQIP’s Guiding Questions for Each Category. For
example, the KPI of technology effectiveness relates directly to AQIP question 7P3:
“How do you determine the needs of your departments and units related to the collection,
storage, and accessibility of data and performance information” (HLC, 2013, p. 34).
Table 21
Category 7: Measuring Effectiveness, High Frequency or Directly Related KPI

Areas Measured
Satisfaction
Enrollment
Retention
Admissions
Graduation measure
Technology

KPI
Specialized student survey
Overall enrollment
Overall retention
Student academic profile
Senior survey
Technology effectiveness

# Institutions
Using
(N=34)
16
12
12
9
9
8

%
47
35
35
26
26
24

Though there are no KPI that a majority of institutions are using to measure how
they collect and analyze data, over one third use student satisfaction (47%), enrollment
(35%), and retention (35%), as measures. Approximately, one quarter use entering
student academic profiles (26%), a senior survey (26%) or an indicator regarding the
effectiveness of technology (24%).
Category 8: Planning and continuous improvement. This category identifies
how institutions prioritize and utilize action plans to help achieve the mission, visions,
and goals of the organization. In addition, this category analyzes how institutions utilize
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their strategic planning process. Table 22 lists the specific KPI which colleges and
universities report to demonstrate their performance excellence and continuous
improvement efforts for Category 8, as ranked from highest to lowest percent. In the
table, the KPI listed are either high frequency KPI, when the KPI are used in a majority
(50%) of the institutions, or the KPI related directly to AQIP’s Guiding Questions for
Each Category. For example, the KPI of overall graduation rate relates directly to AQIP
question 8R1: “What measures of the effectiveness of your planning processes and
systems do you collect and analyze regularly” (HLC, 2013, p. 36).
Table 22
Category 8: Planning Continuous Improvement, High Frequency or Directly Related KPI

Measure
Strategic planning
Retention
Satisfaction
Enrollment
Graduation measure

KPI
Strategic plan/project completion
Overall retention
Specialized student survey
Overall enrollment
Overall graduation rate

# Institutions
Using
(N=34)
17
15
12
10
10

%
50
44
35
29
29

Half of the institutions (n=17) used strategic planning or strategic project
completion as a KPI to demonstrate how they prioritize and utilize strategic action plans
to help achieve the mission, visions, and goals of the organization. Twelve institutions
(35%) use a specialized student survey, ten (29%) use overall enrollment or overall
graduation rate as an indicator.
Category 9: Building collaborative partnerships. This category encompasses
both internal and external stakeholders that contribute to the mission and the goals of the
institution. Table 23 lists the specific KPI which colleges and universities report to
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demonstrate their performance excellence and continuous improvement efforts for
Category 9, as ranked from highest to lowest percent. In the table, the KPI listed are
either high frequency KPI, when the KPI are used in a majority (50%) of the institutions,
or those KPI related directly to AQIP’s Guiding Questions for Each Category. For
example, the KPI of active domestic partnerships, relates directly to AQIP question 9R1:
“How do you create, prioritize, and build relationships with the educational institutions
and other organizations from which you receive your students” (HLC, 2013, p. 37).
Table 23
Category 9: Building Collaborative Relationships, High Frequency or Directly Related
KPI

Areas Measured
Education connection
Graduation measure
Student Engagement

KPI
Active domestic partnerships
Job/Graduate school placement
Experiential/Service/Volunteering

# Institutions
Using
(N=34)
8
8
8

Approximately one quarter (n=8) of institutions demonstrate how internal and
external stakeholders contribute to the mission and the goals of the institution by active
domestic partnerships (24%), job or graduate school placement (24%), or experiential
learning, service learning, or student volunteering (24%). There were no KPI that a
majority of institutions use.
Overall measures across all nine categories. Each of the nine categories
provides a framework for institutions to examine their key processes to ensure they are
investing time and energy in achieving their missions and goals. This encourages
institutions to determine what parts of the organization are key to their success and
conceive key performance indicators to measure the results. Table 24 lists the specific

%
24
24
24
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KPI which colleges and universities report to demonstrate their performance excellence
and continuous improvement efforts across all nine categories, as ranked from highest to
lowest percent. In this table, only the KPI high frequency KPI are listed, those where the
KPI are used in a majority (50%) of the institutions.
Table 24
Overall Measures Across All Nine Categories, High Frequency KPI

Areas Measured
Satisfaction
Retention
Satisfaction
Graduation measures
Graduation measures
Graduation measures
Enrollment
Alumni
Financial
Satisfaction
Student success
Graduation measures
Employee/HR
Graduation measures
Other
Admissions

KPI
Specialized student survey
Overall retention
Employee satisfaction
Overall graduation rate
Licensure exam/exit exam
Senior survey
Total enrollment
Alumni assessments
Budget performance
Student satisfaction survey
Learning assessments/outcomes
Employer survey/data
Faculty/staff retention
Job/graduate school placement
Campus safety metrics
Student academic profile

# Institutions
Using
(N=34)
32
31
29
27
26
26
25
22
22
22
21
20
20
20
19
17

%
94
91
85
79
76
76
74
65
65
65
62
59
59
59
56
50

As evident in many of the categories, nearly all the institutions (94%) use a
specialized student survey as a KPI. Thirty-one institutions (91%) use overall retention as
an indicator and 29 (85%) use an employee satisfaction survey. Graduation measures
such as overall graduation rate (79%), licensure or exit exam (76%), a survey of seniors
or recent graduates (76%), employer survey or data (59%), and job or graduate school
placement (59%) are used by many of the institutions. Other frequent KPI used are
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overall enrollment (74%), alumni assessments (65%), budget performance (65%), student
satisfaction survey (65%), learning outcomes or assessments (62%), employee longevity
or years of service (59%), and campus safety metrics (56%).
Twenty-two institutions use budget performance (65%) as a KPI, though it is not
a majority in any of the nine individual AQIP categories. This is similar for the KPI of
student academic profile of entering students, where half (n=17) of the institutions use it
as a KPI but it is not a majority in any of the individual AQIP categories. High frequency
KPI as broken down by category are listed in Table 25.
Table 25

24
6
32
3
0
6
6
9
3
3
0
0
6
6
3
3

Measuring effectiveness %

Supporting operations %

74
26
21
9
3
15
26
9
29
32
0
3
12
6
26
3

47
35
12
21
15
26
35
15
9
12
18
9
0
9
15
26

Overall %

21
3
62
3
0
3
3
3
0
3
0
3
44
3
21
3

Leading & communicating %

Valuing people %

Understanding needs %

88
24
32
24
0
41
24
41
0
26
3
32
0
3
0
12

Building relationships %

29
0
3
0
0
3
0
6
0
12
3
3
0
3
0
0

Planning improvement %

68
38
0
32
76
38
9
44
0
12
50
26
0
38
0
24

Accomplishing other
objectives %

KPI
Specialized student survey
Overall retention
Employee satisfaction
Overall graduation rate
Licensure exam/ exit exam
Senior survey
Total enrollment
Alumni assessments
Budget performance
Student sat survey
Learning assessments
Employer survey/data
Faculty/staff retention
Job/graduate placement
Campus safety metrics
Student academic profile

Helping students learn %

Percent of Overall High Frequency KPI by AQIP Category (n=34)

35
44
15
29
9
3
29
15
24
15
24
3
6
12
3
12

12
3
3
3
0
3
9
9
0
3
3
12
3
24
3
0

94
91
85
79
76
76
74
65
65
65
62
59
59
59
56
50
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The percentage of overall high frequency KPI by AQIP category shows there are
a few KPI used in every category. Specialized student surveys such as the NSSE (n.d.),
one of the six student satisfaction-priorities assessment products from Noel-Levitz (n.d.b)
or the Cooperative Institutional Research Survey from the Higher Education Research
Institute (n.d.), along with senior surveys, alumni assessments, student satisfaction
surveys, and job or graduate school placements are high frequency KPI found in every
category. Overall retention, employee satisfaction, overall graduation rate, total
enrollment, and employer survey or data are high frequency KPI found in eight of the
nine categories. Licensure exam or standardized exit exam, budget performance, and the
retention of faculty or staff retention measured in longevity or years of service are
measured in five of the nine categories.
Third Research Question
The third research question asks: What are the similarities and differences in KPI
and data reporting, as broken down by types of the institutions using Carnegie
classifications? There are four Carnegie Classification categories used in my study to
compare the KPI of similar institutions: basic classification, size and setting, enrollment
profile, and undergraduate profile.
Basic Classification
The basic classification is a snap shot of institutional attributes, behavior, and
curricular offerings based on data from 2008-2010 (Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching, n.d.). The basic classification classifies colleges and
universities into 33 different categories and is based on the original framework that the
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching used in 1970 to support its
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research program. The 34 institutions that met the criteria to be included in my study are
within nine of the basic classifications: (a) Baccalaureate colleges-diverse fields, (b)
Baccalaureate colleges-arts & sciences, (c) Baccalaureate/associate's colleges, (d)
Master's colleges and universities (larger programs), (e) Master's colleges and universities
(medium programs), (f) Master's colleges and universities (smaller programs), (g)
Research universities (high research activity), (h), Schools of business and management,
and (i) Doctoral/research universities. To properly answer the research question, these
were collapsed into four groups as follows: (1) all research universities were put into one
group, (2) Master’s level (large programs) remained its own group, (3) master’s level
small programs and medium programs were combined with special focus institutions to
create one group, and (4) baccalaureate colleges were put into one group.
Doctoral/research universities and research universities. This category
includes institutions that awarded at least 20 research doctoral degrees (Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, n.d.). High frequency KPI for
doctoral/research universities and research universities can be found in Table 26, as
ranked from highest to lowest percentage. In the table, the KPI listed are the high
frequency KPI, when the KPI are used in a majority (50%) of the institutions.
For this group, all six use KPI for strategic planning or strategic planning
completion. Five out of six (83%) utilize KPI in regards to course evaluations, retention,
graduation rate, and specialized student surveys. Four out of the six (67%) utilize KPI for
entering student academic profile, budget performance, campus safety metrics, degrees
awarded, employee satisfaction, total enrollment, fundraising, technology effectiveness,
job or graduate school placement, learning assessments or outcomes, a licensure exam or
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a standardized exit exam, retention of first year students, a senior survey, or student
satisfaction.
Table 26
Doctoral/Research Universities and Research Universities, High Frequency KPI

Areas Measured
Strategic planning
Alumni
Course measure
Graduation measures
Retention
Satisfaction
Admissions
Financial
Other
Graduation measures
Satisfaction
Enrollment
Advancement
Technology
Graduation measures
Student success
Graduation measures
Retention
Graduation measures
Satisfaction

KPI
Strategic planning/completion
Alumni assessments
Course evaluations
Overall graduation rate
Overall retention
Specialized student survey
Entering student academic profile
Budget performance
Campus safety metrics
Degrees awarded
Employee satisfaction
Total enrollment
Fundraising
Technology effectiveness
Job/Graduate school placement
Learning assessments/outcomes
Licensure exam/ exit exam
Retention of first year students
Senior survey
Student satisfaction

# Institutions
Using
(N=6)
6
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

%
100
83
83
83
83
83
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67

Master’s colleges. This Carnegie Classification category includes institutions that
award at least 50 master's degrees and fewer than 20 doctoral degrees (Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, n.d.). For the purpose of my study, the
master’s colleges were divided into two groups. The first group included master’s
colleges with smaller programs and master colleges with medium programs, along with
the two special focus institutions. The second group includes master’s colleges with
larger programs. High frequency KPI for small and medium master’s programs can be
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found in Table 27 and large master’s programs can be found in Table 28, as ranked from
highest to lowest percentage. In the table, the KPI listed are the high frequency KPI,
when the KPI are used in a majority (50%) of the institutions.
Table 27
Master’s Small Program, Medium Program, and Special Focus, High Frequency KPI

Measure
Retention
Satisfaction
Satisfaction
Student success
Enrollment
Graduation measures
Graduation measures
Graduation measure
Admissions
Financial
Graduation measures
Satisfaction
Satisfaction
Alumni
Strategic planning
Budget
Student engagement
Employee/HR
Technology

KPI
Overall retention
Employee satisfaction
Specialized student survey
Academic support/Success Center
Total enrollment
Overall graduation rate
Licensure exam/ exit exam
Senior survey
Entering student academic profile
Budget performance
Employer survey/data
Student satisfaction
Admissions/Orientation satisfaction
Alumni assessment
AQIP measures
Expenses
Experiential/Service/Volunteering
Faculty/staff retention
Technology usage

# Institutions
Using
(N=9)
9
8
8
7
7
7
7
7
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

%
100
89
89
78
78
78
78
78
67
67
67
67
56
56
56
56
56
56
56

For this group, all nine utilize overall retention as a KPI. They measure the
success of their students in retaining them year after year, but only seven (78%) measure
whether students actually graduate. Eighty-nine percent of these institutions measure
employee satisfaction. Eight, whereas all but one, utilize specialized student surveys such
as the National Survey for Student Engagement (n.d.), one of the six student satisfactionpriorities assessment products from Noel-Levitz (n.d.b), or the Cooperative Institutional
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Research Survey from the Higher Education Research Institute (n.d.). High frequency
KPI for master’s institutions with large programs can be found in Table 28, as ranked
from highest to lowest percentage. In the table, the KPI listed are high frequency KPI,
when the KPI are used in a majority (50%) of the institutions.
Table 28
Master’s Large Program, High Frequency KPI

Areas Measured
Satisfaction
Satisfaction
Retention
Graduation measures
Alumni
Course measure
Enrollment
Employee/HR
Graduation measures
Graduation measures
Student success
Graduation measure
Other
Graduation measures
Satisfaction
Financial
Grants and Research
Retention
Financial

KPI
Specialized student survey
Employee satisfaction
Overall retention
Senior survey
Alumni assessments
Course evaluations
Total enrollment
Faculty/staff retention
Overall graduation rate
Job/Graduate school placement
Learning outcomes/measures
Licensure exam/exit exam
Campus safety metrics
Employer survey/data
Student satisfaction
Budget performance
Publications
Retention of first year students
Revenue

# Institutions
Using
(N=13)
13
12
11
10
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
8
8
8
7
7
7
7

%
100
92
85
77
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
62
62
62
54
54
54
54

All of the master’s large program institutions utilize specialized student surveys
such as the National Survey for Student Engagement (n.d.), one of the six student
satisfaction-priorities assessment products from Noel-Levitz (n.d.b), or the Cooperative
Institutional Research Survey from the Higher Education Research Institute (n.d.).
Twelve (92%) use an employee satisfaction, and 85% (all but two) use overall retention.
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Baccalaureate colleges. This Carnegie Classification category includes
institutions where baccalaureate degrees represent at least 10% of all undergraduate
degrees and where fewer than fifty master's degrees or twenty doctoral degrees were
awarded (Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, n.d.). High frequency
KPI for baccalaureate colleges can be found in Table 29, as ranked from highest to lowest
percentage. In the table, the KPI listed are the high frequency KPI, when the KPI are used
in a majority (50%) of the institutions.
Table 29
Baccalaureate Colleges, High Frequency KPI

Areas Measured
Student engagement
Graduation measures
Graduation measures
Retention
Satisfaction
Financial
Satisfaction
Enrollment
Financial
Graduation measures
Admissions
Strategic planning
Satisfaction
Graduation measures
Advancement
Employee/HR
Student success
Satisfaction

KPI
Experiential/Service/Volunteering
Overall graduation rate
Licensure exams/ exit exam
Overall retention
Specialized student survey
Budget performance
Employee satisfaction
Total enrollment
Financial performance
Senior survey
Entering student academic profile
AQIP measures
Dining survey
Employer survey/data
Endowment
Faculty/staff retention
Learning assessments/outcomes
Student satisfaction

# Institutions
Using
(N=6)
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

%
100
100
100
100
100
83
83
83
83
83
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67

Though a small sample, all six institutions used an indicator where students are
performing a service to the communities in which the college operates in terms of
experiential learning, service learning or volunteering. All six also measure progress in
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the academic setting by utilizing KPI of graduation rate and retention. All six also
demonstrate the academic outcomes of the success of the curriculum by measuring
licensure and/or exit exams. Finally, all six also utilize specialized student surveys such
as the National Survey for Student Engagement (n.d.), one of the six student satisfactionpriorities assessment products from Noel-Levitz (n.d.b) or the Cooperative Institutional
Research Survey from the Higher Education Research Institute (n.d.).
Overall KPI for Basic Classification. Looking across all four groups though the
percentage of institutions using a KPI may differ, the KPI utilized by a majority of
institutions in very similar. A comparison of high frequency KPI for each basic
classification can be found in Table 29, as ranked from largest to smallest percentage for
the doctoral/research institutions.
One KPI difference between the four basic classifications is 56% of small and
medium master’s institutions utilize measures for academic support or a success center,
yet this is not highly utilized by the three other institution types. The research universities
measure the number of degrees awarded (67%) and strategic planning completion
(100%), but these KPI are not a majority in the other three types. Measuring experiential
learning, service learning or volunteering is measured by all the baccalaureate colleges
(100%), but only 56% of the small and medium master’s institutions, 38% of the large
master’s institutions, and 33% of the research universities. Alumni assessments, budget
performance, employee satisfaction, licensure exam or standardized exit exam, overall
graduation rate, overall retention, senior survey, student satisfaction, and total enrollment
are all KPI utilized by 51% or greater of institutions, no matter the basic classification.
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Table 30
Overall KPI for Basic Classification , High Frequency KPI (N=34)

KPI
Strategic planning/completion
Alumni assessments
Course evaluations
Overall graduation rate
Overall retention
Specialized student survey
Budget performance
Campus safety metrics
Degrees awarded
Employee satisfaction
Entering student academic profile
Expenses
Job/Graduate school placement
Learning assessments/outcomes
Licensure exam/exit exam
Retention of first year students
Senior survey
Student satisfaction
Technology effectiveness
Total enrollment
AQIP measures
Endowment
Experiential/Service/Volunteering
Faculty/staff retention
Financial performance
Academic support/Success Center
Dining survey
Revenue
Technology usage
Admissions/Orientation satisfaction
Fundraising
Publications

Doctoral/
Research

Master’s
Large

Master’s
Small/Medium

(N=6)
%
100
83
83
83
83
83
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
33
33
33
33
33
17
17
17
17
0
0
0

(N=13)
%

(N=9)
%

46
69
69
69
85
100
54
62
15
92
23
31
69
69
69
54
77
62
15
69
38
15
38
69
23
31
23
54
38
46
38
54

44
56
44
78
100
89
67
44
11
89
67
56
44
44
78
22
78
67
33
78
56
44
56
56
44
78
22
44
56
56
33
22

Baccalaureate

(N=6)
%
50
50
50
100
100
100
83
50
17
83
67
0
50
67
100
17
83
67
33
83
67
67
100
67
83
17
67
50
33
33
17
17

Size and Setting
The size and setting classification category describes
institutions’ size and if they are a residential campus or not. According to the Carnegie
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Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching (n.d.), understanding the size of the
institution influences institutional structure, complexity, culture, finances, and other
factors. Four-year institutions are divided into three categories based on full-time
equivalent enrollment: (1) large, (2) medium, and (3) small. Due to having 34
institutions in the purposive sample, all institutions of similar size were grouped together
no matter their residential status, as there would have been a number of categories with
only one college or university.
Large four-year institutions. Institutions classified in this category have full time
enrollment of at least 10,000 degree-seeking students within these bachelor’s degree
granting institutions (Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, n.d.). This
sample includes all large four-year institutions, whether they classified as highly
residential, primarily residential, or primarily non-residential. The KPI for these five
institutions can be found in Table 31, as ranked from highest to lowest percentage. In the
table, the KPI listed are high frequency KPI, when the KPI are used in a majority (50%)
of the institutions.
All (100%) of the four year large institutions use KPI of alumni assessments,
expenses, external grants, overall retention and a specialized student survey. Employee
satisfaction, faculty/staff retention, job or graduate school placement and retention of first
year students are used by 80% of the institutions in this category.
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Table 31
Large Four-Year Institutions, High Frequency KPI

Measure
Alumni
Financial
Grants and Research
Retention
Satisfaction
Satisfaction
Employee/HR
Graduation measures
Retention
Course measures
Education connection
Financial
Other
Graduation measures
Enrollment
Graduation measures
Grants and research
Grants and research
Satisfaction
Student success
Library
Graduation measures
Advancement
Employee/HR
Strategic planning
Satisfaction

KPI
Alumni assessments
Expenses
External grants
Overall retention
Specialized student survey
Employee satisfaction
Faculty/staff retention
Job/Graduate school placement
Retention of first year students
Academic program assessment
Active domestic partnerships
Budget performance
Campus safety metrics
Degrees awarded
Total enrollment
Overall graduation rate
Grants and awards applied
Grants and awards received
Housing satisfaction
Learning assessments/outcomes
Library usage
Licensure exam/exit exam
Number of donors
Performance evaluations
Strategic planning/completion
Student satisfaction

# Institutions
Using
(N=5)
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

%
100
100
100
100
100
80
80
80
80
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

Medium four-year institutions. Institutions classified in this category have a full
time enrollment of 3,000 to 9,999 bachelor seeking students. This sample includes all
medium four-year institutions, including those that are highly residential, primarily
residential, and primarily non-residential. The KPI for these sixteen institutions can be
found in Table 32, as ranked from highest to lowest percentage. In the table, the KPI
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listed are high frequency KPI, when the KPI are used in a majority (50%) of the
institutions.
Table 32
Medium Four-Year Institutions, High Frequency KPI

Areas Measured
Satisfaction
Satisfaction
Graduation measures
Graduation measures
Retention
Course measure
Enrollment
Student success
Graduation measures
Graduation measures
Financial
Other
Graduation measures
Alumni
Satisfaction
Student engagement
Employee/HR
Advancement
Strategic planning

KPI
Specialized student survey
Employee satisfaction
Employer survey/data
Overall graduation rate
Overall retention
Course evaluation
Total enrollment
Learning assessments/outcomes
Licensure exam/ exit exam
Senior survey
Budget performance
Campus safety metrics
Job/Graduate school placement
Alumni assessments
Student satisfaction
Experiential/Service/Volunteering
Faculty/staff retention
Fundraising
Strategic plan completion

# Institutions
Using
(N=16)
15
13
13
13
13
12
12
12
12
12
11
11
11
10
10
9
9
9
9

%
94
81
81
81
81
75
75
75
75
75
69
69
69
63
63
56
56
56
56

A specialized student survey is utilized as a KPI by 94% of the institutions.
Thirteen of the 19 institutions (81%) use employee satisfaction, employer survey or data,
overall graduation rate, and overall retention. Seventy-five percent use the KPI of course
evaluation, total enrollment, learning assessments or learning outcomes, licensure exams
or standardized exit exams and senior surveys.
Small four-year institutions. Institutions in this category have full time
enrollment of 1,000–2,999 degree-seeking students at these bachelor’s degree granting
institutions (Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, n.d.). This sample
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includes all small four-year institutions, including those that are highly residential,
primarily residential, and primarily non-residential. The KPI for these seven institutions
can be found in Table 33, as ranked from highest to lowest percentage. In the table, the
KPI listed are high frequency KPI, when the KPI are used in a majority (50%) of the
institutions.
Table 33
Small Four-Year Institutions, High Frequency KPI

Areas Measured
Graduation measures
Retention
Satisfaction
Alumni
Satisfaction
Enrollment
Graduation measures
Graduation measures
Satisfaction
Financial
Course measure
Satisfaction
Peer comparisons
Graduation measures
Employee/HR

KPI
Licensure exam/exit exam
Overall retention
Specialized student survey
Alumni assessments
Employee satisfaction
Total enrollment
Overall graduation rate
Senior survey
Student satisfaction
Budget Performance
Course evaluations
Dining survey
Wage/benefits versus peers
Employer data/survey
Faculty/staff retention

# Institutions
Using
(N=7)
7
7
7
6
6
6
6
6
5
4
4
4
4
4
4

%
100
100
100
86
86
86
86
86
71
57
57
57
57
57
57

The KPI for smaller institutions is very similar to medium sized institutions. All
institutions (n=7) utilized KPI for overall retention, the student learning outcomes of pass
rates or scores on licensure and/or exit exams, and specialized student surveys. All but
one of institutions (86%) measured assessments of alumni, satisfaction of their
employees, enrollment, graduation rate, and a survey of their seniors or recent graduates.
The KPI that a majority of institutions use in this group that has not been evident
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previously is a survey of dining services. This could be due to the small nature of the
institution and this measure being a key amenity indicator.
Overall KPI for Size and Setting. Overall, the KPI used by a majority of all
institution types are very similar. A comparison of high frequency KPI for size and
setting can be found in Table 34, as ranked from highest to lowest percentage by large
institutions.
Table 34
Overall KPI for Size and Setting, High Frequency KPI (N=34)

KPI
Alumni assessments
Expenses
External grants
Overall retention
Specialized student survey
Employee satisfaction
Faculty/staff retention/longevity/years of service
Job/Graduate school placement
Retention of first year students
Senior survey
Academic program assessment
Active domestic University partnerships
Budget Performance
Campus safety metrics
Degrees awarded
Grants and awards applied
Grants and awards received
Housing satisfaction
Learning assessments/outcomes
Library usage
Licensure exam/standardized exit exam
Number of donors
Overall graduation rate
Performance evaluations
Strategic plan completion
Student satisfaction

Large
(N=5)
%
100
100
100
100
100
80
80
80
80
80
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

Medium
(N=16)
%
63
25
13
81
94
81
56
69
50
75
25
13
69
69
25
31
25
38
75
25
75
19
81
31
56
63

Small
(N=7)
%
86
0
14
100
100
86
57
43
14
86
0
14
57
43
14
14
29
43
29
14
100
14
86
29
43
71
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Table 34 (continued)

KPI
Total enrollment
Course evaluations
Wage/benefits versus peers
Dining survey
Employer survey/data

Large
(N=5)
%
60
40
40
0
0

Medium
(N=16)
%
75
75
25
31
81

Small
(N=7)
%
86
57
57
57
57

A majority of institutions in all three groups used the KPI of alumni assessments,
budget performance, employee satisfaction, faculty or staff retention, licensure exams or
standardized exit exams, over graduation rate, overall retention, a specialized student
survey. All (100%) of the larger institutions measure both expenses and external grants,
though those KPI are not utilized by a majority of either medium or small institutions.
There were no KPI utilized by a majority of medium or small institutions that were not
used by a majority of the other two groups.
Enrollment Profile
The enrollment profile classification category provides a view of the student
population by grouping institutions according to the mix of students enrolled at the
undergraduate and graduate/professional levels. Exclusively undergraduate institutions
are further broken down by two-year and four-year institutions. For institutions with both
undergraduate and graduate/professional students, institutions are grouped according to
the distribution of full-time equivalent students across both levels (Carnegie Foundation
for the Advancement of Teaching, n.d.). There are seven categories for enrollment
profile: (1) Exclusively undergraduate two-year, (2) Exclusively undergraduate four-year,
(3) Very high undergraduate, (4) High undergraduate, (5) Majority undergraduate, (6)
Majority graduate/professional, and (7) Exclusively graduate/professional. In my study,
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the only category that contained more than two institutions is highly undergraduate,
which contains 16 institutions and therefore comparisons to other categories are made
here. Such highly undergraduate institutions have less than 10% to 24% of their students
are either graduate or professional study students (Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching, n.d.). The KPI for these institutions can be found in table 35,
as ranked from highest to lowest percentage. In the table, the KPI listed are high
frequency KPI, when the KPI were used in a majority (50%) of the institutions.
Table 35
Highly Undergraduate Institutions, High Frequency KPI

Areas Measured
Retention
Satisfaction
Satisfaction
Graduation measures
Alumni
Course measure
Enrollment
Graduation measures
Budget
Graduation measures
Strategic planning
Financial
Employee/HR
Graduation measures
Student success
Retention
Satisfaction

KPI
Overall retention
Specialized student survey
Employee satisfaction
Licensure exam/exit exam
Alumni assessments
Course evaluations
Total enrollment
Senior survey
Budget performance
Overall graduation rate
Strategic planning/completion
Expenses
Faculty/staff retention
Job/graduate school placement
Learning assessments/outcomes
Retention of first-year students
Student satisfaction

# Institutions
Using
(N=16)
15
14
12
12
11
11
11
11
10
10
10
9
9
9
9
9
9

%
94
88
75
75
69
69
69
69
63
63
63
56
56
56
56
56
56

As in other Carnegie Classification categories, the KPI used by many of the
institutions are the same. Ninety-four percent of highly undergraduate institutions (n=15)
use overall retention as a KPI. Other highly used KPI are also similar, employee
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satisfaction (75%), and specialized student survey (75%). In addition 69% used alumni
assessments, course evaluations, overall enrollment and senior survey as KPI.
Undergraduate Profile Classification
The Undergraduate Profile Classification describes the undergraduate population
with respect to three characteristics. The first characteristic is the proportion of
undergraduate students who attend as a part-time student or as a full-time student. The
second characteristic is the achievement characteristics of first-year, first-time in any
college (FTIAC) student. The final characteristic is the proportion of entering students
who transfer in from another institution. Each of these characteristics captures unique and
important differences in the nature of the undergraduate population of an institution
(Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, n.d.).
For my study’s comparison, all institutions that are considered full time, four-year
(n=19) were placed in one comparison group; all institutions considered medium full
time, four-year (n=9) were placed in one comparison group; and all part time, four year
institutions (n=4), along with the special focus institutions (n=2) which if not for the
curriculum would meet the classification of a part time, four year institutions, were
placed in one comparison group.
Full-time, four-year institutions. Institutions that are considered full time, fouryear if at least 80% of undergraduate students are enrolled full-time and these institutions
confer bachelor’s degrees (Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, n.d.).
The KPI for these institutions can be found in table 36, as ranked from highest to lowest
percentage. In the table, the KPI listed are high frequency KPI, when the KPI are used in
a majority (50%) of the institutions.
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Table 36
Full-Time, Four-Year Institutions, High Frequency KPI

Areas Measured
Retention
Graduation measures
Satisfaction
Satisfaction
Graduation measures
Graduation measures
Enrollment
Employee/HR
Alumni
Budget
Satisfaction
Other
Course measure
Graduation measures
Peer comparisons
Graduation measures
Student engagement
Student success
Strategic planning

KPI
Overall retention
Licensure exam/exit exam
Specialized student survey
Employee satisfaction
Overall graduation rate
Senior survey
Total enrollment
Faculty/staff retention
Alumni assessments
Budget performance
Student satisfaction
Campus safety metrics
Course evaluations
Job/graduate school placement
Wage/benefits versus peers
Employer survey/data
Experiential/Service/Volunteering
Learning assessments/outcomes
Strategic planning/completion

# Institutions
Using
(N=19)
19
17
17
15
15
15
14
13
12
12
12
11
11
11
10
10
10
10
10

%
100
89
89
79
79
79
74
68
63
63
63
58
58
58
53
53
53
53
53

For this classification, the KPI most highly used were very similar to the other
classifications, though this is the first group in my study where wage and benefits (53%)
are seen as a high frequency KPI.
Medium full-time, four-year institutions. Institutions that are considered
medium full time, four-year if at least 60% to 79% of undergraduate students are enrolled
full-time and these institutions confer bachelor’s degrees (Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching, n.d.). The KPI for these institutions can be found in Table 37,
as ranked from highest to lowest percentage. In the table, the KPI listed are high
frequency KPI, when the KPI are used in a majority (50%) of the institutions.
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Table 37
Medium Full-Time, Four-Year Institutions, High Frequency KPI

Areas Measured
Graduation measures
Satisfaction
Satisfaction
Alumni
Graduation measures
Retention
Course measure
Graduation measures
Enrollment
Enrollment
Strategic planning
Satisfaction
Admissions
Satisfaction
Budget
Other
Student success
Graduation measures
Student success
Graduation measures
Satisfaction

KPI
Senior survey
Specialized student survey
Employee satisfaction
Alumni assessments
Overall graduation rate
Overall retention
Course evaluations
Employer survey/data
Overall enrollment
Full time/Part time
Strategic planning/completion
Student satisfaction
Entering student academic profile
Employee culture/climate survey
Budget performance
Campus safety metrics
Internships
Job/graduate school placement
Learning assessments/outcomes
Licensure exam/exit exam
Parent/Community partner survey

# Institutions
Using
(N=9)
9
9
8
7
7
7
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

%
100
100
89
78
78
78
67
67
67
67
67
67
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56

For this classification, the KPI most highly used are very similar to the other
classifications, though satisfaction of parents or the community in which the institution
resides 956%) is a high frequency not seen in the other two groups.
Part-time, four-year institutions. Institutions that are considered part-time, fouryear if at least 10% to 40% of undergraduate students are enrolled full-time and these
institutions confer bachelor’s degrees (Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching, n.d.). This group also includes the two special focus institutions whose fulltime enrollment falls within the 10% to 40% range. The KPI for these institutions can be
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found in Table 38, as ranked from highest to lowest percentage. In the table, the KPI
listed are high frequency KPI, when the KPI are used in a majority (50%) of the
institutions.
Table 38
Part-Time, Four-Year Institutions, High Frequency KPI

Areas Measured
Satisfaction
Student success
Satisfaction
Budget
Enrollment
Graduation measures
Retention
Financial
Admissions
Course measure
Employee/HR
Satisfaction
Graduation measures
Student engagement
Employee/HR
Graduation measures
Graduation measures
Satisfaction

KPI
Employee satisfaction
Learning assessments/outcomes
Specialized student survey
Budget performance
Overall enrollment
Overall graduation rate
Overall retention
Revenue
Entering student academic profile
Course evaluations
Employee type
Student satisfaction
Employer survey/data
Experiential/Service/Volunteering
Faculty/staff retention
Job/graduate school placement
Licensure exam/exit exam
Student satisfaction

# Institutions
Using
(N=6)
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

%
100
100
100
83
83
83
83
83
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67

For this classification, the KPI most highly used are very similar to the other
classifications, though the KPI of revenue (67%) and employee type (67%) are a high
frequency KPI which has not been seen in the other groups.
Overall KPI for Undergraduate Profile Classification. A comparison of high
frequency KPI for undergraduate profile along with the enrollment profile, highly
undergraduate can be found in Table 39, as ranked from highest to lowest percentage by
the highly undergraduate category. As there was no other comparison for the highly
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undergraduate institutions, they have been included in this category for comparison
purposes. In the table, the KPI listed are high frequency KPI, when the KPI are used in a
majority (50%) of the institutions in one category.
Table 39
Overall KPI for Basic Classification, High Frequency KPI (N=34)

KPI
Overall retention
Specialized student survey
Employee satisfaction
Licensure exam/exit exam
Alumni assessments
Course evaluations
Senior survey
Total enrollment
Budget performance
Overall graduation rate
Strategic planning/completion
Faculty/staff retention
Job/graduate school placement
Learning assessments/outcomes
Student satisfaction
Campus safety metrics
Experiential/Service/Volunteering
Employer survey/data
Entering student academic profile
Revenue
Wage/benefits versus peers
Employee type
Internships
Employee culture/climate survey
Full time/Part time enrollment
Parent/Community partner survey

Highly
Undergraduate

Full Time

Medium
Full Time

Part Time

(N=16)
%
94
88
75
75
69
69
69
69
63
63
63
56
56
56
56
50
50
44
44
44
44
38
25
19
19
13

(N=19)
%
100
89
79
89
63
58
79
74
63
79
53
26
58
63
63
58
53
53
42
37
53
32
21
26
16
21

(N=9)
%
78
100
89
56
78
67
100
67
56
78
67
33
56
56
67
56
44
67
56
33
11
22
56
56
67
56

(N=6)
%
83
100
100
67
50
67
33
83
83
83
50
67
67
100
67
50
67
67
67
83
17
67
17
0
17
0
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Most of the KPI are similar across all four categories. For the full time
institutions, wage and benefits versus peers (53%) is the only high frequency KPI that is
not utilized by the other three institution types. In the analysis of the medium full time
institutions, employee satisfaction, and parent or community satisfaction are high
frequency KPI not utilized by the other three institution types. The part time institutions
measure employee type, revenue, along with faculty and staff retention as high frequency
KPI that are not utilized by the other two institution types. Both revenue and employee
type have not shown up as a high frequency KPI for any of classifications comparisons.
Chapter IV Summary
The intent of my research is to identify the KPI that four-year colleges and
universities use to evaluate and measure their organizational performance. In total, 2,139
individual KPI were identified from a content analysis of 34 AQIP Systems Portfolios.
After review, 24 groups of Areas Measured emerged and all 2,139 KPI were placed into
one of the 24 Areas Measured. Similar KPI were then synthesized into 251 discreet KPI
for which colleges and universities use their performance excellence and continuous
improvement efforts.
Each KPI was then documented per AQIP category and overall for all nine AQIP
categories for each of the 34 institutions in the sample. The data was then analyzed per
AQIP category, for both the Areas Measured of KPI as well as the individual KPI. Areas
Measured, and KPI that colleges and universities frequently used, were highlighted and
described.
Institutions were then broken down into four categories using Carnegie
Classifications categories. For the purposes of my study, the classifications used are
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basic classification, size and setting, enrollment profile, and undergraduate profile. High
frequency KPI used per classification were highlighted and described.
Chapter V will look into the insights and results of the high frequency KPI data
revealed. I also compare my findings to the two previous research studies that are similar
in nature to my study. I will give some future implications for research and in the field of
quality assurance in higher education.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The intent of my research is to identify the Key Performance Indicators (KPI) that
four-year colleges and universities use to evaluate and measure their organizational
performance. My study also evaluates the similarities and differences of like institutions
within Carnegie classifications. The study focuses on bachelor degree-granting postsecondary educational institutions in the North Central Association of Colleges and
Schools region accredited by the Higher Learning Commission (HLC) as part of their
Academic Quality Improvement Program (AQIP), and who identified their key
performance indicators (KPI) through this alternate accreditation process. Chapter IV
summarizes the results of this examination, and offers insights and results regarding the
high frequency KPI. Comparisons to previous research studies that are similar in nature
to my study are offered, as are some future implications for research in the field of
quality assurance and continuous improvement in higher education.
Summary of Major Results and Insights
In summarizing the results and insights of my study, first I describe the number of
KPI per category, followed by the high frequency Areas Measured used by 34 institutions
in their AQIP Systems Portfolios. Then, I describe and discuss the high frequency KPI
that are used by these institutions. Finally, I describe and discuss similarities within and
differences between Carnegie Classifications.
Number of KPI
AQIP’s goal is to infuse continuous improvement in the culture of higher
education institutions to ensure quality and to blend traditional accreditation with the
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philosophy and techniques of the Baldrige Performance Excellence Program. The
primary focus of AQIP is student learning, which does not vacillate far from the primary
intention of traditional accreditation (Hoffman & Spanghel, 2012). AQIP also includes
other systems within the institution that contribute to the ability of the institution to create
an environment where students can learn, and where employees have the tools to affect
the progress and development of students. AQIP recognizes that administration, support
systems, and giving employees the tools to be effective in their work, are critical factors
for higher education institutions accomplishing their missions.
As a recap, the overall number of individual KPI and the average number and
range of KPI, are shown in Table 40, as ranked from highest number to lowest total KPI
per category. The overall numbers presented are unduplicated KPI per institution, so if a
KPI is used as a measure in more than on AQIP, it is only counted once.
Table 40
KPI by Category (n=34)
Cat
7
6
1
3
8
2
4
5
9

Category Description
Measuring Effectiveness
Supporting Institutional Operations
Helping Students Learn
Understanding Students’ and Other Stakeholders’ Needs
Planning Continuous Improvement
Accomplishing Other Distinctive Objectives
Valuing People
Leading and Communicating
Building Collaborative Relationships
Overall Unduplicated KPI

Total
464
456
395
329
328
257
203
193
188
2139

Ave Range
13.64
0-33
13.41
1-56
11.62
1-46
9.60
3-20
9.68
1-52
7.55
1-23
5.97
2-21
5.67
1-61
5.52
0-16
62.91 15-122

The category with the most KPI is Category 7: Measuring Effectiveness (n=464). Some
institutions used Category 7 to describe how they use data across the institution to make
decisions for strategic planning, and continuous improvement. Other institutions used
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Category 7, as a place to include most, if not all, of the KPI that were used throughout
their Systems Portfolio.
The category with the second most KPI was Category 6: Understanding Students’
and Other Stakeholders’ Needs (n=456). Within this category colleges and universities
measure how their support systems and processes for students and the employees are
designed to make them successful. Many institutions use KPI that measure satisfaction of
these stakeholders to determine their performance excellence, and use financial KPI such
as budget performance, in this category.
The category that ranked third in terms of number of KPI is Category 1: Helping
Students Learn (n=395). Category 1 defines the shared purpose of all higher education
institutions (HLC, 2010a), and actually requires the most descriptions of processes,
results, and improvements regarding an institution’s performance excellence and
continuous improvement when compared to the other eight categories. Since student
learning is the core vision of all higher education institutions, it was surprising that this
category did not have the most KPI. This may be because institutions report measures
their for performance excellence and continuous improvement via a variety of indicators
found in other categories, including admissions, graduation measures, retention,
satisfaction, and student success.
Turning now to the bottom of Table 39, the lowest number of KPI (n=188) is in
Category 9: Building Collaborative Relationships. Data on how institutions measure their
outside relationships, other than articulation agreements with other institutions and the
number of students sent or received from study abroad, is not widely available. From my
research it was evident that institutions either do not have the means to measure the
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outcomes in this category, or do not know what their indicators should be. In the
narratives associated with this category, many institutions say this is an area of weakness
that needed to be addressed.
The most surprising of the categories was Category 5: Leading and
Communicating, as it had the second lowest number of indicators (n=193). For the
Baldrige Criteria for Performance Excellence, their similar category is called Leadership,
and this is considered by the National Institute for Standards and Technology (n.d.) as the
core of what makes an organization successful. This includes having a clearly defined
vision, communicating the vision throughout the organization, and creating visible and
actionable KPI that all employees understand and that can be used to see how their work
influences outcomes. Within this category, the KPI that a majority of schools (n=26) use
is a measure of stakeholder satisfaction. Although I am sure some of the satisfaction
surveys ask questions regarding employee’s understanding their institution’s mission and
how their work influences student outcomes, it is disappointing to see the relative lack of
KPI for this category.
Areas Measured
All nine categories of AQIP require institutions to analyze the relationship of their
processes, functions and outcomes essential be an effective higher education organization
(HLC, 2007a). My analysis revealed 24 Areas Measured, which encompass the entirety
of a higher education institution’s operations, as put forth in their Systems Portfolio. The
24 Areas Measured and the percentage of institutions that had one or more KPI within
each is shown in Table 41, as ranked from as ranked from highest number to lowest
presentation of KPI .
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Table 41

Category 2 %

Category 3 %

Category 4 %

Category 5 %

Category 6 %

Category 7 %

Category 8 %

Category 9 %

Overall %

KPI
Graduation measures
Satisfaction
Employee & HR
Enrollment
Retention
Financial
Student success
Student engagement
Strategic planning
Admissions
Course measures
Alumni
Advancement
Other
Grants and research
Community connections
Peer comparisons
Athletics
Facilities
Library
Business connections
Financial aid
Connections w/ institutions

Category 1 %

Overall Areas Measured Across All Nine Categories by AQIP Category (n=34)

94
79
3
9
56
3
79
24
3
24
32
47
3
0
3
0
6
3
0
12
3
0
0

15
41
15
24
6
6
15
47
12
6
9
21
26
3
53
41
3
26
3
0
15
9
0

65
100
3
29
44
3
12
26
6
15
6
47
21
9
0
12
0
0
3
3
3
3
3

6
79
74
6
3
9
0
6
6
3
3
3
15
21
15
6
26
0
0
0
0
0
0

12
71
47
12
9
12
0
3
18
12
15
9
6
15
0
0
15
0
0
0
0
3
0

29
97
32
32
44
56
35
41
12
18
9
9
9
29
6
3
12
6
24
21
6
18
0

47
71
35
56
44
26
26
21
21
35
29
15
18
18
6
0
24
9
12
9
0
9
0

41
59
26
44
47
41
24
12
68
29
9
15
26
9
21
3
15
6
9
0
0
3
0

41
35
18
47
3
6
24
26
3
21
15
12
12
9
15
32
3
3
3
0
0
3
24

100
100
97
94
94
88
88
85
82
76
76
70
68
68
62
59
59
41
41
32
29
29
21

Except for five of the 24, each of the other 19 Areas Measured had 50% or more
of the colleges and universities having KPI within that area. Every institution (n=34)
measured stakeholder satisfaction (100%), and graduation measures (100%). All but one
had measures related to Employees/Human Resources (97%), and all but two measure
enrollment (94%).
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It is interesting that only 29% of institutions had KPI related to financial aid. This
area includes indicators such as loan default rate, cost of attendance, and amount
borrowed. Such KPI are critical inputs for the United States Department of Education’s
(n.d.a) College Scorecard, which it part of the federal government’s effort to make
information more transparent to students, yet less than one-third of these institutions
included them in their Systems Portfolio. KPI related to the College Scorecard will be
discussed later in this chapter.
Key Performance Indicators
Table 42 lists all of the high frequency KPI (i.e., those with 50% or more
institutions using it in one or more categories), as ranked from highest to lowest overall
frequency percent. The table also lists the percent of institutions which list the KPI within
each given category. In total, there are 16 high frequency KPI used in at least one
category by 50% or more of the institutions.
Examining the high frequency KPI across all nine categories reveal that
institutions use many yearly measures and surveys as key measures for their performance
excellence and continuous improvement. All but two institutions (94%) use a specialized
student survey, all but five (85%) use an employee satisfaction survey, and 76% use a
survey of their seniors or recent graduates. The other high frequency KPI such as overall
retention, graduation rate, and enrollment are also once a year measures. Not one of the
KPI that a majority of institutions use are measured on a regular basis throughout the
academic year.
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Table 42

Category 6 %

Category 7 %

Category 8 %

Category 9 %

88
24
32
24
0
41
24
41
0
26
3
32
0
3
0
12

21
3
62
3
0
3
3
3
0
3
0
3
44
3
21
3

24
6
32
3
0
6
6
9
3
3
0
0
6
6
3
3

74
26
21
9
3
15
26
9
29
32
0
3
12
6
26
3

47
35
12
21
15
26
35
15
9
12
18
9
0
9
15
26

35
44
15
29
9
3
29
15
24
15
24
3
6
12
3
12

12
3
3
3
0
3
9
9
0
3
3
12
3
24
3
0

Overall %

Category 5 %

29
0
3
0
0
3
0
6
0
12
3
3
0
3
0
0

Category 4 %

68
38
0
32
76
38
9
44
0
12
50
26
0
38
0
24

Category 3 %

1) Specialized student survey
2) Overall retention
3) Employee satisfaction
4) Overall graduation rate
5) Licensure exam/exit exam
6) Senior survey
7) Total enrollment
8) Alumni assessments
9) Budget performance
10) Student satisfaction
11) Learning assessments
12) Employer survey/data
13) Faculty/staff retention
14) Job/graduate placement
15) Campus safety metrics
16) Student academic profile

Category 2 %

KPI

Category 1 %

Percent of Overall High Frequency KPI by AQIP Category (n=34)

94
91
85
79
76
76
74
65
65
65
62
59
59
59
56
56

Hoffman and Spanghel (2012) stated that outside of traditional accreditation
functions, one of the purposes of AQIP is to ensure employees have the tools and
resources to affect the progress and development of students. These once a year measures
are lagging indicators where the factors that influence these measures are often not
measured or not known. This is of concern, although further research might reveal that
these once a year KPI measures may have sub-indicators (not reported in the Systems
Portfolio) which influence the KPI that are measured on a more frequent basis. In
addition, some surveys may have indicators within their results that have a more frequent
influence on the progress and development of students.
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Let us look now at each category, Category 1: Helping Students Learn, defines
the shared purpose of all higher education institutions, whereby “this category
encompasses the teaching-learning process in both the formal classroom experience and
the out of classroom student development activities” (HLC, 2010a, pp. 9-10). This
includes aspects of curriculum and curriculum delivery such as development of courses,
course sequencing, delivery, format, and assessment, along student preparation, roles of
faculty and staff, and co-curricular activities. As seen in Table 41, most institutions report
KPI measures in the areas of graduation (94%), satisfaction (79%), student success
(79%), and retention (56%). Less than half the institutions utilize measures of what I
would consider “an environment where learning can thrive” (HLC, 2010a, p. 14), which
would be measured with KPI like course measures (32%) and student engagement (24%).
Missing is KPI information on how students has both intellectually and socially during
their time in the academy. Table 42 reveals that the two most common KPI used in this
category are a licensure exam/exit exam (76%) and a specialized student survey (68%).
Category 2: Accomplishing Other Distinctive Objectives, “focuses on an
institution’s goals which are outside of educating students, but still are pursuant to the
institution’s mission” (HLC, 2010a, p. 11). These distinctive objectives should
differentiate an institution from other colleges or universities. Examples of distinct
objectives are research and athletics. This category examines the systems and process in
which an institution identifies and aligns these distinct objectives and how these
objectives align with the mission of the university. As seen in the Areas Measured for this
category (see Table 41), there are a number of frequently used KPI. Though HLC (2010a)
offers athletics as an area to measure, it is measured by only 26% of institutions, and
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HLC (n.d.a) also offers research, which is measured by 53%. Connections to the
community are measured by 41% of institutions, and satisfaction is measured by 41% of
institutions. After reviewing the narratives within the Systems Portfolios, this is one of
the categories institutions struggled to describe. Many institutions stated there is a need to
further explore this area, and to develop measures for continuous improvement, and
future portfolios. Table 42 reveals that the two most common KPI used in this category
are a specialized student survey (29%) and a student satisfaction (12%).
Category 3: Understanding Students’ and Other Stakeholders’ Needs, examines how
an institution “evaluates, identifies, and meets the needs of its various sub-groups of its
student population and other identified stakeholders” (HLC, 2010a, p. 11). This category
also focuses on how an institution uses data to improve the operations to meet the needs
of students and other stakeholders. This category includes identification, analysis and
improvement of advising, student satisfaction, and complaint resolution processes. As the
highest frequency Area Measured for this category (see Table 41), student satisfaction
(100%) is measured via both by the KPI (see Table 42) a specialized student survey
(88%), and student satisfaction (26%). Despite the category description in AQIP’s
Guiding Questions for Each Category, neither identification, analysis and improvement
of advising (9%), nor complaints (9%) were a high frequency KPI (see Table 16, Chapter
IV).
Category 4: Valuing People, focuses on “developing all employees and how all
the employees of an organization contribute to the success of the organization” (HLC,
2010a, p. 12). This includes the examination of training, and development of all full and
part time staff, faculty, and administrators. It also includes examining an institution’s
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identification, alignment, and improvement systems and process related to environment,
workforce needs and training, job competencies, employee recruitment and retention
practices, compensation and benefits, wellness, and safety. Table 41 reveals that the two
most common Areas Measured in this category are satisfaction (79%) and employee and
human resource (74%). As the highest frequency KPI for this category (see Table 42),
employee satisfaction is measured by 62% of institutions, and 44% measure how they
value people by how long they have stayed at the institution. No other KPI was used by a
majority of the institutions. Some institutions measured wage versus peer groups (26%),
performance evaluations (21%), and training (6%), but none were high frequency KPI.
Category 5: Leading and Communicating focuses on how the institution’s
“leadership and communication processes, structures, and networks guide your
organization in setting directions, making decisions, seeking future opportunities, and
communicating decisions and actions to the internal and external stakeholders” (HLC,
2010a, p. 13). This category examines the systems and process related to leading
activities, aligning governance, elucidating institutional values and expectations, setting
direction, seeking opportunities for growth, and making decisions using data and
analyzing results. This category also focuses on how the institutions communicate the
vision, mission, and values of the organization to all stakeholders. As previously
mentioned, this category is the most important in the Baldrige Criteria for Performance
Excellence, as the National Institute for Standards and Technology (n.d.) believes that
leadership is the core of what makes an organization successful. The collection of KPI
surrounding leading and communicating is surprisingly a weak area for many institutions.
The institutions averaged 5.91 KPI for this category, and there were not any high
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frequency KPI for this category (see Table 40). Table 41 reveals that the two most
common Areas Measured in this category are satisfaction (71%) and employee and
human resource (47%), and the two most common KPI are employee satisfaction (32%)
and a specialized student survey (24%).
Category 6: Supporting Institutional Operations, examines the support systems
and process, which create an environment where learning can thrive. This category
encompasses identification and implementation of both student and employee support
services that contribute to learning. This category also includes day-to-day operations of
the institution such as security, safety, and facilities (HLC, 2010a, p. 14). Table 41
reveals that the two most common Areas Measured in this category are satisfaction (97%)
and financial (56%). As the highest frequency KPI for this category (see Table 42), a
specialized student survey is utilized by 74% of institutions to measure performance
excellence in this category. Campus safety metrics (26%), budget (29%), and campus
utilization (18%) are not high frequency KPI, but could all be measures more institutions
could use for this category.
Category 7: Measuring Effectiveness, examines the systems institutions use to
collect and analyze data in across the entire institution (HLC, 2010a, p. 15). This category
focuses on the entire organization, not just the subsections identified in the other
categories. An important aspect of this category is how an institution distributes data
across the university and how that data is used to drive performance improvement. There
were no high frequency KPI for this category, but Table 42 reveals KPI that some
institutions are using for this category and that others could use as well: a specialized
student survey (47%), a senior survey (26%), student academic profile (26%), alumni
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assessments (15%), learning assessments (18%), and budget performance (9%). In the
review of the portfolios, many institutions spoke to the desire to become a data driven
institution and were attempting to develop measures in this area.
Category 8: Planning and Continuous Improvement, identifies how institutions
prioritize and utilize action plans to help achieve the mission, visions, and goals of the
organization (HLC, 2010a, p. 16). In addition, this category analyzes how institutions
utilize and coordinate their strategic planning process in analyzing resource needs,
projecting performance, and identifying areas of improvement. KPI related to strategic
planning (i.e., strategic plan completion) are used as a KPI in 68% of the institutions (see
Table 40). Retention (44%), a specialized student survey (35%), enrollment (29%) and
overall graduation rate (29%) were not high frequency KPI (see Table 42), but could all
be measures for this category. In review of the narrative within the Systems Portfolios,
many institutions shared that simply being an AQIP institution showed their commitment
to performance excellence and continuous improvement.
Category 9: Building Collaborative Partnerships encompasses both current and
potential relationships that contribute to the mission and the goals of the institution HLC,
2010a, p. 16). This category focuses on an institution’s process and systems related to
internal and external relationships, alignment of said relationships, how these
relationships are created and nurtured, and alignment of the relationships to the mission
and improvement efforts of the institution. This category has the lowest average number
of KPI (n=5.52, see Table 40), and in the narrative of the Systems Portfolio, many
institutions noted they do not know how to measure their performance excellence in this
category. There are no high frequency KPI for this category although, some institutions
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measure (see Table 23, Chapter IV) articulation agreements with other institutions (24%),
and job or graduate school placement of graduates (24%). One institution even uses the
KPI of the number of articles the institution which were mentioned in the local paper.
Table 41 reveals that the three most common KPI used in this category are specialized
job or graduate school placement (24%), employer survey or data (12%), and specialized
student survey (12%).
In review of the KPI across all nine categories, the key finding is most of the KPI
are measured either one time a year or by academic term. As seen in Table 42, only two
of the KPI: Budget performance and campus safety metrics are KPI measured on a
monthly basis. All of the other high frequency KPI are measured either on a yearly basis
(i.e., specialized student survey or overall graduation rate) or measured by academic term
(i.e., overall enrollment, or overall retention). I believe these measures are too infrequent
to actually drive continuous improvement. Although not evident in the narrative of the
Systems Portfolios, I hope college and universities use some leading indicators (i.e.,
tutoring usage for high failure courses) that would assist institutions in understanding on
a frequent basis whether their efforts for a particular KPI are paying dividends. Another
missing element from the narrative of the Systems Portfolios is the lack of targets for the
KPI. There is little mention of whether a KPI should be increasing (i.e., retention),
decreasing (i.e., campus safety metrics), or staying the same (i.e., entering student
academic profile).
Carnegie Classification Similarities and Differences
Basic classification. The basic classification of a given institution is a snap shot
of its institutional attributes, behavior, and curricular offerings based on data from 2008-
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2010 (Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, n.d.). The basic
classification classifies colleges and universities into 33 different categories and is based
on the original framework that the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching used in 1970 to support its research program. In my study the 34 colleges and
universities were collapsed into four groups as follows: (1) all research universities were
put into one group, (2) Master’s level (large programs) remained its own group, (3)
master’s level small programs and medium programs were combined with special focus
institutions to create one group, and (4) baccalaureate colleges were put into one group.
The individual results for the four categories are found in Chapter IV, while a summary
of all high frequency KPI is shown in Table 42, as ranked from highest to lowest overall
percent by doctoral/research universities. These 32 KPI are those for which at least 50%
of one type of institution has reported their usage.
Table 43 reveals some interesting comparison data between the types of
institutions. The retention of faculty and staff (33% for doctoral/research, vs. 69% for
master’s large, vs. 56% for master’s small/medium, vs. 67% for baccalaureate), along
with employer surveys (33% vs. 62%, vs. 67%, vs. 67%) are high frequency KPI for
three of the four types of intuitions, but not a high frequency KPI for doctoral/research
universities. This may be explained by the data not being available or too labor intensive
to track, or that these universities may not believe these are key measures of their
continuous improvement efforts. Another interesting comparison for doctoral/research
universities is that they measure strategic planning (100% vs. 46%, vs. 44%, vs. 50%),
degrees awarded (67% vs. 15%, vs. 11% vs. 17%), retention of first year students (67%
vs. 54%, vs. 22% vs. 17%), and technology effectiveness (67% vs. 15%, vs. 33%, vs.
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33%) at a high frequency, whereby these are not high frequency KPI for the other
institutional types.
Table 43
Overall KPI for Basic Classification, High Frequency KPI (N=34)

KPI
1) Strategic planning/completion
2) Alumni assessments
3) Course evaluations
4) Overall graduation rate
5) Overall retention
6) Specialized student survey
7) Budget performance
8) Campus safety metrics
9) Degrees awarded
10) Employee satisfaction
11) New student academic profile
12) Expenses
13) Job/Grad school placement
14) Learning assessments
15) Licensure exam/exit exam
16) Retention of first year students
17) Senior survey
18) Student satisfaction
19) Technology effectiveness
20) Total enrollment
21) AQIP measures
22) Employer survey/data
23) Endowment
24) Experiential/Service/Volunteer
25) Faculty/staff retention
26) Financial performance
27) Academic support center
28) Dining survey
29) Revenue
30) Technology usage
31) Orientation satisfaction
32) Publications

Doctoral/
Research

Master’s
Large

Master’s
Small/Medium

(N=6)
%

(N=13)
%

(N=9)
%

100
83
83
83
83
83
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
33
33
33
33
33
33
17
17
17
17
0
0

46
69
69
69
85
100
54
62
15
92
23
31
69
69
69
54
77
62
15
69
38
62
15
38
69
23
31
23
54
38
46
54

44
56
44
78
100
89
67
44
11
89
67
56
44
44
78
22
78
67
33
78
56
67
44
56
56
44
78
22
44
56
56
22

Baccalaureate

(N=6)
%
50
50
50
100
100
100
83
50
17
83
67
0
50
67
100
17
83
67
33
83
67
67
67
100
67
83
17
67
50
33
33
17
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Table 43 also reveals master’s large institutions measure publications (54%) as a
high frequency KPI, where doctoral/research universities (0%), medium/small institutions
(22%), and baccalaureate (17%) do not. The narrative of the Systems Portfolios did not
reveal any information as to why this might be the case for master’s large institutions.
The only high frequency KPI for small/medium institutions that were not a high
frequency for the other institutional types is technology usage (56%). For baccalaureate
colleges, there are three high frequency KPI that are not evident in the other three
institution types: financial performance (83%), dining survey (67%), and endowment
(67%). This might be explained by the fact that all of the baccalaureate colleges in my
study were private institutions where financial solvency and amenity satisfaction are key
to their success.
Another interesting comparison is doctoral and research universities (67%) and
master’s small and medium institutions (56%) measure expenses as a high frequency
KPI, while master’s large institutions (31%) and baccalaureate institutions (0%) do not.
Finally, baccalaureate institutions (100%) and small and medium institutions (56%)
measure as a high frequency KPI experiential learning, service learning, or volunteering
while doctoral and research universities (33%) and master’s small and medium
institutions (38%) do not.
Size and setting. The size and setting classification category describes
institutions’ size and if they are a residential campus or not. According to the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching (n.d.), understanding the size of the
institution influences institutional structure, complexity, culture, finances, and other
factors. Four-year institutions are divided into three categories of full time equivalent
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enrollment for my study. The individual results can be can be found in Chapter IV while
the overall high frequency KPI is shown in Table 44 as ranked from highest to lowest
overall percent by large institutions. These 33 KPI are those for which at least 50% of
one type of institution has reported their usage.
Table 44
Overall KPI for Size and Setting, High Frequency KPI (N=34)

KPI
1) Alumni assessments
2) Expenses
3) External grants
4) Overall retention
5) Specialized student survey
6) Employee satisfaction
7) Faculty/staff retention/longevity
8) Job/Graduate school placement
9) Retention of first year students
10) Senior survey
11) Academic program assessment
12) Active domestic University partnerships
13) Budget Performance
14) Campus safety metrics
15) Degrees awarded
16) Grants and awards applied
17) Grants and awards received
18) Housing satisfaction
19) Learning assessments/outcomes
20) Library usage
21) Licensure exam/standardized exit exam
22) Number of donors
23) Overall graduation rate
24) Performance evaluations
25) Strategic plan completion
26) Student satisfaction
27) Total enrollment
28) Course evaluations
29) Experiential/Service/Volunteering
30) Fundraising

Large
(N=5)
%
100
100
100
100
100
80
80
80
80
80
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
40
40
40

Medium
(N=16)
%
63
25
13
81
94
81
56
69
50
75
25
13
69
69
25
31
25
38
75
25
75
19
81
31
56
63
75
75
56
0

Small
(N=7)
%
86
0
14
100
100
86
57
43
14
86
0
14
57
43
14
14
29
43
29
14
100
14
86
29
43
71
86
57
43
14
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Table 44 (continued)

KPI
31) Wage/benefits versus peers
32) Dining survey
33) Employer survey/data

Large
(N=5)
%
40
0
0

Medium
(N=16)
%
25
31
81

Small
(N=7)
%
57
57
57

Comparisons of the high frequency KPI by size and setting offer some interesting
insights. Large institutions measure expenses (100% for large, vs. 25% for medium, vs.
0% for small), external grants (100% vs. 13%, vs. 14%), academic program assessment
(60% vs. 25%, vs. 0%), active domestic university partnerships (60% vs. 13%, vs. 14%),
grants applied (60% vs. 25%, vs. 14%), grants received (60% vs. 31%, vs. 14%), housing
satisfaction (60% vs. 38%, vs. 43%), number of donors (60% vs. 19%, vs.14%), and
performance evaluations (60% vs. 31%, vs. 29%) as high frequency KPI, while the other
two institution types do not. There was no explanation in the narrative of the Systems
Portfolio on why this was the case. One would believe the small colleges which are
mostly private might be concerned with reporting expenses (0%) as a KPI and the
numbers of donors (14%) because of the financial implications, along with the amenity
metric of housing satisfaction (43%), but those in my study do not.
Both small and medium sized institutions measure employer surveys or data (57%
for small, 81% for medium) and course evaluations (57%, 75%) as high frequency KPI
but large institutions do not measure these as high frequency KPI (0%, 40%,
respectively). Both medium and large institutions measure campus safety (69%, 60%)
and job or graduate school placement (69%, 80%) as a high frequency KPI, where small
institutions (43%, 43%, respectively) do not. There was no explanation in the narrative of
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the Systems Portfolio on why this might be the case. There are no high frequency KPI for
small institutions that are not also high frequency KPI for medium and large institutions.
Enrollment and undergraduate profile. The enrollment profile views the student
population of both undergraduate and graduate students and in my study there is only one
group that contained a significant number of institutions (N=16), so this group is
compared with those as broken down by undergraduate profile. The undergraduate profile
is grouped by three institutional factors: part time vs. full time students, First Time in
Any College (FTIAC) students, and transfers. Each of these characteristics captures
unique and important differences in the nature of the undergraduate population of an
institution (Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, n.d.). The individual
results are found in Chapter IV while the overall high frequency KPI are shown in Table
45, as ranked from highest to lowest overall percent by highly undergraduate institutions.
These 26 KPI are those for which at least 50% of one type of institution has reported their
usage. A few of the high frequency KPI for this comparison are of interest. The first is
part-time institutions use revenue (83% for part-time, vs. 44% for highly undergraduate,
vs. 37% for full-time, vs. 33% for medium full time) as a high frequency KPI, along with
employee type (67% vs. 38%, vs. 32%, vs. 22%), while this is not the case the other three
institutional types. From the review of the narrative of the Systems Portfolios,
understanding the ratio of adjunct professors vs. full-time faculty is important. Medium
full-time institutions use part-time vs. full-time students (67% for medium full time, vs.
19% for highly undergraduate, vs. 16% for full-time, vs. 17% for part-time) frequently as
a KPI. It is interesting that revenue which is closely associated with this indicator is not a
frequent KPI (33%) for medium full-time institutions. Also of interest, the highly
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undergraduate institutions and the part-time institutions use faculty and staff retention
(56%, 67%) as a high frequency KPI, where the other two institution types do not (56%,
67%, respectively).
Table 45
Overall KPI for Enrollment and Undergraduate Profile, High Frequency KPI (N=34)
Highly
Undergraduate

KPI
1) Overall retention
2) Specialized student survey
3) Employee satisfaction
4) Licensure exam/exit exam
5) Alumni assessments
6) Course evaluations
7) Senior survey
8) Total enrollment
9) Budget performance
10) Overall graduation rate
11) Strategic planning/completion
12) Faculty/staff retention
13) Job/grad school placement
14) Learning assessments
15) Student satisfaction
16) Campus safety metrics
17) Exper./Service/Volunteer
18) Employer survey/data
19) New student academic profile
20) Revenue
21) Wage/benefits versus peers
22) Employee type
23) Internships
24) Employee culture/climate
25) Full time/Part time enrollment
26) Parent/Community survey

(N=16)
%
94
88
75
75
69
69
69
69
63
63
63
56
56
56
56
50
50
44
44
44
44
38
25
19
19
13

Full Time

(N=19)
%
100
89
79
89
63
58
79
74
63
79
53
26
58
63
63
58
53
53
42
37
53
32
21
26
16
21

Medium
Full Time

(N=9)
%
78
100
89
56
78
67
100
67
56
78
67
33
56
56
67
56
44
67
56
33
11
22
56
56
67
56

Part Time

(N=6)
%
83
100
100
67
50
67
33
83
83
83
50
67
67
100
67
50
67
67
67
83
17
67
17
0
17
0

Overall, comparing institutions by Carnegie Classification profiles revealed some
interesting data. Small colleges and baccalaureate institutions value KPI related to
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amenity measures (i.e., dining survey), finances (i.e., budget performance and
endowment), experiences outside the classroom (i.e., experiential learning, service
learning or volunteering), and passing licensure exams. Large universities and
doctoral/research institutions use KPI related to degrees awarded, course evaluations,
grants, and strategic planning. Medium sized, and medium enrollment institutions utilize
employer surveys and data, along with parent surveys. This analysis can help guide
institutions within similar Carnegie Classification profiles in choosing KPI to utilize and
understand for their own improvement and performance excellence efforts.
Relationship of Results to Existing Studies and Policy Reports
There has been limited research on holistic and specific KPI used across higher
education institutions in the United States. Exceptions include two major studies: One by
Burke and Minassians (2002b), which examined 29 public colleges, and the other by
Terkla (2011) which examined 66 colleges and universities that were using dashboards to
display their progress towards their indicators. In addition, I will compare my study to
indictors used by the United States Department of Education (n.d.) and recommendations
by the Voluntary Institutional Metrics Project (Fain, 2013, July 10).
Burke and Minassians’ Research
Burke and Minassians (2002b), from the Public Higher Education Program at the
Nelson A. Rockefeller Institute of Government, reviewed 29 performance reports of
public colleges and universities in the United States that were submitted to the state
legislatures. After combining measures with similar intent but different names, they
found 158 distinct performance measures. After further analysis, only eight KPI of the
total 158 KPI were used by more than half the institutions. These eight common
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indicators were graduation, enrollment, sponsored research, student transfers, tuition,
financial aid, degrees awarded, and licensure test scores (Burke & Minassians, 2002b, p.
34). The comparison between the eight measures, similar KPI in my study, and the
number and percentage of institutions using those measures can be found in Table 46.
Only three of the indicators: graduation rate, enrollment, and licensure exams, found in
Burke and Minassians work are used by a majority of institutions in my study.
Table 46
Burke and Minassians’ 8 Common Indicators Compared to Ballard’s (2013) Findings

Burke and
Ballard’s (2013)
Minassians’(2002b)
KPI Findings
Common Indicators
Graduation
Overall graduation rate
Enrollment
Overall Enrollment
Sponsored research
Grants/Awards received
Student Transfers
Transfers
Tuition
Student Cost
Financial Aid
Total Financial Aid
Degrees awarded
Degrees awarded
Licensure test scores
Licensure exams/exit exam
(Burke & Minassians, 2002a, p.34)

Burke and
Minassians
N(%)
24(83)
21(72)
20(69)
19(66)
18(62)
17(59)
16(55)
16(55)

Ballard
N(%)
27(79)
25(74)
9(26)
8(24)
7(21)
7(21)
8(24)
26(76)

Burke and Minassians (2002a) recommended the use of 14 generic core
indicators to reflect the top priorities of state policy makers. This would better allow
“campuses to accept the necessity of a reporting system that fulfills all of the purposes of
accountability, improvement, and meeting state needs” of the legislature (Burke &
Minassians, 2002b, p. 122). Such indicators should include “state goals, trend data, peer
comparisons and performance targets” (Burke & Minassians, 2002b, p. 123) and doing so
would make the performance indicators relevant and results useful. In addition,
comparisons of results among similar types of institutions could add an external standard
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of performance along with setting benchmarks for performance improvement or
maintenance. The comparison between Burke and Minassians’ (2002a) recommended
general core indicators and the actual KPI found in my study, and the number and
percentage of institutions using those measures can be found in Table 47 as ranked from
highest to lowest percentage usage.
Table 47
Burke and Minassians’ Recommended General Core Indicators Compared
to Ballard’s (2013) Findings
Burke and
Minassians’(2002a)
Recommended Indicators
Completion rate
Licensure test scores
Alumni survey
Job placement
% FTIAC w/ college prep

Enrollment recent HS
Sponsored research
Degree attainment
Affordability
Adult enrollment
Transfer rates
Funding
Enrollment HS grads
Degrees in STEM

Ballard’s (2013)
KPI
Overall graduation rate
Licensure exam/exit exam
Alumni assessments
Job/Graduate school placement
Entering student academic profile
Traditional enrollment
Grants/Awards received
Degrees awarded
Student cost
Adult enrollment
Transfer enrollment
State/Federal funding
No measurement
No measurement

N(%)
27(79)
26(76)
22(65)
20(59)
17(50)
10(29)
9(26)
8(24)
7(21)
5(15)
5(15)
1(3)
0(0)
0(0)

As seen in Table 47, there are five of the 14 indicators with similar measures:
graduation rate, licensure exam, alumni assessment, job or graduate school placement,
and entering student academic profile, between Burke and Minassians’ (2002a)
recommendations and high frequency KPI found in my research. For the other core
recommended indicators recommended by Burke and Minassians, my study revealed low
or no usage. Differences might be explained in that Burke and Minassians’ (2002a)
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recommended general core indicators were intended for both two-year and four-year
public institutions, while my study included only four-year institutions. Indeed, two of
their indicators stand out as very two-year institution focused, in that the KPI of transfer
rate is very community college focused as it measures number of students that are going
on to four-year universities (Burke & Minassians, 2002a), along with high school
graduate enrollees, as many community colleges are open enrollment and do not require a
high school diploma. Not all the institutions in my sample were public and none of the
institutions were two-year institutions. Overall, Burke and Minassians’ recommendations
are only partially consistent with the KPI actually used by the institutions in my sample,
perhaps beacuse their recommendations were very specific to a given population (i.e.,
adult enrollment), while the results of my study the KPI were more general (i.e., overall
enrollment).
Terkla’s Research
Terkla (2011), associate provost for institutional research and evaluation at Tufts
University, collected samples of indicators from 66 colleges and universities that were
using dashboards to display their progress towards their indicators. The 66 colleges and
universities used were public and private institutions across the country, ranging from
small colleges to major research universities. The sampled dashboards were gathered
from a number of newsletters and listservs of the Association for Institutional Research
and its regional affiliates, plus some samples were obtained via a Google search. Terkla
(2011) defined dashboard indicators as “a variety of measure that generally are related to
the strategic mission of the institution or the specific office developing the dashboard” (p.
1).
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The comparison between the most frequent indicators found from her research,
and similar KPI can be found in Table 48, as ranked from highest to lowest percentage
usage from my study. When comparing the two data sets there are some indicators that
are very similar between the two groups. Indicators measuring enrollment (77% vs. 74%,
with Terkla’s data listed first), graduation rate (73% vs. 79%), facilities (38% vs. 41%),
degrees awarded (23% vs. 24%), and study abroad 12% vs. 12%) are nearly identical.
There are also many indicators that were quite disparate. Areas such as endowment (80%
vs. 35%), advancement (73% vs. 25%), and Financial Aid (64% vs. 29%), are quite
different, as are retention (71% vs. 91%), student satisfaction (35% vs. 65%), and job and
graduate school placement (41% vs. 59%). The differences could be to the difference in
sample sizes, types of institutions in the sample, or the source of the information.
Table 48
Terkla’s Most Common Performance Indicators Compared to Ballard’s (2013) KPI

Terkla (2011)
Retention
Graduation rate
Enrollment figures
Student satisfaction
Measure of success
Admissions scores
Physical plant
Advancement
Faculty FTE
Endowment
General admissions
Faculty satisfaction
Financial Aid figures
Enrollment (special pop)

%
(N=66)
71
73
77
35
41
79
38
73
23
80
71
5
64
71

Ballard (2013)
Overall retention
Overall graduation rate
Overall enrollment
Student satisfaction
Job/grad school placement
Entering student profile
Facilities
Fundraising
Employee by type
Endowment
Number of applications
Faculty survey
Financial Aid overall
Enrollment ethnicity/race

%
(N=34)
91
79
74
65
59
50
41
38
35
35
32
29
29
26
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Table 48 (continued)

Terkla (2011)
Research
Completion and Awards
Tuition/Fees
Peer assessment data
Student/faculty ratio
Study abroad
Graduation rate (special pop)
Faculty (special population)
Graduate admissions

%
(N=66)
35
23
47
21
55
12
15
33
21

Ballard (2013)
Grants/Awards received
Degrees awarded
Student cost
Peer comp vs. nat. rankings
Student/faculty ratio
Study abroad
Graduation rate (special pop)
Faculty (special population)
Graduate admissions

%
(N=34)
26
24
21
15
15
12
9
3
3

The key takeaway from the comparison of Terkla’s (2011) research and my
research is that there are four common high frequency KPI: Retention (71% vs. 91%),
graduation rate (73% vs. 79%), enrollment (77% vs. 74%), and entering student profile
(79% vs. 50%). These common high frequency KPI will be used later in Chapter V while
discussing recommendations for future practice. Enrollment graduation rate, and degrees
awarded were also three of Burke and Minassians’ (2002a) eight common indicators.
Relationship to Policy
My study also reveals discrepancies between the KPI that colleges and
universities in my study report, and what indicators the United States Department of
Education is using on its scorecards (United States Department of Education, n.d.a). The
purpose of this scorecard is to give consumers of higher education (parents and students)
information so they could understand the true cost of a higher education degree (Fain,
2013, July 10). For example, the comparison of my research findings and the indicators
used by the United States Department of Education, is presented in Table 49.
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Table 49
College Scorecard Indicators Compared to Ballard’s (2013) Findings
College Scorecard (United States
Department of Education, n.d.b)
Graduation rate
Employment of graduates
Costs
Loan Default rate
Median borrowing

Ballard’s (2013) KPI
Overall graduation rate
Job/Graduate school placement
Student costs
Student default
No KPI

N(%)
27(79)
20(59)
7(21)
2(6)
0(0)

Only two of the indicators reported on the College Scorecard showed up as high
frequency KPI in my study: graduation rate (79%) and employment of graduates (59%).
Only 21% of institutions report using the KPI of measure costs, and 6% report using the
KPI of loan default rate, and no institutions report using the KPI of measure median
borrowing (0%). Such discrepancies need to be rectified; if institutions want to control
their own indicators, they need to be put more of an emphasis on the indicators desired by
policy officials.
After my research was completed, a group of 18 members of the Association of
American Universities involved in the Voluntary Institutional Metrics Project, released a
set of five recommended performance measures (Fain, 2013, July 10). These
recommended measures, similar to the goals of the Baldrige Criteria for Performance
Excellence (NIST, n.d.) and the recommendations of the Spellings Commission (2006),
seek to give a holistic view of the performance of these colleges and universities. These
18 institutions include private nonprofits, for-profits, community colleges, online
institutions, and one research university (Fain, 2013, July 10).
The five metrics agreed upon by these 18 institutions include ways to “access and
analyze data in five areas: repayment and default rates on student loans, student
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progression and completion, institutional cost per degree, employment of graduates and
student learning” (Fain, 2013, July 10 p. 1). The comparison of the indicators
recommended by this Voluntary Institutional Metrics Project and similar reported KPI
from my research are found in Table 50, as ranked from highest to lowest percentage of
use from my research.
Table 50
Voluntary Institutional Metrics Project Indicators Compared to Ballard’s (2013)
Findings
Voluntary Institutional Metrics
Project Indicators (Fain, 2013)
Student progression and
completion
Student learning
Employment of graduates
Institutional cost per degree
Default of student loans

Ballard’s (2013) KPI
Overall Retention and
Graduation rate
Learning assessment/outcomes
Job/Graduate school placement
Expenses
Student default

N(%)
31(91)
27(79)
21(62)
20(59)
12(35)
2(6)

According to Fain (2013, July 10) there are many gaps in the availability of their
recommended data, especially in the areas of student outcomes and employment data.
Due to these data gaps, these institutions are unable to produce institutional scorecards or
dashboards based on the metrics. My study found similar concerns whereby only one of
these indicators, overall retention rate are reported as a KPI by nearly all institutions
(91%). For the other four indicators, only 62% of the AQIP institutions included in my
study measure student outcomes, and 59% measure employment or graduate school
attendance. Institutional cost of degree (expenses) are measured by only 35% and student
default rate by only 6%, so even with these five “agreed” upon indicators, little common
reporting is occurring.
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Limitations, Delimitations, and Implications for Future Research
Since my study only included four-year AQIP institutions that had their Systems
Portfolio publically available, findings regarding the KPI found in my study are delimited
to only such institutions and may not be generalizable to non-AQIP institutions, or AQIP
institutions that did meet the research criteria. In addition as one key limitation, AQIP
institutions are on four year accreditation cycles, so some of the Systems Portfolios I used
for the content analysis may be up to four years old. In the time since the Systems
Portfolios were authored, institutions may have changed their KPI, or improved the way
their KPI are measured. Another limitation of the study was using the Systems Portfolios
as the only source of data. These documents are produced for re-accreditation, not to
highlight the KPI of the institution, so there may be insufficient detail in the documents to
ascertain all the KPI for an institution (Bowen 2009). Also since those documents are
often authored by one office, there may be biased selectivity of information included in
the Systems Portfolio and all key measures may not be included.
Given such issues, there are a number of recommendations for future studies.
Further studies could include the following:
1. Replicate the study, and include all AQIP institutions including two-year colleges,
along with seeking a release of information from institutions for Systems
Portfolios that were not publically available. Institutions could be grouped and
compared by similar Carnegie Classifications used in my study. In addition,
institutions in similar Carnegie Classifications could be separated out by whether
the institution was private or public, as public institutions often have state
mandated indicators (Burke & Minassians, 2002b).
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2. Replicate the study across all six accrediting bodies, not just institutions that are
under the jurisdiction of the Higher Learning Commission. This may aid in
having giving institutions across the nation a clearer picture of measures that
constitute a quality institution (Mulkins-Manning, 2011). Future studies could
include further analysis at each institution to glean their total KPI, not just the
measures reported in their Systems Portfolio.
3. Conduct further research analyzing the institutional dashboards of AQIP
institutions. Terkla (2011) defined dashboard indicators as “a variety of measures
that generally related to the strategic mission of the institution or the specific
office developing the dashboard” (p. 1). Since the purpose of dashboard indicators
is to demonstrate strategic mission, they may be different than the KPI found in
the Systems Portfolio used for re-accreditation, though they should be similar.
Such a future study would be similar to the research of Terkla (2011), but the
scope of the study would be on AQIP institutions. As AQIP institutions have
demonstrated their commitment to continuous quality improvement through
creative innovation, this may be helpful for other institutions looking to determine
measures.
4. Compare the results of my study, the work of both Terkla (2011) and Burke and
Minassians (2002b), with the KPI that are required for colleges and universities in
the United Kingdom, New Zealand, and Canada (Breakwell & Tytherleigh, 2010).
This would allow comparison the KPI of institutions internationally, not just
across the United States.
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5. Further research needs to be done on defining the measurements of KPI (i.e., does
the KPI of graduation rate including all students or FTIAC student only?) Work
also needs to be done on creating a repository for the indicators, so the data is
easily inputted and then accessible to the general public. This would allow
comparisons of institutions to be done using indicators and data agreed upon by
both governmental entities and colleges and universities.
Conclusion and Recommendations
Now that there has been an identification of what KPI currently are reported as
being used, and there are coalitions of colleges and universities such as the 18 institutions
from the Association of American Universities involved in the Voluntary Institutional
Metrics Project agreeing on the indicators to be measured between institutions, the next
steps are to understand how to have more institutions engaged in collecting and reporting
data. A key factor in determining the correct metrics, is deciding on the audience. For
example, my study examined AQIP institutions in which identifying KPI is for selfidentification and improvement; college scorecards are to give information to parents and
perspective students (CCCO n.d.; United States Department of Education, n.d.a); the
audience of the Voluntary Institutional Metrics Project is lawmakers at the state and
federal level (Fain, 2013, July 10); the audience for Burke and Minassians (2002b) study
was state lawmakers; and the audience for Terkla (2011) was board of trustees. If there is
no agreement on the audience, it will be difficult to decide on the key performance
indicators, outcomes and targets.
Yet, there needs to be a common set of metrics that are both meaningful for
internal continuous improvement and external communication of those continuous
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improvement efforts. These metrics must be equitable across all institutions, so the
relative advantages and academic preparation of students each college serves must be
taken in account. Both inputs and outputs must be fairly measured.
To this end, after many months of reviewing KPI and related research and policy,
as well as time spent as a practitioner working on an institution’s Systems Portfolio, I
recommend some key performance indicators for colleges and universities, as
summarized in Table 51, placed in alphabetical order by type.
Table 51
Ballard’s Recommendations for Key Performance Indicators
Internal
1. Alumni survey (recent graduate)
2. Budget performance
3. Employee satisfaction
4. Enrollment
5. Fundraising/Endowment
6. Retention
7. Specialized student survey
8. Sponsored research
9. Student learning assessments pre/post
10. Student Satisfaction

External
1. Campus safety
2. Graduation Rate
3. Job or graduate school placement
4. Licensure exams
5. Student loan default rate

These indicators are divided into two categories and justified by previous
indicator research and recommendations: Internal indicators and external indicators. The
internal indicators are meant to aid colleges and universities in their continuous
improvement and performance excellence in relation to their institution’s mission. The
external indicators are for external audiences that demonstrate the results of the internal
continuous improvement efforts. These recommended indicators are gleaned from high
frequency KPI in my research, the research of Burke and Minassians (2002b) and of
Terkla (2011), along with recommendations of Burke and Minassians (2002b), the United
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States Department of Education’s (n.d.a) College Scorecard, and the Voluntary
Institutional Metrics Project (Fain 2013, July 10). As such, these recommended indicators
are both important and should be able to measured by commonly available data. The
justifications for these recommendations are found in Table 52.
Table 52
Ballard’s Recommendations for Internal and External Indicators

Internal Indicators
Alumni survey (recent
graduate)

Justification
Affirmed by being a high frequency KPI in the research of
Ballard (76%), and recommended by Burke and Minassians

Budget performance

Affirmed by being a high frequency KPI in the research of
Ballard (65%) and Terkla (80%), along with
recommendations by Burke and Minassians and the
Voluntary Institutional Metrics Project

Employee satisfaction

Affirmed by being a high frequency KPI in the research of
Ballard (85%)

Enrollment

Affirmed by being a high frequency KPI in the research of
Ballard (74%), Burke and Minassians (72%), and Terkla
(77%)

Fundraising/Endowment

Affirmed by the research of Terkla (73%) and evident in the
research of Ballard (38%)

Retention

Affirmed by being a high frequency KPI in the research by
Ballard (91%) and Terkla (71%), along with
recommendations by Burke and Minassians and the
Voluntary Institutional Metrics Project

Specialized student survey

Affirmed by being a high frequency KPI in the research of
Ballard (94%)

Sponsored research

Affirmed by the research of Burke and Minassians (69%),
and evident in the research of Ballard (26%) and Terkla
(35%)
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Table 52 (continued)

Internal Indicators
Student learning
assessments pre/post

Justification
Affirmed by being a high frequency KPI in the research of
Ballard (62%), evident in the research of Terkla (41%),
along with recommendations by Burke and Minassians and
Voluntary Institutional Metrics Project

Student Satisfaction

Affirmed by being a high frequency KPI in the research of
Ballard (65%), and evident in the research by Terkla (35%)

External Indicators
Campus safety

Justification
Affirmed by being a high frequency KPI in the research of
Ballard (56%)

Graduation Rate

Affirmed by being a high frequency KPI in the research by
Ballard (79%), Burke and Minassians (83%), and Terkla
(73%), along with recommendations by the United States
Department of Education and the Voluntary Institutional
Metrics Project

Job or graduate school
placement

Affirmed by being a high frequency KPI in the research of
Ballard (59%), evident in research by Terkla (41%), along
with recommendations by Burke and Minassians, the United
States Department of Education and the Voluntary
Institutional Metrics Project

Licensure exams

Affirmed by being a high frequency KPI in the research of
Ballard (79%) and Burke and Minassians (76%)

Student loan default rate

Affirmed by research of Terkla (64%) and Burke and
Minassians (59%), along with recommendations by the
United States Department of Education and the Voluntary
Institutional Metrics Project

In addition to aforementioned indicator recommendation, I recommend that
colleges and universities also report their outcomes for the KPI over time. Tracking
outcomes over time was a missing piece evident following my review of these 34
Systems Portfolios Few institutions demonstrated how the results of the KPI changed
over time. The lack of demonstrating if their KPI were increasing, decreasing, or staying
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the same, along with not having targets for the KPI, made me question if the indicators
used were truly key to the continuous improvement and performance excellence of the
institutions. Or was the reporting of those KPI driven only by the questions asked to
create the Systems Portfolio.
I would hope that as institutions submit Systems Portfolios for their second, fouryear cycle of re-accreditation under AQIP, their identified KPI would have data reported
over multiple years. According to the HLC (n.d.), the goal of AQIP is to “demonstrate
their commitment to continuous quality improvement through creative innovation” (p. 1).
Hopefully in subsequent years, these institutions are using multi-year KPI data to drive
quality and continuous improvement at their institutions by demonstrating the results of
their efforts to fulfill the missions of their institutions.
Research Closure
My research included a review of literature related to performance excellence and
continuous improvement of higher education intuitions. Using the narrative of the
Systems Portfolios of 34 four-year institutions involved in the Higher Learning
Commission’s Academic Quality Improvement Program for re-accreditation, I performed
a content analysis that identified the key performance indicators reported by these
institutions. Key findings of Areas Measured and Key Performance Indicators were
identified, along with comparisons between four institutional profiles of Carnegie
Classifications. Results were also compared with previous research and indicator
recommendations. Finally, I recommended both internal and external indicators that were
supported by my research, the research of others, and the recommendations of an
educational association and the United States Department of Education.
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To this end, I believe my research helps adds to the literature on the subject by
highlighting KPI of institutions committed to continuous improvement and performance
excellence. I also believe my research can aid institutions on their quality journey of
continuous improvement and performance excellence to determine their KPI. My
recommendations of key performance indicators, based on my research along with the
research and recommendations of others, identifies a set of KPI which are both important,
and apparently doable, and which can aid colleges and universities in understanding the
key processes and data needed to highlight their success and continuous improvement
efforts. Similar to the goals of AQIP, the use of such KPI can aid institutions in realizing
their institutional missions, whether it is to prepare students for jobs or to educate
students to contribute to society, by effectively using data and key performance measures
for performance excellence.
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Areas Measured and Key Performance Indicators (KPI)
Areas Measured
Admissions

KPI
Admissions Selectivity
Admissions Student academic profile (GPA, ACT,
class standing, etc.)
Adult
Application Yield/Conversion
Campus visits
Cost per lead
Financial Aid/Scholarship (Admissions)
Graduate
Number of Applications (all types)
Number of leads/inquiries
Special admittance
Student profile (race, gender, geography)
Traditional
Transfer

Advancement
Alumni giving
Corporate giving
Employee giving
Endowment
Fundraising
Number of donors
Other giving
Alumni
Alumni assessments
Alumni participation
Number of events
Athletics
Attendance
Number of competitions
Number of athletes
Academic progress rate/Retention
GPA
Graduation rate
Number of teams
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Areas Measured and Key Performance Indicators (KPI)
Athletics (continued)
Number of violations
Scholarships/aid
Team & individual performance
Business Connections
Amount of startup funding
Business connections Number of attendees
Career fair employer attendance
Economic development: attendance
Economic impact in state
Longevity of outside relationship
Number of businesses served
Number of clients in business outreach
Number of employed students in incubator companies
Number of employees involved in partnerships
Community
Connections:
Attendance at college functions/community events
Community connection participation (non-event)
Donations from community
Donations to community
Image & perception survey: external
Number of community partners
Number of customized training
Number of faculty/staff on advisory boards or boards
Number of outside programs/events
Course Measures
Service learning courses
Academic program assessment
Accreditation data
Course assessments/completion
Course evaluations
Credit hour indicators
Department/program quality
Faculty/student ratio
Grade distribution
International program survey
LMS usage
Number of distance education/online courses
Education Connection
Active domestic university partnerships
Active international university partnerships
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Areas Measured and Key Performance Indicators (KPI)
Employee/Human
Resources:
Awards for employees
Degree types of Faculty/staff
Employee by type (FT/PT/Tenured/Adjunct)
Employee complaints
Employee participation in outside experiences
Employees by gender
Employees by race
Employees using tuition assistance
Faculty by gender
Faculty by race
Faculty promotion
Faculty scholarship
Faculty Survey (Higher Education Research Institute)
Faculty/staff retention/longevity/years of service
HR process effectiveness
Performance evaluations
Training attendance
Training types
Wellness activities/EAP usage
Enrollment:
Academic program enrollment
Adult/Age enrollment
Commuter enrollment
Dual enrollment
Enrollment by class level
Enrollment of developmental students
Enrollment by ethnicity/race
Enrollment by financial aid/scholarship
Enrollment by gender
Enrollment by Geography/HS
Enrollment of special populations (vets, employees, 1st gen)
Full/part time enrollment
International student enrollment
Graduate enrollment
Non-credits
Online/distance education enrollment
Overall enrollment
Traditional student enrollment
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Enrollment (continued)
Transfer enrollment
Residential enrollment
Withdrawal data
Facilities
Campus utilization
Energy usage
Facilities planning
Facilities: work order tracking
Number of classroom enhancements
Financial
Accounts payable
Accounts receivable
Budget performance
Expenses
Financial performance (bad debt, bond rating, assets)
Funding
Investment
Revenue
Scholarship/Discounts
State/Federal Funding
Student cost (tuition, books, housing, etc)
Financial Aid
Aid based on need
Award comparisons
External aid
FAFSA received
Internal aid
Merit Aid
Processing benchmarks
Student default
Total aid
Graduation Measures
Degrees awarded
Employer survey/data
Graduation rate overall
Graduate rate special population
Job/Graduate school placement
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Areas Measured and Key Performance Indicators (KPI)
Graduation Measures
(continued)
Job/Graduate school placement
Licensure exams/standardized exit exam
Senior survey
Starting salary of grads
Time to graduate
Grants/Research
Amount of grant/awards received
External grants
Faculty receiving grants/awards
Grants/awards applied
Grants/awards received
Internal grants
Publications
Scholarly activity other
Students receiving grants/awards
Library
Library expenditures
Library usage
Library resources
Other
Campus safety metrics
Complaint data
Marketing
Media mentions
Non-categorized other
Readership of publications
Shared governance
University Awards
Peer comparisons
Educause research survey
Employee wage/benefits vs. peers
External surveys vs. common data set
Facilities benchmarking
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Areas Measured and Key Performance Indicators (KPI)
Peer comparisons
(continued)
Faculty degree comparisons
Food service benchmarking
National rankings
Portfolio system comparisons
Programs comparisons
Tuition vs. peers
Work comp vs. peer institutions
Retention
Persistence: First year
Persistence: other
Persistence: Overall
Retention: Academic unit
Retention: adult
Retention: First year
Retention: graduate
Retention: overall
Retention: Sophomore and above
Retention: special populations
Retention: Student profile
Retention: traditional
Retention: transfer
Satisfaction
Admissions/Orientation: satisfaction
Advising satisfaction
All employee culture/climate survey
BOT evaluation
Campus quality survey
Career services survey
Dining survey
Diversity survey
Employee satisfaction
Enrollment survey
Executive leadership evaluations
Facility satisfaction
Financial aid satisfaction
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Areas Measured and Key Performance Indicators (KPI)
Satisfaction (continued)
Graduate satisfaction
High school counselor survey
Housing satisfaction
HR satisfaction
Internship evaluations
Library satisfaction
Marketing survey
Non-academic services satisfaction
Parent/Community partner survey
Program/event evaluations
Public safety satisfaction
Specialized student survey (NSSE, NL, CIRP)
Student satisfaction
Student success center survey
Technology satisfaction
Strategic Planning
AQIP measures
Institutional mission
Non-AQIP continuous improvement
Strategic plan completion
Student Engagement
Adult learner measures
Advising
Career services
Code violations
Counseling
Diversity measures
Engagement other
Experiential/Service learning/Volunteering
Health and Wellness/Recreation Center
International/Study Abroad
Ministry/Spirituality
Participation rates in programs
Registered Student Organizations
Student Access (disability)
Student complaints
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Areas Measured and Key Performance Indicators (KPI)
Student success
Academic standing
Academic support/student success
Attendance
Class rank/GPA
Completion rate
Credits/hours attempted/completed
Early/Student alerts
Internship
Learning assessments/outcomes
Pre/Post tests
Special population measures
Student honors/awards
Technology
Computer lab measures
Computer management systems
Data measures
IT Effectiveness measures
IT help
IT usage
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Listing of Systems Portfolios Reviewed

Augsburg College, (2008). Systems portfolio. Retrieved from
http://inside.augsburg.edu/aqip/files/2012/10/AQIP_Systems_Portfol5.pdf

Bellevue University, (2012). 2011 systems portfolio. Retrieved from
http://www3.bellevue.edu/aqip/pdf/2012_Systems_Portfolio.pdf

Benedictine University, (2010). 2010 systems portfolio. Retrieved from
http://www1.ben.edu/programs/centers_institutes/CTLE/Benedictine_University_A
QIP_Systems_Portfolio_0506.pdf

Calumet College of St. Joseph, (2011). AQIP systems portfolio. Retrieved from
http://www.ccsj.edu/aqip/documents/CCSJ%20Systems%20Portfolio.pdf
College of St. Mary, (2008). CSM’s Systems portfolio. Retrieved from
http://www.csm.edu/about_us/quality_improvement/council_on_institutional_effecti
veness/academic_quality_improvement_program_aqip/index.asp

Concordia University-Chicago (2009). Systems portfolio. Retrieved from
http://www.cuchicago.edu/about-concordia/our-mission/aqipreports/?source=search-result

Dakota State University, (2012). Systems portfolio. Retrieved from
http://www.dsu.edu/about/aqip
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Eastern Michigan University, (2008) Systems portfolio and systems appraisal. Retrieved
from http://www.emich.edu/ci/portfolio.php

Evangel University, (2011). November 2011 AQIP systems portfolio. Retrieved from
http://web.evangel.edu/Accreditation/AQIP/index.asp

Fort Hays State University, (2009). 2009 systems portfolio. Retrieved from
http://www.fhsu.edu/aqip/

Franklin College, (2011). Franklin College AQIP systems portfolio. Retrieved from
http://www.franklincollege.edu/about-fc/planning-accreditation/aqip

Friends University, (2009). AQIP systems portfolio. Retrieved from
http://www.friends.edu/aqip
Indiana Institute of Technology, (2008). Indiana Tech’s systems portfolio. Retrieved from
http://www.indianatech.edu/About/Pages/AQIP.aspx

Indiana University-Northwest, (2009). AQIP systems portfolio. Retrieved from
http://www.iun.edu/~nwacadem/aqip/

Kent State University, (2009). Fall 2009 systems portfolio. Retrieved from
http://www.kent.edu/aqip/index.cfm

Lake Erie College, (2012). 2012 systems portfolio. Retrieved from
http://www.lec.edu/aboutus/IRandP/systemportfolio
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Lewis University, (2008). AQIP systems portfolio. Retrieved from
http://www.lewisu.edu/AQIP/AQIP-Systems-Portfolio-2008.pdf

Michigan Technological University, (2009). 2009 AQIP systems portfolio. Retrieved
from http://www.mtu.edu/aqip/

Midstate College, (2011). AQIP systems portfolio. Retrieved from
http://www.midstate.edu/overview/Sysport/

Missouri Western State University, (2010). AQIP systems portfolio. Retrieved from
http://www.missouriwestern.edu/portfolio2/

National Louis University, (2012). 2012 systems portfolio. Retrieved from
http://www.nl.edu/t4/aqip/

Northern Michigan University, (2010). 2010 systems portfolio. Retrieved from
http://www.nmu.edu/aqip/node/23

Northwood University, (2012). Systems portfolio. Retrieved from
https://www.northwood.edu/aboutus/aqip/default.aspx

Ohio University, (2010). AQIP systems portfolio. Retrieved from
http://www.ohio.edu/provost/apaa/aqip.cfm

Purdue University-Calumet, (2009). AQIP systems portfolio. Retrieved from
http://webs.purduecal.edu/aqip/
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Shawnee State University, (2008). AQIP systems portfolio. Retrieved from
http://www.shawnee.edu/acad/aqip/index.html

Southeast Missouri State University, (2010). Systems portfolio. Retrieved from
http://www.semo.edu/aqip/index.htm

Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville, (2012). AQIP systems portfolio. Retrieved
from http://www.siue.edu/innovation/assessment/accreditation/uqc.shtml

Taylor University, (2011). AQIP systems portfolio. Retrieved from
http://www.taylor.edu/about/administration/provost/aqip.shtml

University of Indianapolis, (2010). Systems portfolio. Retrieved from
http://www.uindyportfolio2.project.mnscu.edu/

University of Nebraska at Omaha, (2012), AQIP systems portfolio. Retrieved from
http://www.unomaha.edu/oie/tabs/accreditation/aqip.php

University of St. Francis, (2011). AQIP systems portfolio. Retrieved from
http://www.sf.edu/sf/accreditation/institutional

University of Wisconsin-Stout, (2009). AQIP systems portfolio. Retrieved from
http://www.uwstout.edu/admin/provost/aqip/asp.cfm

Wayne State College, (2012). 2012 AQIP systems portfolio. Retrieved from
http://www.wsc.edu/academic/aqip/
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